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The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, 44., Thursday Afternoon, April 22, 1976

Officers of the Ca!Iowa!, County Bar
Association have been elected for the
year 1976.
John A. Gregory,. Jr., was elected
-president; James.. 0. Overby, vice
president; and Stephen C. Sanders,
secretary-treasurer.
The members of the local bar
association meet monthly to consider
ways to improve the professional
services they render to the public. They
review new rulings which might relate
to the functions they perform as
lawyers and accept for discussion any
suggestions for improvement.
Various publications and films are
available through the Kentucky Bar
association as to various aspects of the
profession. The Calloway County Bar
Association is one of the most active in
Western Kentucky.

Civic Music Board
Sets Drive Date
The Civic Music Association Board
set September 12-17 as the week of
intensive drive for membership for the
1976-77 season in a meeting held
Wednesday night at the Bank of
Murray.
According to a report by Treasurer
Neva Gray Albritten, many new
memberships and patron donations for
the coming season have already been
received.
Dr. Joe Prince, Dean of the Mw-ray
State University College of Creative
Expression and Civic Music's vitepresident for programming, reported
on tentative program arrangements
which would bring international artists
to Murray.
Announcement of the final season's
program will be made when all
arrangements have been made.
President of the organization A.14/.
Simmons, Jr., presided at the meeting
attended by ten board members: Mrs.
Mary Lou Abbott, Mrs. Neva Gray
Albritten, Mrs. Carol Hahn, Mrs.
Elizabeth Hart, Dr. Richard Farrell,
Dr James Kline, Mrs. Lillian Lowry,

MURRAY STATE INTERNS—five student allied health and nursing interns at MurralS4te University discuss details
with Mrs. Linda Clark (left), assistant professor of nursing, before embarking on a trip that will provide them with
their introduction to the location where they will gain clincial experience. Among the students to be involved in
two separate projects of the Pennyrile Region Area Health Education System this summer are (from left): Theda
Johnson, Slaughters junior, who will work with a nurse practitioner in obstetrics at Trover Clinic in Madisonville;
Nancy Meloan, Murray senior, who will work as a medical technician at Jennie Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville; Diane
Siemens, Louisville sophomore, who will work as a medical technician at Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital
in Princeton; Steve Rowlett, Murray junior, on leave from the U.S. Navy, who will work in community health nursing
in the Land Between The Lakes; and Nancy Rose, Bowling Green junior, who will work with an obstetrics nurse at
Troyer Clinic.

An aura of suspense and suspicion
will surround the spring Reader's
Theatre production on Thursday, April
29, at eight p.m. in Lovett auditorium
on the Murray State campus."Mystery
and Intrigus: Accounts of the Unforseen" consists of three short story
adaptations directed by graduate
students Marcy Maddox, Joy Wilkinson, and Mark Etherton.
Reader's Theatre is similar to
dramatic acting in that the actor tries
to make maximum use of body and
voice, said Jill O'Brien, faculty director
of the program. The major difference is
that the props are intended to be
suggestive rather than functional, she
said. "The literature is emphasized, not
the setting."
The audience will be seated on the
stage to provide for intimacy and
greater audience reaction. The
production will be foil 'OA
by a dessert

in the garden area near the Fine Kits—
building. Everyone is encouraged to'
stay and discuss the production with the
actors and directors, a spokesman said.
The three mystery adaptations are
scheduled to coincide with the Mystery
Writers of America awards banquet. Scott Willis will be the master of
ceremonies.

Local Scene
Horoscope
-Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sports
Comics,Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
Realtors Section

16 Pai€

In -Call for Help," by Robek Arthur.
two helpless aged women discover that
their heirs are trying to kill them. In the
isolation of a country home in the backwoods of New England, they
desperately attempt to save themselves.

Characters include: Katie Paschall
as narrator, Beth White as Louise,
Cathy Crecelius as Martha, Mary
Beshear as Ellen, Mike Edgerly as
Roger, Brad Holbrook as Judge Beck
and Jeff Lackey as Dr. Roberts.
, "The Open Window" by Saki features
Mimi Jones as Vera, q precocious
young lady who capitalizes on the
nervousness of Framton Nuttel, played
by Steve Cornett, to create a strange
and frightening tale of suspense.
Other characters inlcude Sue H11] as
narrator, Pam Sisler as Mrs. SapMr. Sappleton,
pleton, Mike Crisr,

Murray State University haz,
received notification that supplemental
funding has been approved by the U. S.
Public Health Service for the Nursing
Student Loan and Nursing Scholarship
programs on the campus.
Johnny McDougal, director of
Student financial aid, said the Nursing
Student Loan supplement of $8,064
brings the total allocation for the year
at Murray State to $26,510. He added
that the additional loan money will be
very helpful in assisting nursing
students during the 1976 summer term
and during the 1976-77 school year.
The Nursing Scholarship supplement
of $2,326 brings the total allotment for
the year to $6,908 in that program.
These dollar will also be used for the,
1976-77 school year.
"With these federal dollars and with
university matching funds for the loan
program and loan repayments from
previous borrowers, Murray State
should be in a position to make needed
financial assistance available to all
eligible nursing students," McDougal
said.

Brenda Taylor as Frarnton's sister,
Chuck Fleck as Ronnie, and Charles
Courtney as Mrs. Sappleton's youngest
brother.
Another view of a domineering wife is
shown in the spine-tingler "Fool's
Mate" by. Stanley Ellin. George
Huneker, played by Mac Chamblin, is
deprived of the "finer things in life" by
his wife Louise, played by Brenda
Taylor. Louise Hates the "finer things"
because they show her ignorance.
Edwin Garrett narrates, Johnny
Cannon plays Mr. White, Wes Barlett
plays the lieutenant, and Steve Johnson
is Inspector LAM.

lie gave these descriptions of the two
programs:
--Nursing Student Loan
Both
graduate and undergraduate students
officially admitted to the nursing
academic program who can demonstrate a need for the funds to meet
educational'COstS are eligible to apply
for Ore repayable Nursing Student,
Loan. The loans are repaid at three per
cent interest plus principal on an annual schedule over a 10-year period.
Repayments begin a year and nine
months after the borrower leaves
Murray State.
A special provision of the program is
a cancellation of repayment clause
which permits cancellation of up to 85
per cent of the total loan for a nursing
student who is employed full time as a
professional nurse, including teacher,
administrator, supervisor, or consultant in any field of nursing, in any
public or non-profit private agency,
institution, or organization.
Cancellation of repayments is
granted on a yearly basis at the rate of
15 per cent of the loan plus interest for
each of the first, second, and third
complete year the borrower is employed and 20 per cent of the loan plus
interest for each of the fourth and fifth
complete year the borrower is emplayed.
Scholarship
Nonrepayable Nursing Scholarship
awards are intended for nursing
students of exceptional financial need.
Currently only previous nursing
scholarship recipients are being funded
through this program.
Students who need applications or
information abobt any of the financial
aid programs may visit the Student
Financial Aid Office, Basement,Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, or call
1502) 762-2546.
-

Sunny and Mild

The production will be critiqued by •
Mostly sunny and mild today,high in
Dr lohanna Maclay,one ot the nation's
the mid to upper 10s. Clear and coot
interpretation authorities before her
tonight, low in the low to mid 50s. Partly
reading of Eudora Welty's "Why I Live
cloudy and warmer Friday, high in the
at the P.O." at eight p.m. April 23 in the
upper 70s and low 80s. Saturday fair
)r-1 way Hall.
and mild.

AUTOGRAPH PARTY: More than 150
people were on hand Tuesday night at
Murray State University to receive an
autographed copy of hi latest book,"My
World," from Jesse Stuart, Kentucky's internationally-known poet and author, in
connection with the culmination of the
initial drive to raise funds for the conversation of Wrather Hall, the first building
built on the campus, into a Jackson Purchase regional museum. Charter members
contributed $100 or more to the fund and
received a copy of the book, which is
dedicated to the people of Murray and
West Kentucky. Pictured here are some
scenes from the autograph party.

DR. ROY KIRK, left, chairman of the Department of Management
at Murray State, his wife, Janet, and
Da%,e and Betty Dickson get their books autographed by Mr.
Stuart. Dickson is manager of the Murray
operation of the Tappan Company,

OLD-TIMER REUNION: looking back over the years during the autograph party, left to right, were I. R
Howton, retired chairman of the Department of Agriciilture at Murray State: t. I. Hortin. retired chairman
of the Department of Journalism: Harlan Hodges, former basketball coach now retired. and I D
• - Rayburn,an assistant professor in the Department of Instruction and (earnings.
e

MURRAY MAYOR JOHN ED SCOTT stood in line for almost an hour
in order to get his book autographed by the famous author.

kiftS, M. 0. WRAtHR. for whose late husband the building is named, visits with Morr.President Constantine W. Curris, left, and Mrs; Jesse Squirt
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Playing Around:
Hide and Sneak
Or Kiss and :Tell?
DEAR ABBY: So now you are giving spiritual advice?
Who are you to say that a husband and wife should not
confess the sin of infidelity to one another.
When one has broken the sacred marriage vows, the only
way to make proper restitution is to make a full confession
to the betrayed spouse and to ask for forgiveness from the
wronged one.
If my mate sins against me, he should confess his sin to
ME! It is my forgiveness that he needs in order to cleanse
his soul: I think youshould print-a retraction, Abby. Many
people take your advice serioutiy.SAVED IN STAUNTON, VA.

M.

op

ways of making restitution, such as prayer, keeping a silent -.
you never to repeat the act and a special measure of
kindness and consideration to the one betrayed.

Miss Katie Sue Blalock
The engagement of Miss Katie Sue Blalock to Michael
Richard Jun of Louisville has been announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hal Blalock of Murray.
Miss Blalock is the granddaughter of Mrs. Audye M. Purdom and the late C. E. Purclom and Mrs. Essie B. Blalock and
the late Dr. E. R. Blalock. She graduated from Murray State
University in August of 1975 and is employed by the law firm of
English, Lucas, Priest & Owsley of Bowling Green.
Mr. Jull is the SOTt of Richard Kelly Jull and the late Dorothy
Jaegle Jull, and the stepson of Della Hatcher Jull of Louisville.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Emily C. Jaegle and the late
William H. Jaegle and the late Mr. and Mrs. Carry Thomas
Jull of Louisville. He will graduate from Murray State University in May with a degree in psychology.
A late spring wedding is planned.
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FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 23,19'76
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely ambitious and
unusually versatile, especially
along scientific lines. Your
keenness and sensitivity to the
A R IFS
needs and conditions of others
give you fine equipment to be a
Mar 21 to Apr 20)
New and unusual ideas, physician, where your inthoughtfully carried out, could tuitional feeling for diagnosis
bring gains. A good period, too, and treatment would be infor making long-range plans. valuable. You would also make
TAURUS
an excellent nurse. Unlike
( Apr 21 to May 21) bka"
many other Taureans, you
Pleasing recognition for your prefer science to art, although
work on a recent project now you may take up the latter as an
raises your self-esteem and avocation. You love nature and
gives you a warm glow of would make an excellent hr
satisfaction.
ticulturist or botanist. Traits
GEMINI
curb obstinacy and jealoust
i May 22 to June 211
Birthdate of: William ShakeGenerous Mercury influences speare, poet, dramatist; James
now stimulate your ingenuity Buchanan, 15th Pres., U.S A
and imagination. Use both well
and results will please. Reach
for the unusual.
CANCER
, June 2:2 to July 231
VISIT IN FLORIDA
Things should be fairly stable
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
in both your 'business and
personal life now. Incentive and Brown have returned home
ambition, teamed up. should after spending last week with
help to bring ultimate ob- their daughter and family,
jectives more clearly in focus. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Goodwin
LEO
and son, Travis, of Tavares,
i July 24 to Aug. 2.3, afg
Avoid a tendency toward
impulsiveness. In moments of
stress, slow down— rather than
take steps to a position from
which it may be hard to extricate yourself.
VIRGO
-k
/4
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i “PV1
--..
You can advance through
association with those who
stimulate your thinking and
imagination
— especially if
.
aims and objectives are mutual.
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LIBRAr"-/
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —"
Some advances indicated,
especially in the fields of art,
designing. New suggestions
' may be made to you Appraise
carefully, noting all factors
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 ntelicc Tackle all situations without
if. taking a dun view of problem
k areas. There are always
,
i solutions -- many! The eager,
watchful and hopeful eye sees
them more quickly.
SAGITTARIL'S
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21i
.:
Stress your innate prudence
t and perceptiveness. Constructive interests favored.
Avoid doubts and fears. You
. should have a bright and happy
day.
CAPRICORN
1,f
(i Dec. 22 to Jan. 20, V kt1(
Certain changes are in order,
others are NOT. Don't go
-against the grain" needlessly
nor penetrate too deeply into
unknown seas before you have
the know-how and the facts.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
('urban impulse to undertake
enterprises you would not ordinarily consider. Stellar influences now suggest that you
stick to routine, avoid chancetaking of any sort.
PLSCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Explore further means to
solve problems that came up in
the past, are still on the docket
Fulfill a cherished wish by
working for it Don't :just
t

I

1

i
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off
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Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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DEAR SAVED: I believe that a "confession" that will
hurt an innocent party should be withheld There are better

daydream.
-

The punishment is more severe when the guilt is borne in
silence by the guilty one. There is nothing "noble- about
cleansing one's conscience in the tears of another.
Read on for a su:prising letter from a reader who shares
my views:
_
DEAR ABBY: Of all the despicable people I will ever
have to contend with, deliver me from the ';kiss-and-tellhypocrite.
Confessions to clear the conscience? Rubbish! Most
confessions of infidelity are motivated (sometimes un•
consciously) by the desire to injure the innocent party,
and/or the wish to boast.
Confession to the Lord is good. Likewise, confession to a
clergyman. Even to the bartender or the barber. But never
to the one who will be hurt to hear it.
To break one's marriage vows is a mortal sin. But it is a
human weakness, and the flesh is sometimes weak. But to
inflict needless pain on an innocent party is also a sin.
Christ has been known to forgive the adulterer..‘"Go
forth, and sin no more.") But Christ had no good word; for
the hypocrite.
Who am I? A clergyman who once, many years ago,
confessed his infidelity to his wife.
REGRETS APLENTY
DEAR ABBY: I was married before and so was Bill. We
have been married for three years and get along fine. I
happened to mention to Bill that I had two plots bought and
paid for in the cemetery right here in Louisville, Ky. Bill
said he would rather be buried in New Albany, Ind.
Bill left New Albany years ago because he didn't like it,
so how come he wants to go back there to be buried?
I told him that we belonged together. and he said if [felt
that way, about it, I'd agree to be buried in New Albany
with him.
Abby. I donl, have a thing to do in New Albany. Why,
my whole family is in Louisville, and that's where I want to
be buried.
We are both in our 50s and have a- lot of time to settle
this, but I'd just like your opinion on who is right?
LOVES LOUISVILLE
DEAR LOVES: Does Bill have two plots bought and
paid for in New Albany? If not, he might just as well get
down to earth in Louisville.

Experience it . .
carefree comfort
in today's jumpsuits.
Long. Leon. Leggy. It's the new ease of the
turnpsuit. Strictly tailored one-piecers
cut to make the most of a vvomon's curves.
Fabulous new spring jumpsuits from Bright's!
Browse through our sensational collection in the
sportswear and dress departments
were sure you'll
find one that's just right for you 32.00 to 54.00

SIMMTS
Open Friday
Nights '018

AEI

AmeRmarsMake a big hit in briefly
stated swim shapes from
Bright's super collection!

The most famous names in the business Beach Party, Catalina Jrs.,

It's A Great
Year For
Spirited Mis.s v
Sportswear!
Celebrate the Bicentennial in flattering

missy sportswear. Spirited new styles
available in summer pastels plus white,
black and navy Sizes 8 to 18.

Jackets at 33.00 to 45 00: Pants at
15.00 to 24.00; Skirts at 11.00 to 23.00;
Shirts at 11.00 to 22.00 and shells at
9.00 to 14.00. Hurry in and make y,=iir
selection while stock is freshest and
most complete,
April
Shouer Of
Sat. nip!
Thursday,
Friday &
satarday'

Catalina Missy, Cole of California, Daffy, Dippers of California,
High Tide, Poppy of California, Rose Marie Reid, Siren°, Top
Drawers and Elisabeth Stewart. Choose from bikinis, 1 -pc. mios,
2-pc. boy leg, sheaths, swimdresses and hipsters in a wide
range of junior and missy sizes. 14.00 to 36.00
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Guest Editorial

Garrott's Galley

The Food
Stamp Mess
The anguished sounds being
made by the likes of Sen.
George McGovern are a tip-off
to the kind of resistance which
lies ahead as Congress and the
President try to bring the $5.6million food stamprmonstrosity
under control.
- At the moment the difference
between the reform tentatively
shaped in the Senate and .the
proposals from the White
llouse are differences of
degree. The lawmakers' plan
would fall well short of the $1.2
billion President Ford wants to
cutfrom the program._ _
But there is obvious
agreement among the more
thoughtful of the nation's
leaders that a well-meant
device for getting food to the
nation's poor has ballooned into
a bundle of scandals since the
launching back in the early
'60s.
Not only has the cost risen
and the eligibility expanded to
income levels well beyond the
deep hardship bracket, but
there is accumulating evidence
all across the country of misuse
of the stamps, thefts, fraud by
caseworkers, bootlegging and
counterfeiting.
When the money spigot is

A McElrath Returns; Plans
Travel Bureau For Murray

opened as wide as in this
program, the crooks and the
cheaters could be expected to
swarm in and they did.
Of course, most of the protests will ignore such charges
as tither overstated or the
product of flinty-hearted
disregard for the poor. The line
will be — a la McGovern and
Humprhey — that trimming
down the program and imposing stricter regulations will
be taking bread out of the
mouths of the hungry and
defenseless.
Well, it may be true that a
drastic crackdown will hurt
some people who ought not to
be hurt; this will depend on how
carefully the new rules are
drawn. But the documented
abuses as well as the sheer
length of the list of food stamp
recipients — more than 19
million Americans — argue
so
is
something
that
desperately wrong as to require
desperate correctives.
The task ought to be undertaken with compassion and
foresight, but the need is
unquestionable. The cutback
must be large, and soon.

By M.C. Garrott
In my work, I get to meet the nicest
people, the most recent of which was
Mrs. Marjorie McElrath Major, whom
many Murrayans know since she grew
up here.
Mrs_ Major, a trim, little..grandmother, swept into my office at Murray
State the other day to inquire about the
possibilities of the establishment of a
travel bureau here in Murray. She had
been in the business for 12 years in
Pittsburgh, Pa., before she and her
husband, William, selected Murray as
the place where they wanted to spend
their retirement years.
Her first cousin, Bill McElrath, is a
Baptist missionary in Bandung,
Indonesia, and whom we got to know a
year or so ago when he presented a
study course at the First Baptist
Church here while in the states on a
furlough. He and his family have been
back in Indonesia almost a year on
another tour.
Mr. Major, whom she describes cNs
"semi-retired," is a graduate of Lehigh
University and is an air pollution
engineer. He had his own business in
Pittsburgh, selling environmental
control equipment, before they pulled
up stakes and came to Murray, where
they bought the Phil Tibbs home on
North 20th Street.
+++
A graduate of Brenau College at
Gainesville, Ga., Mrs. Major has had
considerable experience as a travel
consultant and hopes to get into some of
this work here to help keep busy. She's
perfectly at home dealing with even the
—Noma (Ile.) Ia4ger-Stor
-4post hard-nosed agents with airlines,
resort hotels, cruise agencies and the
like.
They have two children, Robert and
Ellen.
Robert is a graduate of Princeton
University and lives in Columbus,Ohio.
where he 'is a senior fuels economist
with Batelle Institute. Ellen's husband,
produce a decal big enough to James Sell, is an Episcopalian minister
Lewisburg, W. Va., and they have the
cover Montana and both in
Majors' only grandchild, Andrew Sell,
Dakotas.
4.
—Charlotte (N.C.) Observer
It's good to-see people like them move

Want A '76 Decal?
You Bought It
The Strategic Air Command
has joined the Bicentennial
binge

by

ordering

162,000

decals to distribute to its 124,000
military people this year to
remind them of the Bicentennial. The cost: $16,000.
It's difficult to imagine that
the ever-vigilant SAC folks
would be in any danger of letting the Bicentennial sneak by
them. Buying all those decals is
just what government agencies
do when they are spending
other people's money — in this
case, yours and mine.
If the SAC people really consider it necessary to celebrate
the Bicentennial that way, why
can't they simply take up a
collection among themselves,
instead of billing the rest of us?
It would cost them only about 13
cents a person.
Besides, with all the military
cost overruns we hear about,
we're afraid that that $16,000
printing contract might run on
up into the millions and

Dollar
Coint Corning?
The once-mighty dollar is
getting to be a right cute little
feller. Its Incredible Shrinking
Money act has trimmed its
power by 40 per cent just since
1966, and it wasn't its old self
then by any means.
In a few weeks it will have a
$2 bill for competition — and
since it's worth about a 1964
dollar, the new bad money will
probably drive out the old. But
the end is not yet: The
Treasury Department is
studying the midget $1 coin.
That might have a salutary
effect; its size (a little bigger
than a quarter) could shock us
into realizing what inflation is
doing to us, and lead to some
pressure for action against the
process. It would look sorry indeed alongside the gaudy and
dignified dollar-- cartwheel
nobody but Nevadans use.
The next generation won't
ever be able to understand why
George Washington's feat of
throwing a dollar across the
Rappahannock was such a feat.
—Moose(Go.)Nays

r.dnonals and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the Orpweutprovichng a forum for the free exchange id &fiery*
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opunotiatedartu les Are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strong') believe that to Idiot
opinionated articles to onl) those which parrallel the editorial
philosopt” of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree tint/rah editorial stand or
the ideas presented ts) an individual writer in a colorist to respond
with their feelings on the particular 11.1•Ut bring discussed

into Murray to make their home, and
they'll be real assets to the community.
They'll miss the fancy restaurants, and
huge shopping centers and the major
league sports for a while, but before
they know it they'll be just as easygoing as the rest of us.
Meanwhile, if you've got the time and
want to take a trip—anywhere in the
world—Mrs. Major can fix you
up—first class! Just bring your wallet.
-4-+4Pete Lancaster, one of Murray
State's "salesmen" in the Office of
School Relations, at one time was in
Louisville at the same time actorcowboy Roy Rogers and his wife, Dale
Evans, were appearing at a rodeo in
Freedom Hall.
Pete by chance happened to come
down in an elevator with Roy and Dale
at a nearby motel. When telling his
colleagues about the incident later, one
of them asked, "Did you get their
autographs?"
"Naw," Pete replied. "They
recognized me first."
4-4-+
We had a Sunday School lesson a few
weeks ago on hypocrisy, and our
teacher, Theron Riley, was making the
point of how often we say one thing
when really we feel just the opposite.
He pointed out how we should be as
honest with one another as little
children are with everyone, and he told
this story.
This particular family had invited the
boss of the head of the house and his
wife to dinner one evening.
As they sat down at the table, in the
center of which was a platter piled high
with golden fried chicken, the five-yearold boy in the family handed his plate to
his mother and said, "Give me a piece
of buzzard."
The mother, visibly embarrassed at
any such implication that she was
serving the boss and his wife such a
thing, exclaimed, "That's not buzzard,
son! That's fried chicken."
To Which the little fellow replied.
"But last night I heard you and daddy
talking about having 'that old buzzard'
for dinner tonight!"
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CLERKS'CORNER
A column of information supplied by Frances Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City Clerk; and Marvin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.
Building:
EXPIRATION DATE FOR BOAT
Information Required
LICENSES: 1975 Boat Licenses will
Motor Vehicle License, $10.00
expire on April 30, 1976. April 24, 1976
from 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.m. will be the (Present 1975 license plate number);
Dog Tags, $2.00(Vaccination r Ost):
last Saturday that the Circuit Court
Motorcycle License, $2.00 ( esent
Clerk's Office will be open for the
license plate number).
purpose of renewing boat licenses.
The present licenses expire May I,
Please take advantage of this special
time so that you-will not he required to ,1.976.
Residents of the-City who are the sole
stand in line during the week.
(single) occupant of a house or an
Registration for new boats require two
apartment are allowed a reduction in
copies of the bill of sale. Registration
their baling for refuse collection. If
for transfers or renewals require hitt
your current billing is $2.50, you may
year's license, properly endorsed on the
receive a .75 cents reduction in your
reverse side.
monthly billing by contacting the Water
VALIDATION STAMP: The 1976
Validation Sticker is placed in a difSystem at 753-4321. Please note -this is
ferent position for 1976. Please read the
for single occupants only.
end of the sticker and follow the instructions. Validation stickers will be
placed on the right starboard side, six
Watch therefore: for ye know not
inches behind and in line with the
what hour your Lord doth come.
Kentucky number. The Clerk's office
Matthew 24:42.
has received numerous calls about the
Be Prepared!, Always Ready!, A
stickers being removed because of
Stitch in Time!, how many of our
water. In the event the stickers are
mothers and folk sayings tell us to
washed off of the boat, please return to
wisely look to the future — even our
the Clerk's office and you will be given
religion.
another 1976 sticker (free of charge,
and your registration license will be
dated a second time, indicating that a
second sticker has been furnished to
you. Further information regarding
this may be obtained by calling the
Clerk'g office, 753-2714.
The maid rushed into the room and
DRIVERS LICENSE: Once again I
cried, "Hurry, ma'am, your husband's
would like to bring to your attention
that there are approximately 700 lying unconscious in the hall beside a
round box with a piece of paper
drivers license renewals in the clerks large
clutched
in his hand." •'How exciting,"
office waiting to be issued. Please
the woman of the house answered."My
check your license! They may be excoat's come!"
pired! You will not be required to take fur
A Norweigian court in Oslo granted
the written test provided the license has
Thor Bischsen a divorce because his
not been expired over one year. _
wife, Inge, addressed her local young
Murray City Clerk
wives' group on sex and spoke of her
The following 1976 licenses are on
husband's lack of prowess in bed.
sale at the City Clerk's office, City Hall

Bible Thought

Funny
Funny World

10 Years Ago

n

Humanely Speaking
'Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Preventive Medicine
When a veterinarian vaccinates your
dog against certain communicable
diseases, he is practicing "preventive
medicine."
You
can
practice preventive medicine at home by
giving your dog good, regular care. The
dog that is well-fed, taught to behave,
groomed regularly, kept in a clean and
parasite-free environment, and given
love and attention will have a good start
on a long and healthy life.
Take a new puppy to a veterinarian
for a medical examination. The doctor
will give him his first distemper innoculation, arrange for booster shots,
and explain that the rabies vaccination
will be given when the dog is silt-months
old. Many dogs will never visit a
veterinarian again, except for booster
shots, the spaying or neutering
operation, and problems associated
with old age.
Nutrition. Many people in this area
make their own dog food from table
leftovers, breakfast cereals, ground
meat, and so on. Most of these home
formulas are more expensive than the
best brands of commercially prepared
foods and take longer to prepare. More
importantly, it's unlikely that any of
them provide a complete, balanced
diet. Research organizations, books on
dog care, and people who really know
dogs generally recommend a good
brand of commercial dog food. We don't
mean expensive canned foods (though
your dog may prefer these): a full
grown German Shepherd led, for
example. Purina dog chow (supplemented for taste with good quality
table scraps) costs less than $4.00
weekly in grocery bills.
Training. Unless you intend to mold
your life around your dog's, you must
train him As a start, make sure he
understands the meaning of the word
"no" and responds to his own name. To
teach your dog the meaning of "no',"
voice the command firmly in a serious
tone of voice each time you show him

Isn't It The Truth
What this country needs is some
workable method of examining
politicians before the campaign begins
so that those prospective candidates
who may be slightly touched in the head
by all the hurrahs can be led away
before the vote. However, there is
danger in such an undemocratic effort
It might destroy what is left of our
representative government

that certain behavior is unacceptable.
To teach him to respond to his name,
praise him lavishly each time he comes
when called—even if he's been avoiding
you for half an hour. Never call your
dog and then punish him for some other
misbehavior. These simple commands
will not only make both your lives more
comfortable, they may one day save
your dog's life—by stopping him from
chewing on an electric light cord or
calling him out of the path of an approaching car.
Never let your dog run free. Not only
is he a nuisance to neighbors and a
menace to neighborhood gardens, but
he could be killed or badly hurt on the
street; nearly one third of all dogs are
killed or injured by an automobile.
Grooming. Regular bathing and
brushing keep a dog's coat healthy and
attractive and help to control external
parasites. Brush a long-haired dog
frequently to keep his coat in
manageable condition and to examine
him for fleas and ticks. Short-haired
dogs usually need only an occasional
rub-down. Bathe your dog as often as he
needs it (and some dogs need it more
than others I—people who tell you that
dogs shouldn't be bathed too often are
quoting an old wives tale.
Even the best cared-for dogs will
attract a few fleas and ticks now and
then. Bathing will remove them, but
only mechanically; try a commercial
preparation, such as a flea collar or
powder, for continued protection.
Infestation by other parasites is
unlikely if you keep your dog clean,
away from garbage and sewage, and
far from the company of diseased dogs.
If you care enough about your dog to
practice preventive medicine, you
probably don't need to be reminded that
he needs love and attention as well.
Follow all these suggestions and you
should find that living with your dog is a
simple, enjoyable, and rewarding
experience.
Individuals having questions or
comments about articles in this series
are encourage to write the Humane
Society of Calloway ('ounty, P 0 Box
7934, University Station, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
--April 21 1)og Census -14
3 Mixed breed females, 1 sheppard
type female, 2 mixed breed males, 1
basset - type male, 1 bird dog type
male. 3 mixed breed puppies 3-4 weeks
old, 2 shepard type female pups, 1
shepa rd typo' male pup

e

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federai Level

U

I Son alette, DOA #4011411.1Ion I),
3327 Dirkstn Swatting
Wssiiinroa, D C. 20515
S Sew Wendell Of Ford
4121 Dirt seo
Watilington D C. 20510
U S. Rip Carroll Nobler& it 0)
42.1 Canon Moine Office Ilwildisp
Weslingtoa, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dioLing
202 224312? where a U S. Capitol
operator will connect you with The official of your choice

State level
Stott Sen. Riciseril Weistalorger
Stott Capitol Insliling
Prodder', Ky. 40601,
or
Roots 7. Martina, ly 42064
Stint Rep Ktimork C or.,
Stine Capitol IntRiling
irosiktart, ly. 40601
00
7015. 3r4 St. Marra!, Kg 47071
State Rap. Lloyd C. Clapp
Stine Capitol Wing
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P 0 Its 85, Wing., Ity 420111

Calloway County High School is
preparing for a visiting committee
from the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, and
anticipates being activated to membership, according to William B. Miller,
principal of the school.
Dan Hutson, owner of Hutson
Chemical Company, spoke at the
Second Annual North American Food
Production Conference held at Skokie,
Deaths reported include Lilbum C.
Huie of Murray and Lloyd Lee of
Centralia, Ill.
Bob Billington was appointed as
chairman of the Donut Sale to be held in
Murray by the Kiwanis Club in May..
The family of Mr. and Mrs. John
Wilkins held a dinner at Bob's
Smorgasbord and later assembled at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wilkins.

20 Years Ago
Daylight saving time for Murray, a
more powerful police radio system, and
the need for more money on which to
operate the city took up most of the
time at the regular meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include Jewel
Oscar Ross, and Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs
James Robinson.
Mrs. Lillie Farris' first grade class at
Kirksey School will be presented in a
talent program on WSM Chilinoel 4 TV
on April 28.
Pictured today are members of the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the annual flower
show. They include Mesdames A. 0.
Woods, E. S. 'Ferguson, Illie Brown,
Dewey Ragsdale, H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
John Ryan,and Walter Miller.
"Gun Fury" and "Never A Dull
Moment" are showing at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre.

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger d Times is
published every afternoon except Sundays. irly 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. inc. 103 N 4th St, Murray,
Ky 42071
Second Clots Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served

by carriers. 32 25 per month, payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfietd, Sedalia
ond Farmington, Ky
and Paris
Buchanan and Puryitor, Tern, 315 00
per year By moil to other destinations
53000 per year
Member of Associated Pi'ess, Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association

Let's Stay Well

Bed-Wetters Can Be Helped
Di F .1 1,

were bed-wetters
(hiring infancy and early ctuld
hood When bed -wetting
enuresis) continues in the older
told. the habit becomes a
'source of great anxiety
Estimates as to the number of
bed,wetters are highly variable
Sortie authorities believe that 16
per cent of all 5-year-olds(or one
child in six) wet their beds The
ITS Army (maid that 25 per cent
of World War 1:1 inductees were
bed-wetters
Bladder (unction is allfOrnaLle
Atiring intrauterine life and
gradually comes under voluntary control during the first few
years or hie,ttr control be occasional at first and programing
to a completely voluntary act
after years of trial and education
When chronic bed-wetting
persists in an older child, the
most important COnsideration is
to rule out disease of the
All of cm

fliasingarrie

as an
obstruction with or without infection) or an anatomical defect
Fortunately. these are rare hut
require prompt correction to
avoid damage to the upper urinary tract, including the kadher.
A physical examination, urine
analysts. and somettmes X ray
studies are required to
demonstrate that all stnictures
and functions are normal
Some entireties are deep
sktevers and risaare more to
arouse them than others, pow
bly accountua; for the persis
fence of bed-wetting in certain
cases
Threats, abuse, embarrass
merit, and ridicule will not cure
a child of enuresis Such children
often are sensitive, nervous and
shy. and feel inferior However,a
change in personality usually'
results when a child is cured of
bed,wetting
genitourinary system, such

The hest apprisich IS for

1)

g-erents to assat the child in
changing habits Cut his fluid in
take Late In the day, beginning
severaf hours before bedtime
Walking the child to the
bathroom once or twice during
the niOrt to empty his bladder on
helpful Medicine (such as
ephedrine) to. relax the bladder
may occasionally he tried
Reagaranee arid support tly the
parents are beneficial in helping
to cure a bed-wetter
Q Mr. CF wants to knoia if
the removal of the top of a hitster
helps it to heal more rapidly
A Moat physicians feel that it
is preferable to leave in place
the outer damaged layers of skin
covering; a blister Illey act as a
mechanical protectior The
lower layers of skin grow
sattsfactority and regenerate a
covering in five to six days The
blistered area qtiouirt he pm-

Blasuigame
teeted from pressure Some
times covering the taltstered skin
with moleskin or a small BandAid may he helpful tX cmirse,
the preferred treatment of
blisters, which occur all to often.
is prevention
Mists Ml. asks how she can
he certain that a therapist for
criunseluig; is dependable and
ariemately trained
A A troubled pr-ram should
take care in trying to select a
therapist without assistance
'I'm *multi be. guided by the ad
vice of your physican as to
whether you need therapy He
should be able to gave it or
recommend tO you therapists
who are trained and expert
(-need You may also be able to
get guidance in this respect from
a local hospital which may have
a staffed department that can
Lake care of your needs
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Celtics Romp Braves In Opener
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Five Games Played In
Murray Soccer League
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Five games were played over the weekend in the
'•
Murray Soccer Association.
Three of the contests were played Saturday.
In the first game, the Flyers defeated the Cosmos 5-2.
Lori Manning had three goals for the Flyers while Tammy
Treas had two. For the Cosmos, Connie Spann and Angela
Usher each had a goal.
The second contest Saturday found the Red Winks
winning 7-3 over the Flames. Gina Kain and Laura
Montgomery each had two goals for the Red Wings while
Sheri Swift, Lynette Priest and Lori Wynn each scored one
goal. For the Flames, Caroline Schoenfeldt had two while
Mary Grasty scored one.
In the final Saturday game, the Chiefs routed the Stars
8-0. Kelly Crawford had three goals while Liz Fain had two
and Sidney Rankin, Sabrina Smith and Kelly Jo Cathey
each had one.
The Cosmos and Chiefs played to a 2-2 deadlock in the
first Sunday game.
Mel Jackson and Connie Spann scored a goal apiece for
the Cosmos while Liz Fain and Sabrina Smith each had
one for the Chiefs.
In the final game Sunday, the Flames edged the Flyers
3-1. Caroline Schoenfeldt, the leading scorer in the league
this season, scored all of the goals for the Flames while
Lee Stacy had the lone score for the Flyers.
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DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
North Carolina Central
University has fired its
basketball coach, Sterling
Holt, whose teams had an 1836 record in his two years.
N.
Albert
Chancellor
Whiting, who made the announcement Wednesday, said
that for the remaining two
years on his contract Holt
would be an administrative
assistant to the school's
athletic director, Joe L.
Austin.
Austin will assume the head
coaching position .on an interim basis.

Antic the Golden State
Warriors, leading 1-0 in their
Western semifinals, host the
Detroit Pistons.
The Phoenix Suns, holding a
3-1 lead in the other Western
semifinal, won't get a chance
to nail down that series until
Sunday when they meet the
Super-Sonics in Seattle.

In other NBA playoff ectD
day
you
the
Wednes
tell
night,
Jack Ramsay will
one Washington Bullets defeated
are
Celtics
Boston
that the
in the Cleveland Cavaliers 109-98
of the most physical clubs
ball and tied their best-of-seven
Basket
al
Nation
the
Buffalo Eastern semifinal series at
Association — and his
to two games apiece.
marks
the
have
Braves
The Cavaliers entertain
prove it.
seen Washington in tonight's action
"I would like to have
ofbetter control by the
after
ficials,' said Ramsay
the
losing a 107-98 decision in
f the NBA's Eastern
opener_.,
Baskefts411 At A Glance
semifinal playoffs Wednesday
Pony League tryouts for 13By The Associated Press
l,
night. "It was a very physica
Playoffs
NBA
14-year-old boys and girls will
Quarter,finals
aggressive, holding game."
be held at 1:30 p.m. Saturday
Best-of-7 Series
One of the most physical of
Wednesday's Result
.
at
the Murray City Park.
was
usual,
Washington 109, Cleveland 90, the Celtics, as
All boys and girls in this age
30
scored
who
,
series tied 2,2
Dave Cowens
group are urged to attend the
Boston 107, Buffalo 913, Boston
points despite an injured heel.
leads series 1 0
tryouts.
their
to
up
were
Celtics
Thursday's Games
The
Last year, the Murray Pony
apWashington at Cleveland
tricks,
old roughhouse
Detroit at Golden State, Gold10- League All-Stars were the
a
by
rbed
*distu
ly
__garent
1-0.
_
en State leads ,Series
-State Champions.
Friday's Game
day layoff.
Its t he Associated Press

iii

Cage Playoffs
At A Glance

JoJo White added 27 points
to the Boston cause while John
Havlicek contributed 22 as
Boston opened its bid for a
13th NBA title. Cowens,
playing all but the final
seconds, grabbed 17 rebounds,
had seven assists and five
steals in another brilliant
effort.
White had eight assists and
three steals to go with his

Pro

The Celtics turned on their
decisive drive early in the
third period as Cowens and
White led a surge which
carried Boston to a 15-point
advantage.
Bullets 109, Cavaliers 98
Clem
guard
Reserve
Haskins scored 22 points and
forward Nick Weatherspoon
added 19 in his first start of the
season. sparking Washington
over Cleveland. The victory
ended . Washington's fourgame losing streak at'home.

,)f his points in the third
quarter as the Bullets broke
away from a 51-51 halftime
.re I.. take a 78-70 lead.

Surprised With Crowd

EAST LANSING, Mich.
(API — Jud Ileathcote, new
Michigan State University
baske,ball coach, seemed
soniev.hat surprised that
there wcre some 50 reporters
at his•ii au4ural news monference ret ently.
"When I started at
-The Bullets, held below 80. Montana," he said, "they had
points in the two previous a press conference for me. He
games, overcame a 10-point and I gi4 along just fine."
second quarter deficit and
scored more points in each of
The New York Yankees will
hold their annual "helmet
the quarters than they did in
April 25 when they fair' the
11 previous periods.
Kansas City Royals.
seven
_Weatherspoon_ scored
.

Buffalo at Boston
Saturday's Game
Golden State at Detroit

ABA Playoffs
Semifinals
Best-of-7 Series
Wednesday's Results
Denver 106, Kentucky 106,
series tied 2-2
San Antonio 106, New York
105, series tied 3 3
Thursday's Game
Kentucky at Denver

-

Your Choice

_Sivi Players
Was
$350

KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
Kansas City Chiefs signed
seven free agents Thursday,
including defensive end
James Wolf, who played for
the Pittsburgh Steelers when
they won a world championship in 1974-75.
Wolf was Pittsburgh's sixthCHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) round draft choice in 1974 and
— Walter Rabb, who has played mostly on specialty
served as head baseball coach teams. He was cut by the
at the University of North Steelers during training camp
Carolina since 1957, has an- last year and played briefly
nounced his retirement, ef- for Toronto of the Canadian
festive at the end of the 1977 Football League.
season.
Other free-agent Signees
A coach-designate will be were running back Carlos
named to succeed Rabb, the Greene, Central Missouri;
university announced. He will linebacker Wharton Foster,
assist Rabb during the 1977 Baylor; linebacker Lynn
season and then take over the Young, Henderson State;
head coaching job the linebacker Rick Spain, ftlinois
following spring.
State; running .
The Tar Heels wosi their Jackson, Auburn, and guard
500th game under Rabb Garry Smith, North Texas
earlier this season.
State.
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by Davis Cabinet

Only

$1295°°

was
The Davis Cabinet Company
when
just two years old in 1931
was
suite
the first Lillian Russell
produced. Marie Kirkpatrick of
Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, Grand
Rapids, Michigan had been commissioned to design an enduring
and unusual furniture grouping in
the now famous Davis medium
of solid wood. The result was
Lillian Russell. The success of Mrs.
Kirkpatrick's design is attested to
by the fact that Lillian Russell is
the oldest suite of furniture in
continuous manufacture in
America today.

Lillian Russell is symbolic of an
age. A mention of the name
evokes memories of an opulent
era of gaiety, richness and
elegance. The darling of diners at
Delmonico's, the toast of Tony
Pastor's...to the nation and to the
world, Lillian Russell was "the
American Beauty."
The aura of this fabulous figure
of the late Victorian era is captured in the beautiful group of
furniture Davis has named in her
honor. The Lillian Russell designs
are derived from the Eastlake
period of the 1880's and 1890's.
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
For eight innings, the
Baltimore Orioles had the
California Angels in the hand
of their Palmer.
Then Jim Palmer needed a
ltand himself in the ninth.
"I usually get my second
wind, but tonight I didn't,"
esaid Baltimore's Cy Young
'Award winner after helping
the Orioles whip the Angels 5-1
Wednesday night.
The lean right-hander was

Tiger Cage
Banquet To
Be Monday

working on a gorgeous onehitter before running into a
stormy ninth. Palmer gave up
a walk to Rusty Torres, a
single to Jerry Remy and a
sacrifice fly to Bill Melton to
lose his shutout. And when he
walked another batter,
Palmer was replaced by Dyar
Millep.
"I didn't ask to come out."
Palmer said. "but i knew how
I felt. I had trouble closing my
hand because my forearm had
tightened up."
Manager Earl Weaver
doesn't usually like to take
Palmer out of a game, but he
obviously didn't have a choice
Wednesday night in Anaheim.

"He% give you three good
games every four times out,"
said Weaver. "He just
completely ran out of gas
Theliturray High basketball tonight."
In other American League
banquet, honoring both the
boys' and girls' teams, will be games,the Detroit Tigers beat
held at 7 p. m. Monday in the the Oakland A's 7-3 and the
New York Yankees defeated
high school cafeteria.
Jim
Calvin, assistant the Chicago White Sox 10-7.
basketball coach at Murray Two games were rained out —
State University, will be the Kansas City at Milwaukee and
Texas at Cleveland.
featured speaker.
Palmer was working on a
The price for the banquet is
three dollars per person and nohitter when Bruce Bochte
reservations should be made lined a single to center leading
with the high school by early off the fifth inning.
"It was a mistake on my
Friday morning.

part," said Palmer, 3-1, "but
he still had to hit it. It was a
hanging curve and I was
indecisive on how to throw it."
Palmer was then unthe
until
touchable
troublesome ninth.
Baltimore, which had

dropped six of its previous
seven games, jumped on loser
Don Kirkwood, 0-2, for three
runs in the first inning, capped
by Ken Singleton's homer,and
added two more in the second.
The Orioles managed seven
hits, including the hemer and

Approximately 500 students from 44 schools will participate in the "Special Olympics" for the mentally handicapped Saturday at Murray State's Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The Special Olympics at Murray, one of several in
Kentucky, is for the 21 westernmost counties in the state.
Dr. Brinda Smith of the MSU Recreation and Physical
Education Department and Billie Downing of the Special
Education Department are co-directors of the Olympics.
Special Olympics provide competition in track and
field, swimming, basketball, and volleyball. Sports clinics
are also a part of the games. In addition, the games will
have opening and closing ceremonies, medal presentations, parades, dances, victory dinners and entertainment.
Since the games began in 1968 with approxirnatley 1,006
persons participating, the games have grown until more
than a quarter-million retarded youngsters participate.
Track and field events for the games are the 50-yard
dash, the 220-yard dash, the 440-yard clash, the 440-yard
relay, the standing long jump, the softball throw, the high
Jump,the mile run, and the Pentathalon.
Swimming events are the 25-yard breaststroke, the 25yard butterfly, and the 100-yard free-style relay.

single by Singleton, two
doubles by Al Bumbry and a
double and single by Paul
Blair.
Tigers 7, A's 3
Willie Horton and Rusty
Staub hit two-run homers to
lead Detroit over Oakland.
Horton connected in the first
inning and Staub in the sixth.
Both shots came off losing
piteher Mike Torrez, 13.
The Tigers scored three
runs in the first and four more
when nine batters went-W.1114s
plate in the sixth. A single by
rookie Jerry Manuel drove in
the other two runs in the sixth.
Yankees 10, White Sox 7
Chris Chambliss and
Mickey Rivers drove in three
runs apiece and rookie Willie
Randoph collected four
straight hits to lead New York
past Chicago. Rudy May,
backed by a 17-hit attack,
allowed only two hits over the
first seven innings but yielded
a two-run homer to Pete
Varney in the eighth and was
chased by Jack Brohamer's
two-run triple in the ninth.

.By HERSCHEL
Al'Sports Writ
The New York
or thrown at so
during
Tuesd
beanball war
Louis Cardinal
Shied away fr
resembling a b
nesday.
As a result of
pop flies, one but
left field and a
pitches they b
memories of the
Mets and dro
comedy of error
Elsewhere in
League, the At
shut out the S
Giants 3-0

Dr. Elfin& Smith, left, and Billie Downing, right, co-directors of the "Special Olympicsr
scheduled for Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday. receive plagues for their work in previous Special
Olympics. Presenting the plaques are Stephen Norsworthy and tee Ann fandrich, students at
Robertson School, Murray.

BECAUSE 15 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING KNOW-HOW HAVE MADE US A WORLD LEADER

Thurs.,-Fri.,-Sat.,-Mon. April 22-23-24-26
\,‘ 20-in. Cut Push-Type
Rotary Mower

22-in. CutSelf-Propelled
Rotary Mower

•3.5 reserve power
engine
•DuciI Power
engine

CUT $30..22-in. Self-Propelled Mower I
9N897342N - Wt. 79 lbs
5229.00*

DELUXE REALISTIC 23-CHANNEL
MOBILE CB TRANSCEIVER

Your choke of these
handy garden tools

A popular choice of avid CB'ers' Our TRC-24 features automatic
noise limiter plus a noise blanker. delta-tune, lighted channel
indicator, built-in modulation indicator All crystals, mike
included Add an external speaker and use as mobile PA
amplifier Positive or negative ground There s only one place
you can find rt
Radio Shack

• Row Celtivotor
• Traesplootieg Trowel
• 0 a ft dello. Weeder
• 3-Promg Celtiveter
• Garde. Trowel

• 3 forward speeds
plus reverse
• 32-in. Mowing Head
SAVE $90.. 8-HP LAWN TRACTOR includes
36- inch mowing head and battery-powered
electric starter. 3 forward speeds, reverse.
9T9636N - Wt. 404 lbs
$599.00'

23-CHANNEL BASE OR MOBILE
CB TRANSCEIVER

• Hammer • Screwdriver
• 16.ft. Lock Tope
• Mini Storage Cobieet

hut ben.
ha hitt

• 3 forward speeds, reverse
• 36-in. Mowing Head

• Add Crystals For

Two

More Channels,

cordless
electric

16-HP, 6-speed transmission
lawn and Garden Tractor
• Twin-cylinder Engine
• Handles all Sears
Tractor Attachments

GRASS SHEARS if
we FAIL TO START
with the 1st PULL the

5-HP Roto-Spader

FENCING
12/
1
2GAUGE FENCE OUTFIT

Any

• Perfect for Home. Office

IT

CUT 510..4 cu. ft. Contractor- type Wheelbarrow
9T8780N - Shipping Wt. 48 lbs
$29.94
CUT 555
1 2- HP Electric Sprayer Compressor
30T15438N - Shipping Wt. 120 lbs
$189.99

ft.
Has same quality components as used for 111
/
2 gauge Chieftain ex/
2 gauge fabric is used.
cept 121

111/2 GAUAGE FENCE OUTFIT
13J 14707 NV
/
2 Ga. Fence Outfit 2 lb. 13 oz. per foot
48" 111

• R•clucetf eon ow teht sAncy Ay Book
unthreci
atel 80
,
0

• Prices Are Catalog Prices

•Dslissry sid lostollotioo Not Included

CATALOG SALES OFFICE

Boat or Camper!

(?1111IGE
Radao Shed'

Shack he*. cotnplet• tine of
Your friey•dly niughbo•hood Redo°
rytt•Is Co., cabl•S
fecnou• Archey •nt
sistsr• cittp•nd•ble peytortn•nc•
OuMity rnenutectured by u• to
top value at tha low••t cost Buy
Archer Or•nd .• your bvanal For
,Sh•ck,
Iron. the CR Ip•cotlitigt• Bonn
your CS rechnoit••

42"
ROOF MOUNT
STAINLESS
STEEL
ANTENNA

44" NO-HOLE
STAINLESS
STEEL
TRUNK MOUNT
ANTENNA

T
R0
Y CBAS
AtSAHWPARRIZ
DEE
$1
0
09
000
IN
THE 1976 REALISTIC CB
SONG SEARCH
Get Full Details at
Participating
Radio Shack Stores And
Dealers.

18" GUTTER
CLAMP
STAINLESS
STEEL
ANTENNA

13 PN 14607 NV - •-•
48" 121
/
2 Ga. Fence Outfit 2 lb. 902. per foot
CUT $50... Chain Drive
Roto-Spoder withi power
reverse, 6-position steel
drag stake. Re-coil starting. Wt. 170 lbs.
32L29675N.... S269.95t

Channel Wherever

You Set Up'

CUT $100.. Yard ond Garden Tractor
with 10-HP Electric-starting engine.
32N82591N - Wt, 570 lbs....S879.00t

eltb 16 titling blades

• Ready re Vs& On

and you can

CUT 1150....12-HP Tractor with six
forward speeds. Solid state ignition.
32T2593 - Wt. 636 lbs
$1129.00'
CUT $300,. Yard and Garden Tractor
with 18-HP Twin - cylinder engine.
32L2596N - Wt. 707 Ilas
$1579.00

• Only 1 2x4'i,.*15112", 12 VDC Negative Ground,
*AA* Includedt

SAVE s2
102"
STAINLESS
STEEL
BODY MOUNT
ANTENNA
1
R
295
14 95

TWIN
TRUCKERS
STAINLESS
STEEL
ANTENNA

102"
FIBERGLASS
BUMPER
MOUNT
ANTENNA

42" NO-HOLE
FIBERGLASS
TRUNK
MOUNT
ANTENNA

1

RADIO SHACK PRICES ON AVERAGE HAVE INCREASED LESS THAN IS SINCE JULY. 111741

21 1094
MF 711
Skid St
30 hp a
1 250 lb
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Shades Of '62 As Mets Lose Comedy

for a DaVanon was intentionally
when Grote's high throw baseman Felix Milian
the walked. The game started as a
retired
Lolich
double.
at
glove
gift
glanced off Lolich's
Smith, pitchir,g
between
duel
the plate. Lolich then fanned next two batters, but
score Houston's J.R. Richard, who
Mike Anderson, but the third the fourth out, tied the
went 10 innings, and Tommy
strike was another wild pitch with a home run.
Anderson, not one to look a John of t4e Dodgers, who
and Anderson reached safely.
was Worked seven.
That one didn't hurt and, gift horse in the mouth,
when
Expos 11, Cubs 3
although St. Louis picked up a credited with a double
Ayala,
Mike Jorgensen and Jerry
run in the fourth when his pop-up fell among
Boisclair White homered for Montreal
Simmons scored from first as centerfielder Bruce
Phillips. while Tim Foli had a single,
left fielder Benny Ayala and shortstop Mike
Anderson double awl triple and drove in
played butcher-boy with Ron Fairly singled
on Don two runs. Before its suspenReggie Smith's single, the home and scored
sion, the game started 15
double.
Mets led 4-2 in the sixth, with Kessinger's
however, minutes late and was halted
Cardinals,
The
of
pair
a
g
Lolich contributin
NATIONAL LEAGUE
didn't take kindly to being four times by rain. Jose
East
key singles.
their
in
W L Pct GB
Cardenal and Steve Swisher
But Vic Harris opened the upstaged laugh-wise
—
667
3
6
Pitts
winwhen
had
So
Chicago
home
ballpark.
runs.
1/2
own
625
St. Louis sixth with a cat3
5
Phila
RasmHarry
2
/
New York 6 6 .500 11
chable pop fly that fell bet- ning pitcher
apparent
444 2
5
4
Chicago
ween first baseman Ed ussen rapped an
2
1
2/
400
4 6
St Louis
he
Kessinger,
2
1
2/
375
second double, scoring
3 5
and
Montreal
Kranepool
to
West
was called out for failing
615
5
8
Houston
touch first base.
- ½.
6 -4 .600
Cincinnati
By The Associated Press
2
1
/
4 .600
a6
Braves 3, Giants I
Atlant
NHL Playoffs
2
/
11
500
5
5
andSan Fran
Ruthven
Quarter-finals
Dick
2
455
6
5
San Diego
Best-of-Seven Series
2
/
41
ktessersmith combined on a
.200
8
2
Ang
Los
Thursday's Games
Wednesday's Results
Buffalo at New York Island
six-hit shutout. Ruthven, who
0
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh
singled home the final run in a ers
Cincinnati 5, San Diego 4
Philadelphia at Toronto
St Louis 7, New York 4
three-run second inning after
Boston a' Los Angeles
Montreal at Chicago, sus
Sunday's Games
Darrel Chaney's two-run
pendad , darkness
Los Angeles at Boston, if nec
single, blanked the Giants for essary
Atlanta 3, San Francisco 0
in
lifted
Houston 1, Los Angeles 0, 16
was
but
Toronto at Philadelphia, if
seven innings
innings
the eighth after a leadoff necessary
Thursday's Games
New York Islanders at But
Montreal (Kirby 30) at Chisingle and a walk.
tab, if necessary
Reuschel 001,
(R
cago
$1
Messersmith, signed for
Pacer with factory
Los Angeles (Rau 1-0) at
WHA Plastafts
• Save $425 oft the normal list price when you buy a 1976
_
got
agent,
free
a
as
Million
Houston (Cosgrove 0-0), (n)
Best-of-7 Series
installed air conditioning.
Only games scheduled
Chris Speier to griund into a
Wednesday's Results
• Pacer's width means exceptional room and comlort.
Friday's Games
United States Semifinals
Reitz
Ken
and
play
double
Cincinnati at Montreal
New England 3, IndlanaP01 15
• Pacer's wide stance means a smooth and stable ride
threat.
Atlanta at Philadelphia, (n)
bounced out to erui the
1, New England leads series 2
PROTECTION PLAN'.
• And Pacer is backed by AMC's exclusive BUYER
New York at Houston, (n)
1.
0
ates
Pi
Pacer,
Phillies 3,
St. Louis at San Diego, In)
• It all adds up to one terrific value. Yet the price of this
Houston 8. Son
es6, Hous
,s Diego
Mike Schmidt belted his ton leads series 1.0
including free an conditioning. is only
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Games
seventh home run in the last
East
Semifinals
United
States
W L Pct. GS
games and Tom
four
Indianapolis at New England
—
778
2
7
York
New
McGraw
Tug
CanaSan
and
at
Diego
Houston
Underwood
included
1
2 .714
5
'Manufacturer's suggested retail price, factory au conditioning
Milwkee
finals
secluded
dian
Division
mat
taros
mid
opbon•
other
prop,
2
/
21
dealer
500
5
Destmelion charget
5
combined to limit Pittsburgh
Boston
Calgary at Winnipeg, first
and rntItta, sales irsdudsct
2
1
/
2
500
4
4
Detroit
to seven hits. The Phils got the game
129 3
3 4
Cleveland
Saturday's Games
3/7
4 6 .400
only run they needed in the
Baltimore
States
Semifinals
United
West
first inning on Jay Johnstone's
New Englano at Indianapolis
6
4
.600
—
Texas
Sunday's Games
double and Greg Luzinski's
Shown with optional
6 5 .545
Oakland
Semifinals
States
United
[$361
W/S/Wtires
500 1
4 4
Chicago
single. Schmidt homered in
Houston at San Diego Cana- California
and wheel covers ($32)
2
7 .417
5
the eighth, but was upset
dian Division finals
3 5 .375 2
Kan City
Winnipeg
at
Calgary
3 7 .300 3
because he has struck out 14
Minnesota
Wednesday's Results
times in 37 at-bats.
TENNIS
Chicago 7
10,
New York
"I'm an easy out between
Texas at Cleveland, ppd rain
DENVER — Unseeded Billy
Kansas City at Milwaukee,
home runs and that's not Martin upset second-ranked
rain
good," he said. "I'm hitting a Ken Rnsewall 4-6, 7-5, 6-4 in ppd
Baltimore 5, California 1
lot of home runs right now, but the $6.1,000 World ChamDetroit 7, Oakland 3
Thursday's Games
I'm still not swinging the bat pionship Tennis Denver
•Kansas City at Milwaukee,
good."
(n)
tournament.
Reds 5, Padres 4
Ken Griffey's two-run single
triggered a five-run third
inning for Cincinnati. Griffey
stole second and scored on a
single by Tony Pefez. Singles
by George Foster and Cesar
Geronimo produced the fourth
run and the fifth scored on
shortstop Hector Torres'
throwing error. Mike !vie
Our New Salesman Tony Thomas invites all his friends &
drove in three San Diege runs
customers to come out for a test drive in the 1976 Pacer today.
with a double and single
Astros 1, Dodgers 0
Jose Cruz' single with two
out in the 16th inning scored
Larry Milbourne,from second
base. The winning hit came off
Stan Wall after
reliever
Murray
753-6448
Road
806 Coldwater
Milbourne had singled and
stolen second haw and Jerry

. By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The New York Mets were hit
or thrown at so many times
during Tuesday night's
beanball war with the St.
Louis Cardinals that they
shied away from anything
resembling a baseball Wednesday.
As a result of two botched
pop flies, one butchered ball in
left field and a cipple of wild
pitches they brought back
memories of the fledgling 1962
Mets and dropped a 7-4
comedy of errors to the Cards.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Atlanta Braves
shut out the San Francisco
Giants 3-0 with Andy

I Olympics"
'Mos Special
students at

(MURRAY LEDGER I'd TIMES)

Messersmith notching a
million-dollar save; the
Philadelphia Phillies blanked
the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-0; the
Cincinnati Reds edged the San
Diego Padres 5-4; the Houston
Astros nipped the Los Angeles
Dodgers 1-0 in 16 innings, and
the Montreal Expos led the
Chicago Cubs 11-3 when
darkness forced a suspension
after six innings. The game
will be completed today.
The fun in St. lAnnspegan in
the Cards' second. Ted
Simmons doubled and Mickey
Lolich wild pitched him to
-- third. Simmons headed for
home when catcher Jerry
Grote had trouble following
the bouncing ball and scored

PORTS

Major League
Standings

Hockey Playoffs
At A Glance

Buy a 1976 Pacer the way
you want it and well include
factory air conditioning.Free.
Now through May 10, 1976

BIN

.EADER

$3499*

early as Saturday. The
By FRANK BROWN
Canadiens would host the
AP Sports Writer
Bruins
The best-of-seven National Islanders and the
in
Flyers
the
meet
would
nal
quarter-fi
Hockey League
playoffs have become a best- Philadelphia.
Three teams will do their
ofone series for the Toronto
hapMaple Leafs, Buffalo Sabres best to keep that from
tonight.
pening
of
all
Kings,
Angeles
Los
and
whom Must win tonight to stay - But they'll -be in for a
Cup struggle against the Islanders,
in Stanley
alive
whose aggressive hitting
competition.
Toronto and Los Angeles at game has slowed down the
least will have the home ice of free-skating Buffalo forwards.
one advantage in their at- "For a team like ours, whose
tempt to stave off an game is hitting, we're more
onrushing summer vacation. accustomed to it," said New
The Maple Leafs won both of York defenseman Denis
their home games against Potvin. "They don't have
champion everyone who hits, just a few.
defending
Philadelphia to even the series We've got everybody who
- --at 2-2 before the Flyers took
Hitting also will be the focal
Tuesday night's contest 7-1.
The Kings split their home point of Boston's assault on a
games against the Bruins, but semifinal berth. "When you
intimidate a team, you have
won once in Boston.
The Sabres, who show a the advantage and it's a big
dismal 3-12 record in playoff advantage," says Bruins wing
games on the road since they Hank Nowak. "They (the
entered the league in 1970-71, Kings) are giving us that
will have to hope the law of extra couple of seconds now
averages is with them against because they know they're
the Islanders. New York, going to get nailed."
Of course, hitting is what led
which lost the first two games
in Buffalo, has won the last to the arrest of three Flyers
three and can clinch a players a week go in Toronto.
semifinal berth tonight at Returning to the scene of the
alleged crime in hopes of
Uniondale, N.Y.
If the Flyers, Bruins and finishing off the Leafs, the
Islanders complete quarter- ':Flyers Three" say they want
final play tonight, they would to forget the past and look to
join the Montreal Canadiens the future.
"We're here to play hockey,
— who swept past Chicago in
four games — in a semifinal nothing else," said a serious
round which could begin as- Don Saleski.

saveam$3gal.
"C7

APACIFIDealers/The Economy Experts

INEL

Three Teams One Game
Away From Elimination

Cain's AMC Jeep Inc

INS

saveicmon your choice

of these indoor paints
STYLE PERFECT WALL PAINT
INTERIOR LATEX
sada
Beautiful colors
Easy to apply
Dries quickly
Washable, durable
And colorfast

BILE

Reg $9.99 gal

792)

STYLE PERFECT 'SATIN ENAMEL
INTERIOR LATEX
Easy-to -apply satin
enamel Stain

resistant. scrubbable
and colorfast
Great color choice

GaL

Reg. $1099 gal.

RIZES
iRDEO IN

er prices on all
r 80 pto hp.

We've got
new MF far
Spring int

111CH
rs.

ic
iat
ost
mem
BEAUTY LAST LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

'2
UNT

Durable colorfast Resists
chalking blistering, peeling

SAVE I SAVE
$600°° $600°°

SAVE

SAVE

7,0000° '600"

OUTDOOR PAINTS
YOUR CHOICE 'Alt —

SAVE $3"ON YOUR CHOICE OF THESE
,

A-100'LATEX
HOUSE PAINT lasting hat
Our

best hiding longest
house paint. Reg $1399 gat

latex

Beautiful
surface from siding to Shutters
Reg 913 99 gal

1-1094

WAVE
11 TYPE
ENNA
1195
21 902

tarke
leek
••••• *Bo e.o.m..
Me Wwc•
OE tor •••
MONOMINO•NOOLO

gal.
atter sale price $1099
r•sull of rex tens.ye ••sea/ rf.

MF 235
Tractor

ME 255
Tractor

MF 265
Tractor

These coatings are the
sati•fac tin
-62rt.r2wr arrazAaortWzr;
Sa./..a
Sherwin-Williams Company We guarantee you,
and testing by Me
refunded
your purchase prIc• rr,11b•
in the use at these products or

MF 275
Tractor

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

fp-1-1976 The SherwmWilliarns ComPanY
It's se •ssy te shoe •I •

lefanien-WWisyse oectvetina
OIRSIN All wry Creme

tit

753-1319

=II

f•••••‘• Wrsufal0
GLOSS

Latex Kam
Trim Nifit

Gal.
SALE ENDS MAY lit

T AT HOME
WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGH

Come on in see for yourself—you
can't beat these Spring Fever Values!

Industrial Rd.

LATEX
HOUSE PAK

GLOSS LATEX
&TRIM PAINT
HOUSE
gloss Use on any exterior

salel
MF 711
Skid Steer Loader
30 hp gas
1250-lb cap

SPit afevot
WILLIAMS

Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-3321
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Nuggets Tie Series By
Edging Past Colonels
second half.
aid Williams
By MIKE CLARK
While Kentucky was having Hubte
Coach
y
Kentuck
Writer
Sports
AP
offensive problems,
its
hical
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API — Brown was philosop
was solving its
Denver
Chuck Williams took ad- about the loss, although he
getting the ball to
by
i2
worn
nted
disappoi
y
y's
was obviousl
vantage .*Rf _ Kentuck
Thompson.
and
n
SimPlAi
defensive Instincts Wed._ that his team wasn't able to
all scorers with 26
led
Simpson
series.
the
of
in
edge
3-1
because
take a
nesday night and,
after intermission.
It just so happened that points, 15
that, Denver is still very much
n collected all but
Thompso
and
ball
the
an
got
for
n
quest
Thompso
alive in its
points in the last
Basketball made a move to the basket. four of his 18
American
.
quarters
Bird Averitt thought he two
Association title.
The team-oriented victory
With just four seconds to ( Thompson) might beat his
typical ..ef Denver, a
was
play, Denver faced the man, so consequently he
winna of the ABA's
runaway
said.
Brown
an
into
double-teamed,"
prospect of going
title.
season
regular
the pass went out and the
overtime period against
see my team
rather
I'd
over.
two
won
had
have
been
game could
Kenttreky, which
potential
their
to
up
playing
had
()1 the first three games in this But instead he ( Williams)
than having all
game
every
and
off
ball
the
get
to
second
a
playoff series.
geniuses saying that
But Williams needed only I think he made a great shot." these
y is peaking when it
Kentuck
Brown was upset, however,
. the last of those four seconds
said Denver
counts,"
really
to
position
in
that
was
that Denver
to hit a 24-foot jump shot
Brown.
Larry
Coach
, . lifted Denver to a thrilling 108- vin the game in those final
106 win over Kentucky and seconds.
We were up by four with
back into the drivers' seat.
Williams said the inbounds tw4 minutes to go and came
pass was intended for Ralph dow) the floor and missed
. Simpson, but "they over- three straight shots," said
LEXINGTON,.Ky._( AP I —
I-played him so we couldn't get Brown. "From that standdifbit
little
a
ity of Kentucky
was
it
Univers
point,
him."
to
ball
the
basketball Coach Joe Hall has
Instead, rookie David ficult to handle.
Artis Gilmore led Kentucky announced the signing of
Thompson got the pass.
_
_ "When David started to with 22 points and Averitt Lavon Williams, an All' drive and was double-teamed, added 21, but the two com- American from Denver, Colo.,
he flipped the ball over to me bined for just 14 points in the to a national letter of intent.
Williams, a 6-foot-7, 205and I was open for the shot,"
pound high school player, led
Hall Of Famer
Denver Manual to a 22-0
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — record and the Colorado state
Eddie Cameron, former title this season.
Wednesday said
Hall
basketball and football coach
and athletic director at Duke Williams "was a very
University, was among 11 men disciplined player in his shot
WEL! Of SIC RI
named Wednesday to the selection and ball handling."
Williams averaged 19.1
College Football Hall of
points and 15 rebounds for
Fame.
They will be inducted Dec. 7 Manual and was named the
in New York at the annual player of the year in the Fourawards dinner of the National Corners area, which includes
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico
Football Foundation.
Cameron was chosen for his and Arizona.
a
as
ability
He is the third player to sign
playing
ton and Lee football a national intent letter with
Washing
Ross
Ronnie
the Wildcats. Tim Stephens, a
fullback in the early 1920s.
210E. Main
He retired in 1972 after 6-4 forward from McCreary
serving 47 years with Duke, County, Ky., and 6-2 guard Jay
Phone 753-0489
including 21 as athletic Shidler of Lawrenceville, Ill.,
have already signed.
director.

Lavon Williams

Signs With 'Cats

•

1-Stop
Service
For Your

life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

KIIINTUCK TERRITORY

(MURRAY LEDGER Po TIMES)

An 1880's TOWN, BENTON, KY

PORT

Gibbs fanned seven men,
walked three and allowed only
three hits in the contest as he
went the distance of six innings. But a couple of costly
errors proved to be his undoing.
Thus far this season, the
freshman flamethrower has
hurled 11 innings and given up
just five hits. His earned run
average, calculated on seven
innings, is a sparkling 1.26.
Two of the three walks by
Gibbs came in the bottom of
the first. The first two men up
drew passes and then Gibbs
fanned the next man. A
grounder was hit toward
shortstop Bob Thurman and it
appeared the Tigers had an

easy doubleplay and would get
Gibbs out of the jam.
Thurman flipped the ball to
second baseman Mickey
Spann who slipped on the wet
field and the ball went past
Spann, allowing a run to score.
The Tigers left two on in the
top of the first, had a man
thrown out at the plate in the
second, and in the third, the
Tigers left two more men on
base.
Murray tied the game in the
fifth when Tony Bayless uncorked a 370-shot over the
fence in deadcenter.

ate
2
4
3
4
3
4
4

4
•••411*

May 7, 8

3

MOE BANDY
& to COSTA

i

Sun May 9

THE WHITE KNIGHT
Clevfue Moggerd
Sun May 16

BILL ANDERSON
Sun, May 23

MICKEY GILLEY
Sun Aug I

BARBARA MANDRELL
Sun, June 20

_

LLY 'CRASH CRADDOCK
Sun June 27

SONNY JAMES
Sun, Aug 8

IT keeping r
nationally
selections a

DON WILLIAMS
Sun Aug 15

JERRY LEE LEWIS
Sun July 4
MARTY ROBBINS
Sun July 11

CONWAY TWITTY

CAL SMITH
Sun June 6

JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ
Sun July 18

EARNEST TUBB
Sun Aug 29

TOM T., HALL
Sun June 13

. RONNIE MI‘SAP
Sun July as

THE MONKEES
Sun Sept 5

STATLER BROS
Sun. May 30

Sun Aug 22

11* REGENI
son who as
100 songs

Pius OLD FASHION FAMILY FUN

1
1
0

2
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
28

Nee for 1976 The &centennial Theatre elle, 100 years of Anieriren In
••.,,,,eoeene St, hem Stunt Shoe (hoolife Mag.( Show li•er Ride
Gunfights eleuntrd StoteIrs legend of Possum Slougii 1,̀ ,.p1, St_s ond a
tampleto. Ilynturby tow, ut the 1881.

Mt FOR REGULAR ADM. PRICE

*DIMS 5,4 95 041t0 53 95 Under inw Flit Plus 5'- Mentudie Wes lel
OPEN 10 AM 6 10 PM Weelireds thru June 13

FOR MORE INFORMATION

2111r-

•

6,000 BTU
iii
$187
SAVE
Even

$22

S ring
Sale

loss with trod.-in

Pest °Mc,
292-0971,

P!
HI

U'
flu

NI

11M111•11

=•=

2 speed cooling, automatic thermostat, adjustable cor
direction, permanent-washable filter and instant installation kit. to A30

16000

III
Ill
lii
I,
Ill
Ill

BTU
$298
EG
3 495

Ill

Even less with
trade-in

2-speed cooling, directional air control, stale air ex
filhaust, automatic thermostat, permanent, washable
ter

slide out chassis, rust proof protection

E

43.1

Layaway at no extra charge,

Ill
III
lii

Ill

!I!
Ill
III

!I!
Ill

USE OTASCO CREDIT

Tables, Consoles

Lamps, Dining Groyps.

82.00 Adt
Tickets a
Sponsor,

Benton ky 42025

REG.
209.95

-711L.

-111114—

Bedroom Groups

This Mi.

itZ1

-err

Sofas, Chairs

Supported b
unsurpassed

KAINTUCK TERRITORY

115-Volt

N.

Nerve Moor
California
RI GENERA!

WRITE

DIG SAVINGS...ITIgs71I

/411=1-

By GEOR(
Associated
LOUISV11
Declaring tit
man, Sen.
went on to
Carter for ir
Democratic
"I resent
bad -taste,"
day
W,edries
peoplb tat'
religious the
suspicious."
The Wao
also chargt
frequent rt
strong fund,
are a "phonj
Jackson
here,- takire
television s
ning to the
news confer(
Another
contender,

Ten riraciou
talents to In
This year II
throughowt I
appeared he

Coming Attractions...

3
2
1
0
30
010 1 2-8-2
002x 3-3-2

Iltmittet-

9 guc[4/

01, ;s, , ,
MAGIC FESTIVAL
DAVID HOY 8, OTHERS

Tony Thurmond was given
an intentional pass and that
put the go-ahead _Tun on base.
But Steve Winchester popped
to second and Jeff Oakley
ended the game when he
bounced out to short on a ball
that nearly took a bad hop.
Bayless and Oakley each
had two hits for the Tigers
Hudspeth, Sims,
while
McCuiston and Winchester
each had one.
The Tigers drop to 7-3 with
the loss and will be idle until
Friday when they host
Calloway to a 7 p.m. contest in
Holland Stadium.
The Lakers were rained out
of a game at Hickman County
Wednesday but will play road
games today at Lyon County
and Marshall County. Friday,
Calloway will play Farmington at 4 p.m. on the Laker
diamond before tangling with
the Tigers at 7 p.m.

In the bottom of the sixth,
Gibbs walked his third man
with one out and then the next
man singled. The ball got past
Bayless in left and it allowed
the lead runner to score. The
second Patriot run scored on a
two-out double, boosting the
home team to a 3-1 edge.
Murray had a major threat
going in the top of the seventh
but could score only one run.
fiuspeth-rf
Raymond Sims led off the Sams-ef
o
frame with a 'double and Thurman-s
Bayless-lt
-di
a
on
third
Thurmond
to
up
moved
Wmchester-3b
groundout. Sims scored on a Oakley-lb
wild pitch and Bayless McCutston-c
t)
.ph
ot2
V:
singled. Bayless than moved
HOCKEY
the
and
bbs-p
pitch
wild
on
a
up
— Clarence
OTTAWA
Totals
had the tying run at
eampbell, president of the Tigers
Co
uTa)
out.
one
enry
t
'
only
with
second
National Hockey League, is
a
of
officers
four
among
former Montreal Company
charged with conspiracy
involving influence peddling.

OTASCO

d
•.

Sun. May 2

Tigers Fall To 7-3 On
Year, Lose To 'Pats
Alan Gibbs is going to be a
great high school pitcher. But
like most freshmen, he's just
going to have to keep up his
confidence and not get down.
hard -throwing
The
righthander made his second
start of the season for the
Murray High Tigers Wednesday at Henry County and
wound up on the short end of a
3-2 score.

RIDGE BOYS
IMPERIALS
HINSONS

, OAK

•
P!

Ja

III
111!
.
Ill

Big"No-Frost"

Ill
Ill
!I!

2-Door Refrigerator-Freezer
Sale Price
14 CU. FT.

III
III
III

4 roomy storage shelves

Off

Accent Peices, Oils

Deep door shelves
full-width crisper
Controlled temperature dairy (hes.
In

All

III

Curios, Pictures, Patio

Stock

Ill
!I!

Furniture,

15 CU. FT.

Merchandise

Ill
Ill

!I!

Chest
The soles force of McBride Interiors is hired not
onl. for their ability to sell but for their erreOn e talents in the decor•tiv• field. This is done
we will ha.e • staff that ran coordinate fabric., colors, furniture periods and do scale diagrams of rooms to give • direction and plan for
a well designed home. This service is Free with
purchase*. one of which you cannot receive at
• -Furniture Store.'
1ome in today and make an appointment for
one of our decorator, to com• to your home.
II I `south I tyth Si.

Paelue•h, ketitwelit

Hoer* 9.5 ilonthitAaturtlay, 04 30 Friday

Ill
III

Freezer

Free Design 4ssistance

Use McBride s
Revolytag Owl*

III
!I!

Even Ins with erode-in

light indicates
if power is interrupted
lid lock safeguards
your food, removable
basket for easy
looding,thinwall foam

Ill
III
!I!
IN
!.!

Signal

noulation

.1
no -701

KELVINATOR

Fven less with trode•on
Ste... 11.oreug6,u* 16. Sou16
Sed• Prom Geed Threuip11 Sotureley of Ovw 600

Sank Filson( ing
Available

Soa/14,

''We Service What We Sell"

OTASCO 13.1-Air,51upping Conter

Pri ces Good Through Saturday

753-8391

C'S,
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National Hookers Convention
Set For Washington In Summer

JacksonCriticizesCarter
GE BOYS
RIMS
INSONS
May 2

E BANDY
a COSTA
May 9

Y GILLEY
Aug 1
N"-JAMES
n, Aug 8
WILLIAMS
n Aug 15
TWITTY
n, Aug 22
NEST TUBE
n A ug 29
MONKEES
n Segl 5

ILI' FUN

PRICE
LnIty Sel.,

By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Declaring that he is a religious
man, Sen. Henry Jackson
went on to criticize Jimmy
Carter for injecting it into the
Democratic presidential race.
"I resent it. I think it's in
bad taste." Jackson asserted
Wednesday
ighl."When
peoplb' talk about how
religious they are, I get a little
suspicious."
The Washington senator
also charged that Carter's
frequent references to his
strong fundamentalist beliefs
area "phonytype thing."
Jackson spent two hours
here,- taking time to tape a
television show, then returning to the airport for a brief
news conference.
Another Democratic
intender, Gov. George

Wallace of Alabama, was Jackson replied that he opscheduled to fly in today for a posed it but added that "I
brief appearance, prior to believe in integration."
Jackson explained that his
Kentucky's first presidential
objection to busing "is that it
primary election on May 25.
Jackson dwelt at length on is bringing about white flight,
the religious angle, declaring resegregation instead of
that he is a Presbyterian but integration. I speak as one
"do I have to go around and who is not a phony."
He said that in this bicenexplain how many times I grf
to church:I:
tennial year, "Washington,
is
&recalling that he once D.C.,
a
national
served as a county prosecutor, disgrace.The public schnols
/
2 per cent black,
Jackson said he quickly are now 961
learned "that all the people I and I have my kids in public
thought were so damned schools. I'm tired of these
righteous were the real phonies."
Jackson said he already has
phonies in town.. They were
involved in a lot of activities proposed legislation that
would require the courts to
that are not in accord with the
make findings that in a given
Judeo-Christian ethics, and
busing order, "it would bring
the 10 Commandments and a
about integration and not
few other things."
resegregation."
Asked about his stand on the
Asked about his chances in
busing of school children to
achieve desegregation, Kentucky's primary, Jackson
said he was optimistic
because he has as good base of
ten vivacious collegians selected from 1000 auditions nationwide combine then
support as well as solid suptalenti to fore the exciting and expressive musical groop. THE RE GENERATION
port from labor, "which will
This year they will travel 80.000 miles offering their P81/5/Cal presentation
be a basic issue in the camthroughowt the United Slates Now in their sixth year THE RE GENERATION has
paign."
Jackson said he has a large
appeared before 2.500.000 people in 2203 live performances
constituency in Kentucky, has
Its keeping with their Bicentennial program. THE REGENERATION has
produced a
worked with its senators on
nationally ,yndicated radio program entitled 'America Is: These Ameri(ene
their problems, and has
selections are heard daily by millions on over AOC stations nationwide
pushed for greater emphasis
on coal, "our greatest imTHE REGENERATION has been developed by the seasoned musician Dernc Janmediate alternative source of
son. who arranges all of the performance music He personally has written
over
energy."
100 songs and done eviensive musical arranging
Jackson
elected,
If
adthat
his
promised
Merle Moore program director, studied voice at the University of Southern
ministration would go all out
California and Denver University lie is in his third year with THE
in investing research and
REGENERATION.
development funds to gasify
and liquify coal.
Supported by taped orchestral background THE REGENERATION concerts are s'
Admitting that he quit
unsurpassed Quality The group has 11 stereo albums to their credit
smoking when he was 12,
This Thursday 7:30 p. m. Lovett Auditorium
Jackson said, however, he
favors tobacco programs
$2.00 Adult,$1.50 Student,$1.00 Children 12 and under
''because they generate
Tickets available at door
revenue and funds for the
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union
Treasury."
Jackson said his campaign
is going well because people
-feel kindly toward my
centrist views and look for
direct answers. They don't
like the Carter approach
Post Office Box 407 2, Nasttsille, Tennessee r024 1 444.0on e I b 1 -/J
where you apologize every
292-0971, Ron Coket
week or every other week as

Re'o(fheration

the case may be."
During the television
program. Jackson was critical
of Carter for the, former
Georgia governor's statement
that he favored preserving the
"ethnic purity" of neighborhoods.
Jackson said this reflected
"a high degree of insensitivity
and a lack of judgment" on
Carter's part.
At the news conference,
Jackson was asked if he had
second thoughts about his
support of the Vietnam War.
He said the greatest mistake
this country made was in the
area of intelligence, "our
failure to properly evaluate
the intentions of Communist
China."
Jackson claimed that this
failure "is at the heart Cif all
our troubles in the Far East."
He said the war also pointed
up the need for a good
organization
intelligence
-where you can have dissent,
where you can make intellectually honest analysis of
information and not let the
McCarthyites move in and
take over."

Princess Anne
Suffers injury
LONDON (AP) — An ambulance transferred Princess
Anne to a London hospital
today for rest and further
examination of a hairline
crack in a vertebra suffered
when her horse fell and rolled
on her. Officials at the hospital
where she spent the night said
the injury was"very minor."
The princess, only daughter
of Queen Elizabeth II and
fourth in line for the British
throne, was unconscious for 10
minutes after the accident
Wednesday during the Portman Horse Trials near
Blandford, in southwest
England.
The 1,350-pound horse,
Candlewick, was not hurt.
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Private First Class
Joseph H. Ross,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Ross
of Dexter Route One, was
an honor graduate in his
Individual
Advance
Training Course conducted by the 4th Ad-

Individual
inced
Training Brigade at the U.
S. Army Training Center
at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo. Ross maintained an
academic average of better than 900 out of 1,000
points in his classroom
and practical work instruction, according to
James M. Sigler LTC, Cf
Acting Commander. Pk.
116ss attended Calloway
County High School
before enlisting in the U.
S. Army.
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Foot Treatment
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gathe mg,
A paid attendance of 2106
the organizer said,, wit be persons, representing box office
"Ignorance is no excust for a receipts of $193,043, was recorded during that six-day period.
law," a play on words of the This
was the. highest figure
revolutionary attitude toward judge's customary ad- achieved
any attraction aphookers," she said in an in- monishment: "Ignorince of pearing atby the
State Theater
terview. -That's why we the law is no excuse."
since it opened in 1964
picked Washington, during the
It's
debatable
how
Bicentennial."
Washington will accept the 011.11111/11111NNIMMioup
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Miss St. James is the
unconventional convention,
founder — or "chairmadam" and the problems seem to
Subscriber, raw ewe no,
hoe*
as she puts it — of"COYOTE- have already begun_ First of
cep, el 11.4. Monlery ledget
- "Call Off Your Old Tired all, because state laws govern
Timms by 5 30 p
(donden
Ethics" — a San Francisco' prostitution, it's unclear what
fridaya, lee I 30
based group which says thy the conventioneers expect
cc .4i
Sanytilteys we
criminal stigma should be Congress to do.
751 1114 Inetentem 5 30 p
removed from prostitution.
Mewls, Friday
and 6 p
And then there's the
The convention, scheduled question of where the conend 4 p
to. 1 30 p
Oliver!
Sed.odeps oe
for June 25-26, will be open to vention wit be held. Miss St.
et the nee.pospe. tells nous,
the public since "we want James says the meeting will
welt
le• pPot•41 by S p
community participation," be at a staid local hotel, and
Setu.day.
awys 64 4
Miss St. James said. She the New York travel agent
everente. deltrory
added that she expected responsible for the booking dimmonomemil

Shop The Right Way
The
Say-Rite Way — And Compare!!

Take a Bayer Break
24 Tablets 69' Value
50 Tablets 99' Value
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Francisco.
The theme of the

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
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charge!

much noise as possible," the was booked. The hotel,
38-year-old woman said. however, denies
any
"We're out to educate the knowledge of such a conpublic. It's not an issue that vention.
affects most women directly,
'NUTCRACKER'
so it's harder to sell as a
SETS A RECORD
political problem. The main
NEW YORK 1AP) — During
thing is to get a dialogue the performance week of Dec..9
through 14, the New York City
going."
The first two conventions, in Ballet's production of "The
Nutcracker" set a box office
1974 and 1975, were in F.in record
at the New York State

Convention, a
meeting
complete
with
rallies,
speeches and lobbying ,on
Capitol Hill.
The hookers are coming to
Washington to mount a
national
campaign
to
decriminalize prostitution and
they figure the best place to
start is where the laws are
made, says Margo St. James,
recently in town to organize
the convention.
"It's
time
for a

II I

trada-in

Conveztion, the name under
'which the hookery'lwinvention

in
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from Europe.
"Our goal is to make as

tennial summer .when they
gather here for the third
annual National Hookers
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several hundreu noosers trom says she has received written
the East and West coasts, as confirmation from the hotel
well as a chartered planeload for the Feminist Party
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Some shady ladies plan to join
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LEDGER it TIMES, Mors/ay, April 22, 1/76
Wells, Billy,6480, 41-178A
36.02
106.36
Lancaster, J. B., 21/78, M8-9-19
16.00
Latimer, Tomas E., 15386, M5-14-5
7-8-58
6493,
Otna,
Wells,
38.44
39.62
McCuiston, Chester,3479, M9-15-8
732
Liberty S,upermarket, 15455, M8-3-1
Wofford,Louise,6777, Pl. Hill
n.31
39.78
McCuigtun,Porter C., 3488, M9-15-7
McCuiston, Chester, 15912, M9-154
3477,6-13F.,
James
.
16.51
Leeper,
McGehee, Desiree, 3526, M9-29-1
16.13
24.21
McCuiston, Porter, 15920, M9-15-7
3573, M9-30-15
Clyde,
,
McMullen
21.31
10.04
McGehee, Desiree, 15960, M9-29-1
Martin, Queen, 3136, M9-30-8
21.31
43.14
McMullen, Clyde, 15994, M9-30-15
,
M8-2-6
3167,
Mathis, Wayne,
10.76
40.42
Martin,Queen, 15581, M9-30-8
Morris, William B. 3354, M42-99
77.30
M1-19-15
15668,
III,
C.
14.81
Miller, Archie
,..„
24-2...
340i.)41qWorks,
Granite
Murray Marble
'73.85
32.61
Owen,James R., 16073, M8-12-24'
L., 3422, M9-16-6
Gertie
Musgrow,
10.04
.
Parks, Dewey,16164.51-92 & 10-30-3
M9-19-13
3423,
L.,
16.80
Gertie
,
Musgrow
20.69
Payne, James E., 16217, M9-26-6A
the late Mr. and Mrs. Allie
M10-31-19
3609,
Nance, Jerry,
21.31
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)—A Rueben of Toledo, Ohio.
17.16
Perry, Willie E., 16248, M9-29-9
M10-24-11
3643,
M.,
H.
Newport,
81.80
pair of geldings at a nearby
127.63
They OW very well at the
Sims, Raymond, 16300,42D-4-10
Parker, Billy Joe,3800, M5-13-4
18.72
Ky., farm are proof race track, Stan winning
Paris,
42C-1-1
16550,
Jerry,
50.26
Roberts,
The herein below list constitutes a list of individuals, firms
Peeler, Birdene,3929, M9-6-12
20.13
positive that you don't have to $241,880 and Inseparable
439
Rutledge, Pete, Jr., 16736, M9-23-9
••.
and corporations, which have failed to pay City of Murray
Perry, Rudolph, 3941, M9-26-5A
19.79
walk away from the race bringing in $239,542. Both were
M10-26-14
17009,
W.,
John
19.51
Skinner,
M9-29-8
the
taxes. The amount set opposite the taxpayers name is
Perry, Willie Earl 3950,
60.71
with nothing to show.. multiple stakes winners and
track
M5-16-8
17137,
Dwain,
17.16
Spencer,
Jerry,4248, M42C-1-1
amount of delinquent taxes. If not paid promptly,legal action
Roberts,
17.95
le and Stan are Stan set a one-mile track
Inseparab
93.65
Thomas,Tommy,17429, M9-30-3
Rogers, Glen,4289 M42C-1-8
will be commensed to collect full amount of taxes, penalties
55.64
in
clover.
rolling
M7-18-213
18173,
A.,
William
674
,
Zambella
record at Woodbine at the age
Ross, Thomas,4356, M9-27-6
and interest.
65.89
Inseparable, 31, and Stan, of nine.
49
3
Spencer, Jessie, 17140, M8-11C-3
M9-23-8
4413,
City Clerk
Rutledge, Havanna,
65.89
26, can't be use° for breeding
395
Both racing until age nine,
Spencer, Jessie, 17145,42A-2-26
City of Murray
Rutledge, Havanna.4414, M9-77-5
65.89
because of their ages. But at Stan won the Grassland,
42D-4-13
17.16
Spencer, Jessie, 17161,
M9-23-9
4416,
Jr.,
Rutledge, Pete,
65.89
their ages, comparable to Arlington, Meadowland and
1970
135.30
Spencer, Jessie, 17162, 42D-4-14
Schorrig, Eberhard W.,4480, M5-3-3
65.89
those of a couple of men in Hialeah Turf handicaps and
Amount
42D-5-3
17163,
No.
Nome, Bill No., Map
20.46
Spencer, Jessie,
Skinner, Ernestine,4684, M9-27-9
65.89
their 70s, they probably Inseparable took the Tremont,
Spencer, Jessie, 17164, 42D-5-4
7 7C1
interested
Skinner, Oscar,4689, M10-26-11
be
123.77
wouldn't
5.83
Spencer, Jessie, 18496, M2M-2-1
Sanford and Prince George
Beaugard,Georgia,00568,Spruce
535
4812, M9-29-4
Martin,
Maggie
Sparks,
30.78
anyway.
63.72
Walls, Harold, 17718, M16-25-10
Autumn Stakes and the
Betts, Marie Brandon,00601, M8-12-15
59.65
Spencer, Jessie, 4818, 42,13-2-5
14.43
"They are as happy as can Louisville, Washington Park,
17.45
Walls, Harold & James Lynwood,17719, M10-25-8
Blanton, Luke,00665, M-9-23-2
5965
42D-4-13
Spencer, Jesse, 4819
be," Miss Dell Hancock of Stars and Stripes and the
34.74
22.38
Boyle, Marvin,00734, M3-14-11
Ward, Vera, 17760, M9-19-12
59.65
Spencer, Jesse, 4820,421)-4-14
Farm said after Chicago handicaps.
Claiborne
23.11
17.01
-11F-3
M8
M9-23-6
17914,
Brandon,Ed,00757,
Wilkins, John N.,
59.65
Jesse,4821, 42D-5-3
Spencer,
pair recently it
the
visiting
.
4.19
65.89
But more than that, they
Clark, Bonnie I., 01063, M9-31-5
Williams, Martin L., 17985, M2-2-14
62.07
Starks, Neal, 4857, M7-20-22
Mr. and Mrs. Liam Ward's both won the hearts of the
14.31
147.47
M4-11-4
42C-1-13
E.,
011770,
17990,
Mary
Compton,
Willoughby, Doug,
26.11
M5-26-12
4858,
Neal,
Starks,
Creek View Farm.
72.13
5 15
Reubens.
Courtney Enterprises Inc.,01218, M3-15-13
116.37
Wofford, Louise, 18071, Pleasant Hill Add.
Thomas,Kenneth W.,5086, M51-67
"They're getting the best
627
880
M51-106
Reuben died last year, with
18441,
Crawford, Minnie,01249, M8-5-31
W.,
69.11
Parks, Joe
M4-13-21
5250,
W.,
G.
g,"
Turpin,
oats, the best of everythin
49.19
1973
wife having died earlier,
his
Cunningham, H. L.,01299, M10-21-3
40.78
),
MS-22-15
6456,
Walls, Wilburn (1973
she added, and with good and since they had no
5 47
33.87
Berry,Joseph,01333, M6-5-31
Cunningham, Theodore R.,01308, M9-25-7
36.02
Wilburn Walls,5416, M9-22-15
reason.
60.42
25.94
children, their large estate
Dodson, William,01433, MI-9-2-3
Betts, Marie Brandon,01338, M8-12-15
53.68
Harvey,5364 M1-8-23
Walker,
Inseparable and Stan are was left mostly to charities —
17.94
11.48
Bilbrey, Baxter,01349, M9-4-16
28.25
Foster, Lorene,01846, M9-27-10
Walls, Harold,5405, M10-25-10
the prod possessors of a except for $40,000.
10.443
40.39
Blanton, Herbert,01395, M9-27-11
- Garnmond, L. 11,01910, M9-23-10
7 70
Harold,5407 M10-25-11
Walls,
trust fund.
$40,000
22.33
108.11
Tnat went into a trust fund
Bogard, Loman Rudell,01407, M1-15-26
Garner, Harold D.,01941, 42A-1-13
46.88
Walls, James,5412, M9-23-13
The two horses raced a to make sure Inseparable and
20.41
8.66
M9-29-2
02001,
M9-23-6
01508,
Martha,
&
Ed.,
Vernon
Brandon,
Gilbert,
20.46
M9-19-12
5450,
Vera,
Ward,
couple of decades ago under Stan had anything their equine
866
81.97
HaU,CyreneW..02173,M1-1-1
97.51
Burkeen, William,01653, M7-1-32
Warren, Edward C.,5456, M1-15-24
the blue and silver colors of ears desired for the rest of
746
105.26
Harding, Bert,02207, M9-31-16A
Chapman, Alvin, 01820, M6-12-6
10.04
5533, M7-8-58
Oina,
Wells,
Hasty House Farms, owned by their days.
17.45
M9-25-3
02671,
4 45
Jackson, Earl T. di Mayo Palmer,
Coats, Terra,01884, M9-27-4
35
5
M9-6-8
5665,
H.,
R.
Williams,
72.13
12.87
Johnson Bros. Construction Co.,02730,42A-2-5
Crider, Rowland L.,02061, M9-15-14
132.95
Willoughby, Doug,5689, 4213-1-13
72.13
43.90
Johnson, Jessie L., 02739, M.42-D
Cunningham, H. L., 02098, M10-21-32
.. 4.83
5771, Pleasant Hill Add.
Louise,
Wofford,
19.53
29.73
Jones, Jerry M.,02835, 42D-4-5
Cunningham, Theodore R.,02106, M9-25-7
142.92
Boyd, Bobbie,5934, 41-117B
31.90
22.88
Kenley, Lou Ellen, 02932, M9-30-9
Dowst, David W.,02285, M8-13-27
297.40
42M-7-16
6038,
B.,
,
Charles
Hendricks
746
Key, Barnett, 02951, Lot2-McClure Road
117.73
36.32
Knight, Richard,6089,42M-13-8
Farris, Tremon P. Jr.,02572, M7-13-15
96.36
Latimer, Thomas E.,03134, M5-14-5
65.37
M1-10-4
102.21
02736,
C.,
B.
42M-2-1
Garland,
6252,
Kenneth,
Thomas,
36.70
McCuiston, Chester,03620, M9-15-8
794
21.86
Gilbert Vernon & Martha 02819 M9-29-2
Trotter, Edgar Powell III,6267,42M-6-9
46.36
McDougal, Bobby F. 03646, M1-16-3
792
26.63
M9-31-16A
03011,
Bert,
Harding,
R.,
42M-6-13
6284,
Harding
Welk,
176.46
M10-19-24
McDougal Motor Sales, 03655,
20.41
M9-20-1
03285,
Sr.,
&
Jr.
William,
1975
le,
Hornbuck
23.11
McGehee, Desiree, 03672, M9-29-1
22.88
111.49
Hubbard, Louise,03339, M9-30-7
Adams,John B.,38, M2-4-2
89.72
Mathis, James,03333, 42C-5-3
594
•
152.81
M9-27-3
03340,
Louise,
Hubbard,
106,
9-5-19
Kenneth,
Allen,
28.77
Morris, Annie,03484, M9-15-7
12.87
842
Hudspeth, Katherine,03347, M9-29-3
8-13-16
303,
G.,
Salomas
Batoon.
70.90
M7-16-2
,
03526,
Democrat
Murray
27.95
. 8.42
03394, M9-9-13
s,
Anna,
Humphrey
St.
Spruce
335,
,
Georgia,
Beaugard
15.07
Norsworthy, Owen,03782, 42A-2-30
30.42
58.88
Humphreys, Anna,03395, M3-10-8
Berry, Joseph, 367, 6-5-31
95.00
Owen,James R.,(X3882, M8-12-24
198.29
& John K.Crawford, 03397, M8-5-31 .. 5.91
Anna
s,
Humphrey
374,
8-12-15
Brandon,
Marie
Betts,
11.48
Payne, Howard Jr.,04034, M9-24-4
65.77
19.20
Kamber, Randall,03417,42A-4-13
Blakely, George,430, 9-19-10
17.89
Payne, James E.,04036, M9-26-6A
251.72
,
.
1-15-26
465,
Rudell,
47
5
Loman
Bogard,
23.11
M10-25-11
03458,
M9-29-8
Ingram,0. T.,
Perry, Willie E.,04067,
38.80
15.47
Brandon,Ed.,585,9-23- 6.&7
45.17
Jackson, Earl T.& Mayo Palmer,03469, M9-25-3
Reed,Gene, 04248, M5-20-14A
230.58
42N-2-3
723,
27.95
Loyd,
Baler,
20.10
M9-30-9
03755,
Ellen,
Lou
42C-1-1
Kenley,
Roberts, Jerry,04344,
209.13
17.94
Cain, Larry,798, 2-10-8
746
King, Owen,03804, M9-31-1
Ross, Thomas,94456, M9-V-6
239.82
6-12-6
950,
83.11
Alvin,
Chapman,
M8-8-12
03834,
49.19
Annie,
&
W.
M8-5-26
04957,
Richard
&
Bynum,
Roy
Knight,
Gene
Steely,
7-16-13
1019,
Smith,
39.74
Sanunie
Coates,
16.59
M8-9-19
Lancaster, J. B.,03907,
Skinner, Wm. T.,04793, M9-31-15
4
263
4°
5712
Crider Rowland L. 1232,9-15-14
31.90
37.82
Walls, Harold,05465, M10-25-10
Liberty Supermarket,04050, M8-3-1
382.74
42E-3-7
1243,
D.,
Jerry
Crouch,
15.51
M10-25-8
45.81
Walls, Harold G.& James Lynwood.05467,
McCuiston, Chester,04519, M9-15-8
78.93
Cunningham, Theodore R 1293,9-25-7
46.59
15.47
Walls, James,05470, M9-23-13
McCuiston,Porter,04519, M9-15-7
187.44
1365,4-8-3
A.,
Eugene
Diamont,
24.30
32.88
Ward, Vera,126508, M9-19-12
McCuiston,Terry R.,04522, M4-14-19
57.24
531
Dibble, Ralph, 1367, 4-5-14
20.41
Wofford,Louise,05797,Pleasant Hill Add
McGehee,Desiree,04557, M9-29-1
40.96
6..
42J-14
1413A,
1971
10.40 A"Dodson, Wm.E.,
Martin, Queen,04174, M9-30-8
46 38
27
1473,8-13W.,
13.83
David
Douest,
21.62
M10-26-16
06351,
Bailey, Charlie,
Mobley, Robert G.,04322, 421-3-3
165.74
9-9-17
1544,
11.12
Eaker,Dorothy,
40.42
Beach, Freddie G., 06441, M4-7-15
Morris, William B., 04385. 42-99
46.38
5 71
Farris, Treman, 1774,2-9-5A or 2-9-5B
37.82
Beaugard, Georgia,06467,Spruce
Parker, Max W.,04861, M5-12-9
241.69
7-13-15
1775,
64.03
Farris, Treman P.Jr.,
20.41
Betts, Marie Brandon,06496, M8-12-15
Perry, Willie Earl,04977, M9-29-8
56.62
. 15.79
First Ky. Dev. Corp., 1820A,41-27
17.94
Blanton, Luke,06561, M9-28-2
Roberts, Jerry,05277, 42C-1-1
6
.2
10
41-62
1950,
a1
.33.30
Jr.,
Futrell, Ar
692
Boyle, Marvin,06631, M3-l4-ll......
Ross, Thomas,05394, M9-27-6
25.35
41-42
22.21
1953,
Reie,
Futrell,
350
Brandon, Ed.,06652, M9-23-6
Rutledge, Havanna,05465, M9-23-8
309.23
8-4-2
2013,
Wayne,
47.09
Paul
Garland,
400
Cunningham, H. L.,07208, M10-21-3
Rutledge, Havanna,05457, M9-27-5
16.00
32.49
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 2089, M9-29-2
19.08
Cunningham, Theodore R.,07218, M9-25-7
Rutledge, Pete, Jr.,05459, M9-23-9
236.82
1-9-16
2220,
Lee,
Thomas
Guthrie,
97.25
38.71
Gammons, L. D.,07800, M9-23-10
Seavers, Dickie Joe,05574,42A-3-5
35.55
Hale. Mrs. Mary,2249, M2-7-1
36:00
21.65
Gammons, Wayne,07805, M9-30-1 & IA
Skinner, Ernestine,05728, M9-27-9
11.67
-31-16A
M9
Z101,
Bert,
Harding,
18.60
7
94
Garner, Harold D.,07836, 42A-1-13
Skinner, Oscar,05733, M10-26-11
280.57
42M-7-16
2433,
B.,
s,
Hendrick Charles
174.64
Spann,Guy,05845, M8-5-7
842
Gilbert, Vernon di Martha,07885, M9-29-2
Hicks, Carlos,2485, 51-72
...5.47
—........
........
M9-29-4
05861,
M.,
Maggie
Sparks,
728
5.75
1419.
72
Harding, Bert,08088, M9-31-16A
Hodge, John S. & Donald L. Nanny,2520, 1-19-15
62.77
Spencer, Jessie, 05867, 42,A-2-11
16.79
154.05
2525,6-6-2
Jackson, Earl T. di Mayo Palmer,08533, M9-25-3
Nanny,
Don
&
John
Hodges,
62.77
Spencer, Jessie, 06874,42D-2-5
43.14
69.01
Aluminum ventilator and flashing are rust.
Johnson Bros. Construction Co., 08599,42A-2-5
Hooks, Robert L., 2585, 42E-1-13
62.77
Spencer, Jessie, 05876, 42D-4-14
69.01
. Turbine has lubricated bearing for
40.97
resistant
Johnson, Jessie L., 08608, 42D-3-2
9-20-1
2617,
Hornbuckle, Wm.Jr.,
62.77
Spencer, Jessie, 05877, 421)-5-3
30.59
smooth, quiet operation. For information on
5111..8367
Kenley, Lou Ellen, 08806, M9-30-9
3
895
26839-27Hubbard, Louise,
Stephens, John M.,05945, M2-9-3
installation and placement, call 000-0000.
728
Key, Barnett, 06872, Lot 2, McClure Road
15.47
Hubbard, Louise 2684, M9-30-7
Henry,06237,42E-3-10
Towery,
30.59
M9-25-6
130.49
06850,
King, Owen,
64.25
Humphreys, Ann, 2742, 3-10-8
Walker, Harvey,06413, M1-8-23
92.10
111.49
Latimer, Thomas E.,09009, M5-14-5
40.75
ys, Anna,7744,9-9-13
Humprhe
M9-23-13
06453,
James,
Walls,
35.20
46.38
McCuiston, Chester,09491, M9-15-8
9-30-15
2810,
Jarrett,
Barbara
104.58
&
Aloyce
M1-15-24
Hynes,
Warren, Edward C.,06497,
_ _
44.38
57.24
McDougal, Bobby F.,09519, M-1-16-3
7-9-25
2822
'— 10 46-- --rim
-nail, Luther & Terry,
Wells Oina 06565 M7-8-5B
.22.21
40.97
McGehee, Desiree,09546, M9-29-I
M9-25-3
2838,
Palmer,
20.14
Mayo
M5-25-2
&
T.
III,
06693,
Earl
F
James
Jackson,
Williams,
154.88
11.12
Martin, Queen,09184, M9-30-8
715i4,
490
D.,
James, Kerry
Wofford,Louise,06813, Pleasant Hill Add
. 85.76
128.31
Mathis, James,09209, 42C-5-3
140.00
Jones, Rura R., 3081, M7-7-15
Willoughby, Doug,06732,42C-1-13
35.55
77.63
Moms,Annie,09360.- M9-15-7
M9-31-1
3221,
18.26
Queen,
42M-6-8
07018,
King,
Drake, Werter Lewis 111,
20.87
78.41
Murray Democrat,09401, M7-16-2
42M-13-8
107.73
Knight, Richard W., 3255A,
Thomas, Kenneth W.,07268,42M-2-1
886
35.55
Parks, Dewey,09843, 51-92 & 10-30-3
1974
Lawerence,J. W. 3434, 6-13-4
152.98
11.12
Payne, Howard Jr., 09898, M9-24-4
M9-15-8
3764,
36.02
McCuiston, Chester,
Adams, John B., 32 M2-4-2
A turbine ventilator will
Direct sunlight can hea
49.63
22.21
Perry, Willie E.09930, M9-29-8
12.39
McCuiston. J. E.. 3766. 51-5
Bailey, Charlie, 163, M10-26-16
decrease the heat gain
your attic. Stored heat can
66 73
85.76
Sims, Raymond,09973, 42D-4-10
7
3776,9-15Porter,
26.63
radiate through ceiling,
through the ceiling and
McCuiston,
Baird, Lyle B., 184, M5-24-5
40.97
19.50
Roberts, Jerry, 10187, 42C-1-I
putting an extra load on
thereby reduce the crioling
535
McGeehee, Desiree, 3815, M9-29-I
Beaugard,Georgia,292,Spruce
.
conditioner
air
your
load on an air conditioner
'38
7
45.84
Ross, Thomas, 10304, M9-27-6
McKinney, Robert G., 3860, 10-31-17
27.30
Berry, Joseph, 318, M6-5-31 L8
729.94
8,42
....
M9-32-2
4191,
Skinner, Oscar, 10635, M10-26-11
Motors,
Taylor
59.95
Murray Sand Co., c/o
Betts, Marie Brandon,325, M8-12-15
670.81
30.59
Walls, Harold, 11298, M10-25-10
90.39
Murray Silica Sand Inc., 4195, 9-32-4
Bogard, Loman Rudell, 395, M1-15-26
14.97
Walls, Harold G.& James Lynwood,11300, M10-25-8
10-31-21
4336,
• Prices arc( &taloa Prices • Shipping
535
Orten, Dorothy.
Bramley,Charles E., 485, M9-26-9
18
14°1 29
.198
.44.61
42D-4-14
Walls, James, 11301 M5-23-13
4359,
P.,
James
19.51
Outland,
M9-23-6
496,
Ed.,
Brandon,
23.34
Ward, Vera, 11341, M9-19-12
Parker, Billy Joe, 4448. 5-13-4
17.16
Brown, B. H.,569, M10-24-9
3.7441
194
29
•
01
5
Hill
Add.
Wofford, Louise, 11626, Pleasant
Parks, James D. Jr., 4528, 42P-2-6
Soirtlisstist %saplac
Cain, C. E.,676, M9-4-10
• 54.85
111 49
19.50
9-6-12
4600,
Baughman, William H., 11986, M2M-2-1
Birdene,
Peeler,
114.58
Chapman,Alvin, 820, M6-12-6
40.97
65.30
Byrn Development Company, 12012, 41-89D
232.97
Perry. Willie E.,4635.9-29-8
Clayton. James D..867, M3-11-15
21 77
21.08
42R-2-9
Hendricks, Charles B., 12089, M2M-7-16
4716,
B.,
Jr.
130.94
Paymer,
M7-16-13
876,
Coates, Bonnie Smith,
294.60
156.64
42C-1-8
Morris, William A., 12158, 42-51
439
Rogers, Glenn,5042,
Coats, Terra,931, M9-27-4
11.67
13.83
Steely, Gene, 12240, M16-4
12.39
Ross. Thomas.5122, M9-27-6
Crider, Rowland L., 1056, M9-15-14
8 42
140.94
Ellis Popcorn Company, 12309, 411)-1
M9-2341
5184,
Havanna,
89.00
Rutledge.
Crouch, Jerry D., 1068, 42E-3-7
104.43
1972
41.46
Rutledge, Pete.5186, M9-23-9
Cunningham, H. L., 1093, M10-21-3
0
474
21.2
49
131.56
Adams, Nolan, 12548, M5-4-5
26.63
Cunningham, Theodore R., 1102, M9-25-7
Skinner, Oscar.5501. M10-26-11
13.35
Bailey, Charlie, 12670, M10-26-16
23,3
7
1
:m0.
21.86
4-35628
5627
Dowst, David W., 1264, M8-13-27
oe
Joe
J
j
:
n
n
Span
spa
122.33
8 18
Banks, Willie N., 17715, M9-19-1
134.14
Emmert,Danny Chris, 1406, M8-11F-3
653.99
5 59
Beaugard,Georgia, 12794, Spruce
Spann, Joe H..5629. 7-13-6
111.67
Parris, Tremon P. Jr., 1528, M7-13-15
149.46
55.54
Betts, Marie Brandon, 12819, M8-12-15
144.77
Spann, Joe H., 5630, NT6-5-35
Mix, 1574
ady
Block-Re
Fitts
(Editor's Note Public Notice advertising plays a unique role
192.87
21.31
Brandon, Ed, 12988, M9-2.3-6 & 7
M3-12-26
45.49
Spann, Joe H., 56.11.
Dem us. 1661, M10-3-2
Futrell,
57.24
893
Bucy, James D., 13092, MI0-31-26
both in American history and in the process by which this
Spann, Joe H., 5632, 3-12-25
336
26:673
Futrell. Demus, 1662, M9-8-13
5.32
..64
3-2.
81.80
M5-2
Cannon, John C., 13195, M8-5-50A
5633.
country's democracy is preserved Its one premise is that
nn, Joe H.,
Gamrnonds, Wayne, 1692, M9-23-10
12850
13.34
Compton, Mary E.. 13411,M4-11-4
Spann, Joe H.,5634, M3-12-24
22.93
& Martha,1786, M9-29-2
Vernon
people must be informed if they are to govern themselves
Gilbert,
149.46
13.35
Crider. Rowland 1,.. 13508, M9-15-14
Spann, Joe H.,5635, M6-5-34
17.16
Hale, Mrs. Mary, 1930, M2-7-1
437.00
ly Public Notice advertising first came into being
competent
11
&
44.99
10
M10-21-3
13543,
8-7-9
H.
Cunningham,
Stallons, Jerry 5672,
79.02
Mark, 1971, M8-15-1B
Hanna,
123.67
.31.11
with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognizing its responCunningham, Theodore R , 13552, M9-25-7
Thomas. Kenneth W.,5968, 42M-2-1
6 74
Harding, Bert, 1975, M9-31-16A
263.40
W.,5969,51-67 & 68
31.66
Kenneth
Farmer, Lorene, 13971, M3-10-8
to the people, required the Postmaster General to adsibility
Thomas,
83.28
M1-11-3
1985,
Virginia,
r,
Harmeye
173.50
94.30
Fleming, John Paul. 14068, 421)4-3
Todd, Calvin,6077,41P-10-5
68.16
vertise for bids for the construction of new post offices. Prom
Hodge, John S. & Don L. Nanny,2163, M1-19-15
132.61
8 18
Garland, William, 14207, M4-14-19
Todd, Calvin,6078,41P-39
70.07
Hodge. John S. & Don L. Nanny,2169, M6-5-2
190 71
that inauspicious beginning to the complex publication
17.50
Garner, Harold D., 14208, 42A-1-13
Tri Way Oil Inc.,6113,41-200
19.51
Hornbuckle, William Jr.,& Sr., 2248, M9-20-1
474.95
8-15B-2
requirements in federal, state and local laws today, govern
6114.
18
8
I,n.,
M9-29-2
14260,
Martha,
&
Gilbert, Vernon
Union City
21.86
Hubbard, Louise,2104, M9-30-7
.. 259.59
710
Pearl,
ment officials have come more and more to understand their
Harding, Bert, 14450, M9-31-16A
74
6
M9-27-3
Hubbard, Louise. 2305,
104.97
21.31
45-10 • ..
12G--84
Hornbuckle, William, Jr. di Sr , 14724, M9-20-1
Walls, Harold,
s to inform the public through Public Notice adobligation
26.63
I umph reys, Anna,2356, M9-9-13
13.84
21.31
Hornbuckle, Frocie, 14720. M9-30-I
Walls, Harold,6357, 10-3-11
28.98
Humphreys, Anna,2366, M3-10-8
vertising.
3.96
Newspapers Over the years have been the vehicle by
M10-25-8
6358,
29.27
Walls, Harold 0.& James Lynwood,
Humphreys, Anna. 14830. M9-9-13
14.81
Jackson, Earl T. & Mayo Palmer,2448, M9-25-3
149.99
these
which
obligations hive been fulfilled, They will con911-13
6359,
559
Walls, James,
Ingram, O. T 14690, M10-25-11
119.12
Jackson, Richard G.. 2460, M6-2-7$
89.79
Elace Walls,6362, M9-22-I5
do
long as the pudic demands that it be into
be
Wilburn
as
16.13
tinue
Jackson, Earl T. &r Mayo Palmer, 14902, M9-25-3
Walls,
62 07
Kerry I). James,2479, M1-21-5
220.00
Edward ('., 6414, M1-15-24
18.72
King, Owen, 15217, M9-31-1
Warren,
y anilllby the best means possible.)
formed
frequentl
17.16
M9
2777,
-31-I
King, Owen,
153.80
41.66
Watson, Garry M..6453, M1-9-14
Lancaster,J. B.,15314, M8-9-19
68.16
M0-8-12
Knight, Richard W.Si. Awe
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Polygraph Tests Indicate Inmate Lied Concerning Cowan Involvement

FTC Rates Carlton
As Lowest In Tar

.. 99.31
.. 16.00
... 7,32
• 225.42

13) DA 1 E RILEY
Associated Press Writer'
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
you have .a paLuti:4 filtertipped Carlton 70s in your
pocket, you're smoking the
ir.and the federal government
,ays is the lowest in tar and
nicotine of 145 cigarette
brands.
But., says the Federal Trade
C.ornmission, if you've got a
pack of regular-size lionfilter
Players, you're smoking the
cigarette with the highest
Amount of tar and the second
highest amount of nicotine.
The FTC, in releasing the
results of its latest tests of tar
and nicotine content in
to
cigarettes available
American smokers, said it
found that araunts of tar
varied from two to 31
milligrams and nicotine
contents ranged from Carlton
70s' two-tenths of 1 per cent to
2.1 per cent found in English
Ovals.
According to the National
Cancer Institute, tar is the
element in cigarette smoke
that produces cancer. It also
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Space donated as a public
service by this newspaper,the
Department of Transportation
and the Advertising Council.
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In January 1973, inmate expects to make its recomDelaney mendations to the governor by
Billy Truman "Crip"
a the end of this month.
and four other prisoners took
The
has
officer hostage
commission
l
correctiona
Contains elements that act as
him at gunpoint for completed hearing testimony
held
and
irritants.
Irons inmates, corrections
nearly an hour.
The institute draws a direct
his
during
officers and state officials. It
testified
Delaney
relationship between the
Circuit Court met part ofthe day Tuesday inLynn
in
trial
amount of'tar inhaled by a
almost a year later that the closed session to review draft
smoker and the risk of cancer.
The
incident was staged at recommendations.
Nicotine is a poison and,
because
sessions
were
closed
urging.
Cowan's
because it acts as a powerful
Following a conviction on the recommendations instimulant in small doses, is a
and volved personnel matters,
the hostage-taking charge
prime suspect as a cause of
transfer to an Kennedy said.
requested
a
is
Nicotine
heart attacks.
The final draft of the report
Arizona prison, • Delaney
regarded as the active
story insofar as will be sent to panel members
his
retracted
cigarettes.
in
ingredient
Cowan was involved and _Friday, and Kennedy. said
In its report today, the FTC
maintained essentially the they will meet again next
listed Carlton 70s, Carlton
position under a week for review. Where the
same
kingsize regular and menthol
examination commission cannot agree on a
h
polygrap
as the brands lowest in both
prison officials recommendation, a minority
April 17, 1976
by
conducted
King
with
tar and nicotine,
Adults 119
at Eddyville, where he had opinion will be published, he
Sano kingsize regular and
Nursery 5
been brought back for a parole said.
menthol next on the list.
ADMISSIONS
Commission chairman
NEWBORN
hearing.
Those brands, all filterBaby Girl Lamb (mother
Ken Kennedy, counsel for Frank Gilliam, a Lexington
tipped, were also rated as
Christi L.), Rt. 1, New Con- the Governor's Select Com- attorney, said the recomhaving the least tar and
Baby Girl Dowdy mission on Prisons, said mendations should give the
cord,
nicotine in the last FTC test
(mother Marilyn R.), Rt. 5, Tuesday the polygraph results governor "the means of
summer.
last
conducted
29513, Murray.
indicate Delaney was lying correcting problems now
At the opposite end of the Box
DISMISSALS
when he said Cowan had no without waiting until the
scale, the FTC listed regularin
and part in the incident.
Rowlett
legislature convenes
Joann
Mrs.
in
size Players as the highest
1978r."
inet
Buchanan,
2,
Rt.
on
Girl,
commissi
Baby
The
tar with kin' size Domino,
Gilliam said the Bureau of
Craig, Rt. 1, Box primarily for the purpose of
Bull Durham, English Ovals, Tn., Russell
R.
should serve as a
Glenn
Corrections
report
Tn.,
a
on
Buchanan,
work
37,
its
continuing
Herbert Tareyton, Chester5, Benton, Miss on the state's corrections coordinating agency to work
Rt.
Young,
behind.
close
Fatima
field and
with the courts and develop
Hernandez, system to Gov. Carroll.
J.
Of those brands, only Bull Martha
Hamlin, Miss Gaya Trimble,
Kennedy said the panel ways for an offender to make
Durham is a filter cigarette.
Dexter, Mrs. Brenda J.
The English Ovals and Rt. 1,
Rt. 7, Sherwood
Players were rated as the McCallon,
Mrs. Tina
Murray,
Forrest,
followed
nicotine,
highest in
Miss
Murray,
1,
Rt.
Perry,
by Bull Durham filters and
, 1611
Winchester
Margarette
filters.
Half
Half di
Mrs. Ruby
The release of the test Kirkwood, Murray,
606 Sycamore,
results today marked the 17th E. Chilcutt,
Mrs. Carolyn E
time the FTC has listed tar Murray,
1, Hardin, Miss
and nicotine content of Green, Rt.
306 S. 5th.
Beale,
E.
Carrie
cigarettes since 1967.
Falwell,
Lorene
Miss
Murray,
The commission tested
Mrs. Nova M
Murray,
6,
Rt.
from
purchased
cigarettes
Murray, Mrs.
August to October of last year Routon, Rt. 7,
710 N. Poplar,
Guthrie,
Rosa
locations
geographic
50
in
Paris, Tn., Walter J. Karnes,
throughout the country.
240Z. Kirksey,
The American Cancer Rt. 1, Box
Rt. 5,
Shelton,
0.
Vivon
year
this
Society said earlier
T. Forrest, Rt.
there are 52 million smokers Murray, Cullen
Murray, Hugh C
in the United States, the 5, Box 2513,
1, Farmington,
Rt.
Dowdy,
majority of them men. It said
Rt. 4,
there are 30 million ex- Mrs. Mavis B. Gibbs,
McNeely,
E.
Eulis
Murray,
smokers in the country.
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Nora
Sanders ( expired), Rt 1, New,
Concord.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- Polygraph test results indicate that an inmate of the
Kentucky State Penitentiary
lied when he said prison supt.
Henry Cowan was not involved in a conspiracy to take
a corrections official hostage.
The lie-detector results
were made public Tuesday at
a meeting of a blue ribbon
panel appointed by Gov.
Julian Carroll that is investigating allegations of
corruption and wrongdoing in
Kentucky's penal system.

Hospital Report

For close maneuvering,
lets you trim both sides,
and pick up your clippings
from the rear.

Available At Your Local

AMF Dealer
Distributed By

E. BLANKENSHIP
OF Ky. Inc.
602 Maple, Murray

How can you serve vegetables so that your family
will Lind them enticing or
at least tempting? The
''new," old way of cooking
vegetables, in the Oriental
style, should prevent many
a family "rhubarb," claims
the new Ortho book,
'When the Good Cook
Gardens."
The basic cooking tool
that the Orientals use is
the wok. What's a wok?
It's a spherical, half-moon
shaped type of pan, with
rounded bottom and high,
smooth sides, which employs the basic principle
of stir-frying. The oil collects in the lower portion
of the wok, receives the
hottest flame and-1'0.11s in
the flavor.
Not only does this technique make the food taste
better, says "When the
Good Cook Gardens," but
it is also a fast method of
cooking. The metal of the
wok heats so quickly and
evenly over its entire surface that food cooks very
swiftly.
And, because the vege
tables are cooked so fast
they retain a crispy freshness and — an extra add
ed attraction — they keep
their vibrant color. They
look brighter and more
appetizing.

trodnoa

15876
1RIkat

R EG 169.95
F4

lawn
.
deep deck. Staggered 7-tn . wheels em.note
Throttle cont,
i
j
Strotton'idigine. tife-Gprd safety prolection.
scalping. 3 H.' --gas

Y

.
Fingertip recoil, primer for fast, easy starts. Fingertip height adjustment
2 HP Lawn Boy Engine, Magnolite deck. tris-7214)
/
Famous 31
189
21-liich Self Propelled Lawn Boy 45 i73

frnglife

GARDEN .
HOSE

MOWER

REG. 1.29

RIG. 89.95

7986

99°

SPECIAL

378

MOTOR OIL

370

leaves for sun-scald
la large
protection

pint sire

Vi%
OR

o

Mack s Decker

4-PAK
1.39

HEDGE TRIMMER

Prices Good Through Sotorday"--N

Shirley Garden Center
Mani It Si
Ult. 1-5

153-8944 - MURRAY, Y.

S
WITM SAN
Delu.e 26 in tractor type
Tower has differential for
shorter turning radius. Dependable 5 HP Briggs
Stratton engine. ,as 774144)
5311 96
30-in Tractor Style Rider ..,7791
63$ SO
34 In Tractor Style Rider as no si

REG. 439.95
SAVE 61.09

LAWN-BOY'

uniform fruit sire

45 days from planting to picking

RIDING
MOWER

SPECIAL

46 fruit to 1/3 pound

410 produces fnik 01 mason

TRACTOR STYLE

1.69

2 Gol

ail vertialhum tolerant

4

Rugged 3 HP Briggs & Stratton engine with short crankst,tt
Heavy 14-gouge steel deck fully baffled
7/1-in. Chrome handle with heavy duty throttle and grips
....
,
Polyollomer wheels with 4-position hit* orljustri
Big

GAS CAN

41, firm dices

1, vine.ripa flow

*
*
*
*

I GAL.

clearly Girl

II) meaty iaterier

•

With This Coupon
'Service Binh Oar Business'

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

Why not be picking
while others are hoping?

F I hybrid

500 NO. 4TH STREET

S995

MN 1155 W1TM TRAIN

•
up

S095
5 4t5 ; 7

EY9411.55 WITh

the extraordinary early tomato
role
which this
ise is that
themselves
into being
its responieral to adtices. from
publication
ay, govern
stand their
Notice ad!vehicle by
y will con
it it be in
,)

Oil & Filter
Change
Front End
Alignment

67
62
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

William the Conqueror, duke
of Normandy, invaded England
and established a new line of
kings in 1066.

Jnique

7th at Main
April Special

March

21-INCH MOWER

MOWER

Vegetable's
best friend

REAR DISCHARGE

tom!!!
F,Hybrid

Parker Ford, Inc.

LAWN-BOY

Lei/0k

Model 1284
10 0 h p 36
Lawn Tractor

CES

'5.054)011

SAVE 17.28

671.2

1111"

to the 1963 report of the
National Council on Cruir and
Delinquency.
She said that reading an old
newspaper account of the
report made her angry
"because we have spent so
much time investigating
(when) the answers have been
obvious to the state for 13
•
years.
"Everybody,...has chosen to
ignore it," she said. "There's
after
committee
been
committee and nothing ever
changes"

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOWER TODAY

A
A
A
14
1"t
"
"
14

GM

He said confinement in
prison should be avoided
except where it is necessary to
protect society. He said -10 per
cent of prison inmates do not
benefit from incarceration,
and that overcrowded prison
conditions are "so severe that
effective administration of
correctional institutions is
impossible."
He said the emphasis should
be on rehabilitation "locally,
than
rather
early,
institutionally, late."
Gilliam also said the
governor "ought_ to get
himself the best corrections
commissioner he can find
...get himself the best people
to do the job." He later said
his remarks should not be
taken ass advocating the
state
of
replacement
Commissioner
'orrections
larles Holmes.
Kennedy said the correcr.ions bureau has money

problems. He said he found it
"alarming" that the state'
pays more to maintain an
inmate and his family of three
children than it pays in salary
to a corrections officer at the
state penitentiary.
One commission member,
Mrs. Arnold Ludwig of
Lexington, said a study of the
state's corrections system
made 13 years ago reflected
the same concerns the panel
has today.
"We could use this report
1111." she said, referring

alia9 1/121( Le)
,C30060
!!!

AMF...
Your Fast
Way Out

rustng for
ion on

restitption for his crime while
working within the community.
Citing different sentencing
methods in various areas of
the state, he said the
Corrections Bureau "needs to
institute a -program of standardized community action."

10TASCO'

WE.SERVICE WHAT WE SE11,1.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

SAVE 2.11

\
BANN A..•'••

'son Oi.515P

Deluire 16 in double edge
Hedge, Tr ,rnimer Large easyto grip Boil handle 48121 ,rs ,r2s)
Hedge Trimmer

7534391

{

21.86

EVEN LESS
VAIN TRADE
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

PAGE 13 THE

Federal Mate Market News Serowe
April 22,1916
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Mations
Receipts: Act 637 EM 400 Barrows &
Gilts 50 lower Sows steady 50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Ihs
147 75-46 36
US 1-3 0-24l,
947.5047 75
US 2-4 240-260144....
146.50-47.50
US 3-4 260-230 lbs. ....
$45 50-46.50
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
036.20-40 50
US 1-330045011m.
MO 00-41 00
US 1-3 450450 lbs...$40.50-41 50few 42 00
LIS 2-3 300-500 Ihs
$38.50-39.50
Boars 32.00-3300 few 35.00

New
and

Delicious

All Natural Product Formula

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon," the day before
publication. I
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

Dair'E Lemonade

Aar

DAIPJ
LEMONADE
a:r)1.7
1)A

SOMETHING NEW—A member of Company A, 2nd Battalion, 503rd Infantry, 101st
Airborne Division (Air Assault), explains the controls of the Army TOW weapon
system to ROTC cadets from Murray State University. The TOW is a special weapon
used for destroying tanks.
Ws army Photo by Spec 4 Mary kostroider)

tr*mgme
!!Airplane Rides!!
Penny-A-Pound
Have you always wanted to take an airplane ride? Well this is your chance.
Thorobrect flying Service will be giving away (at a
penny a pound)airplane rides. Whatever you weigh
multiplied by 1 cent per pound is all you pay for
that plane ride. Besides that there will be FREE soft
drinks(as long as they last)

This Saturday Er Sunday,
April24th ft 25th
Starting at 1 p. m.
Come Out! Lots of things happening
Parachute Jumping
]
Don't Miss That
2 p. m... Acrobatic Flying Demonstration
Come out and envoy an afternoon at the Murray
Airport.
S5 00 Introductory Fitc,ht lessons rill be bailable lo !hose
that are interested.
For more information call Bill Fuller
or Jutuiny Parker

Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
MURRAY CALLOW AY

V

YyY'y Aoparc.ora ,-

Murray State ROTC
Visits Ft. Campbell

is B

FORT CAMPBELL-- Roll' added.
students from Murray State
These senior cadets will
University visited the 101st shortly carry the
knowledge
Airborne Division (Air and experience gained
from
Assault) and Ft. Campbell, school and the 101st into
their
Ky. April 9 in an annual Army respective fields as
new
Orientation Tour.
second lieutenants.
"The primary purpose of
the visit is to give the cadets
an idea of what Army life is
like" said Captain David Carr,
a school instructor traveling
with the cadets.
The group was sponsored by
Local persons will be
"A" Company, 2nd Battalion, speakers at the Youth Rally
to
503rd Infantry, who gave the be held Saturday, April
24, at
cadets a general tour of the 10:30 a.m. at the Northsid
e
post and its facilities.
Church of Christ in Mayfield.
Because the cadets were all
Speakers will be Willard
seniors they had a chance to Ails, pharmac
ist of Murray,
spend part of the day with a John Dale, ministe
r of
lieutenant in the service Murray, Terrel Lee,
studentbranch of their choice to ob- minister
of Freed-Hardeman
serve the daily activities they College, Henders
on, Tenn.,
will soon take part in.
and Don Riley, minister of
. -A visit like this gives you a Hazel.
good picture of what the Army
Each one is to bring a sack
is all about" commented lunch,
but supper will be
Cadet Robyn Roney.
provided.
Included in the day's acAils will be speaker at the
tivities was a briefing and Youth
Forum to be held at the
display of the Army TOW
Union Hill Church of Christ,
weapon system used for west
of Hardin, just off Highdestroying enemy tanks.
way 80, on Saturday, May I.
''This kind of a tour is in- Other speaker
s will be Jerry
teresting" said Cadet Steve Barber,
minister
of
Darnell. "Getting a taste of
Madisonville, Tom Holland,
Army life made a difference in
minister and teacher at
influencing me to go on to the FreedHardeman, and
advanced ROTC program
when 1 was a freshman" he Howard Moss, juvenile chief
officer of Paducah.

Local Persons To
Speak Saturday
At Youth Rally

rsia
we introduce our latest and best fruit
drink—Ryans Dair'e Lemonade in the new yellow and
gold carton.

Dair'e Lemonade is a superior all natural lemon
ade
that contains only natural flavors and coloring.
We
think you will agree Ryans Dair'e is a quality produ
e
with a super flavor.

Treat your family today with this new
delicious fun drink and serve it with the
assurance that it
contains no caffein, or added phosphoric
acid or artificial ingredients found in
carbonated or
some home mixed drinks.

NEW Ye
Barbara W
for Harry?
Miss Wal
NBC says
negotiations
show star t
tract. And A
negotiating
ABC repo
Miss Walt
contract at $
coanchor th
News" with
In additio
first wo
present the
a major
Walters wo
FA
Lirtnq C
km as
Seadlei
ANT
IIIS
htk•

Pick Up A Carton Today!
All Jersey Div.

Ryan Milk
Company

ANUT!

42A
NANCY

LIB

Murray Cash and Carry

BEAT

WHOLESALE ONLY

4

Complete line of
GROCERIES•TOBACCOS •CIGARETTES•CANDY
•DRUGS•SUNDRIES

Li 11

THE

U.
5HE
WE
ENO
NO
TH15

174

Telephone 753-5201

BO
1
1,4

For quick service call your order in

Hoyt Like, Manager
206 North 4th Street

- we will have itready!

*Daniel Dunn —
*James Gamble
*Willie Dunn
Hours: Monday thru Friday 8-5, Saturday

LIU

8-12
or—

o,

4
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Court Says Government
Has Right To Records

4•••

poenas of their records
because the records belong to
the bank.
A bank's customers, the
Justices said, have "no
legitimate expectation of
Privacy" in bank transactions
that naturally involve bank
employes who might tell the
goverrunent what the records
contain.
Since the customer should
not think his account is
private, the court said, he has
no right to expect that the
bank or the government will
tHE DOUBLE TAKE --- Eye-catchinr, pose in
Boston, Mass., made passersby look
tell him if his account records
.)gain. Gregg Cimmings inspects work of Dave Russo,
left, at a construction site
have been seized or examine
d.
Justice Lewis F. Powell,
writing the decision for the
majority, said the bank's
failure to notify the customer
constitutes"a neglect 'without
NEW YORK (API — Will the highest paid news per- Barbara Walters
."
me and my boss. How do legal consequences, however
Barbara Walters leave Jim sonality in television history if
Early this month, Miss people put it — I won't confirm unattractive it
may be."
for Harry?
she accepts the reported Walters, whose current three- or deny."
Checks, deposit slips and
Miss Walters isn't saying. multimillion dollar ABC offer. year contract
with NBC exReasoner said he had "no other records the government
NBC says it's continuing
Miss Walters, who began pires in September, confirm
ed idea" what ABC has offered requires banks to keep "are
negotiations with the "Today" with "Today" in 1961 and now a report that she
had met with Miss Walters.
not
confidential
comshow star to renew her con- serves as cohost with former ABC officials
to discuss the
"There's no reason why I munications but negotiable
tract. And ABC says it, too, is NBC news commentator Jim possibility
nf coanchoring the should. One of the few areas instruments to be used
in
negotiating with Miss Walters. Hartz, wasn't available for "ABC Evening News"
with where I'm not neurotic is commercial transactions,"
ABC reportedly is offering comment on her contract Reasoner.
about what others make. I Powell wrote. He said
the
Mimi Walters a five-year talks.
She emphasizeu then, make enough," he said.
documents only contain
contract at $1 million a year to
A spokesman for NBC News however, that "it was just a
The 53-year-old Reasoner information the customer has
ooanchor the "ABC Evening
said Tuesday that Miss preliminary meeting. There wouldn't say
exactly what his voluntarily allowed to be
News" with Harry Reasoner.
Walters is nearing the end of was no firm offer, just,'Would salary is,
but he said he signed exposed to banks and their
In addition to becoming the
negotiations with the network you be interested?"
a second five-year contract employes.
first woman to regularly
on a new contract.
Reasoner
told
The with ABC last year for more
"The depositor takes the
present the evening news over
"It may be as little as hours Associated Press Tuesday than $200,000 a
risk, in revealing his affairs to
year.
a major network, Miss
or as long as days" before she night that if Miss Walters
another, that the information
Walters would also become
decides
anything,
the accepts the reported ABC
will be conveyed by that
spokesman said. "Hopefully, contract, "I'd be fascinated
For a heart-healthy diet, person to the govethment,"
to
we'll be announcing that she's see what happens. I don't eat foods low in saturated fat the
FAST fiti SUNK(
majority decision said.
renewing her contract with think anybody knows
uses, Cie4or
Fssisk as
what and cholesterol. This means
In
the other case involving
ley OS S3.94
' Po' 'Oil
less beef and other meats and
would happen."
personal privacy, the court
eats Of movies S)
whole
produc
milk
ts,
And an ABC spokesman said
and
Asked if he would consider
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS
Tuesday night, "At this point quitting if she were hired, more fish, poultry and fresh ruled that records of honor
Ills I Ttls 753-0035
-this is all that ABC will say: Reasoner said, "That kind of vegetables Ask your local code enforcement by military
Fris• parting at root do.,
Heart Association for more academies may not be
'We are negotiating with discussion would be between informa
tion,
withheld from the public on
the grounds that the privacy of
p.
AERE5 YOUR
cadets or former cadets may
HU,MARCIE.I GOT(
)
KEEP
011 11141i
FREE CAP
I
THE FIRST CAP!
be infringed.
IT 5IR
Rip.
HERE, I'M COMIN' 0010•1!
In a 5 to 3 ruling that could
6alt446
HOME!
open millions of government
personnel and medical files,
the court said federal law
protecting secrecy of such
files applies only if the
government
can
prove
disclosure would be a "clearly
2
unwarranted invasion of
NANCY
personal privacy."
The decision broadened the
(THAT BELL
Freedom
of Information Act.
DISM I SSAL
STANDS
BONG
SELL
FOR
FREEDOM
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
government has the right to
seize or study the records of
your bank account and you
don't have a constitutional
right to know that federal
agents are doing so, the
Supreme Court says.
And in another privacy
case, the court handed down a
decision that could mean
millions of government
personnel and medical files
will now be open to limited
public scrutiny.
In a 7 to 2 decision on
Wednesday, the court said
bank customers have no right
to contest government sub-

Is Barbara Leaving Hartz For Reasoner?

"46.1kmr"

*.•

.
•

Younger children at the Twin takers Good Sam Club
Campout held at Piney (..4111in the Land Between the Lakes April 16-18 show their
Easter baskets after the
Egg Hunt Sunday morning following worship services
. They are, left to right, John Purdom, cheryl Herndon, Denise Eversmeyer, Gina Herndo
n, Ginger Graham, and standing Lori Schanbacher. Hiding the eggs were Greg Schanba
cher, Kent Eversmeyer, and
Tim Robertson. In the bottom photo
are Or, and Mrs. Gene Schanbacher
and Dr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, wagonmasters, relaxing
after serving breakfast at the Schcanbacher campsite. A potluck supper was
served Saturday evening, families
attending were those of Gene Schanba
cher, Harold Eversmeyer, Nix Crawfor
d, Ned
Wilson,Jimmy Graham, John flowker
. Jimmy Herndon, LB. Burkeen,and
Fred Morton.
pground

MARCIE'

V

Some 2,500 To Eat At Derby Breakfast

AND SO
DOES THAT
BELL

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
If you think the Kentucky
Derby breakfast line was long
last year, wait until Saturday
morning, May 1.
Some 2,500 persons have
been invited to the traditional
breakfast, or 500 more than in
1975.
Since most responses are
from couples, the 500 extra
bids could translate into
perhaps 1,000 more people
waiting to greet Gov. and Mrs.
Julian Carroll and partake of
the food.
Steve Wilson, in charge of
breakfast
arrangements,
estimated Wednesday about
5,000 persons would show up
on the Capitol grounds for the
breakfast.
And
there
will
be
Republicans as well as
Democrats—the
political
;iffiliation of Carroll.
The governor decided last
ear, when he assumed office
by appointment, to invite most
elected officials in the state
regardless of party.
Wilson said that touched off
quite a few complaints from
Democrats who were not

BEATLE BAILEY
(rr'5 TOUGH TO
REACH MY A&E
AND WONDER ,F
YOU'VE BEEN
WRONG ALL
youg LIFE

ALL TelE OLD VALUEE,..,
FATRiOTt5M, MORALiT,1
vVORK... ARE
11*Y BAD iljEA52

THE PHANTOM

invited and knew Republicans
who went.
"But we've continued to
invite everyone in the
legislature, county judges and
mayors," he said. "The
governor does not feel the
Derby breakfast should be a
political event."
One change will be use of a
50-member Air Force band
from Wright-Patterson Base
in Ohio, cotriplete with
singers, instead of the usual
small combo
for
entertainment.
"Last year a number of
guests didn't even realize
there was entertainment
because the tent is so large,"
.said Wilson, a brother-in-law
of the governor.
The Derby breakfast is held
in a tent 90 by 230 feet on the
south side of the Executive
Mansion.
No guests are served in the
mansion, but it is open all
morning for tours.
Wilson said the menu will be
the
same
as
last
year—assorted fruit juices.
small pastries, country ham.
scrambled
eggs
with

Crossword Puzzler
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mushrooms, cheese grits, hot
fruit- salad, buttermilk
biscuits and coffee or a choice
of beverages.
That choice will not include
mint juleps, the traditional
derby drink. State law forbids
serving of alcoholic beverages
on state property.
Wilson said most of the food
is donated as traditionally,
mainly by about 30 vendors
who do business with the state.
Among overiolg,ht guests of
Gov. and Mrs. rroll will be
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Majors.
Both.are television stars.
Wilson said composer Bert
Bacharach and actress Angie
Dickinson, also husband and
wife, have been invited but
have not confirmed they will
show up.
They were on hand for
Carroll's inauguration eve
concert last winter and were
invited then to the breakfast.
Both own horses and are in-

terested in racing.
"We put a little extra time
and money into invitations, so
there will be no souvenirs at
the breakfast," Wilson said.
The souvenirs last year consisted of menu cards. Not
even napkins or plastic cups
were imprinted with the
governor's insignia.
The invitation card is 8 by 10
inches and does not need to be
shown for entry to the
breakftst. Wilson said thtpostage or each was 23 cents.
Derby breakfast hours are
staggered. Invitations to
Frankfort area residents are
for 8 a.m., those for Louisville
and Lexington people 9 a.m.,
and 10 a.m. and those for more
distant residents 11 a.m.
At noon, guests invited to
the derby by the governor will:
form up in an automobilet
caravan under state policrt,
escort for the trip to Churchilt
Downs at Lotlisville.

District Librarians Elect
Officers During Paducah Meet
"Sharings'' was the
theme for the spring First
District Librarians'
Association meeting hosted
County
Marshall
by
Librarians, Jean Ross and
Margaret Pace. The dinner
was held at Marshall
Central High School April 8
Preceding the business
session Karen Gordon, a
telecommunications major
at Murray State University,
presented an oral sketch of
Joe Cresson, well-known
Marshall County journalist
Wilma McGary, School
Media Services Consultant
from the State Department
of Libraries, showed slides
of effective displays from
media centers in Jefferson
County
The 1976-77 slate of officers introduced by FT)LA
President Sara Fuller are
Martha Presler, Caldwell
County High School President, Donna Matthews, Crittenckei County
High Vice President. and
Allegra Jones, Jackson
Elementary School of
Paducah City Schools Secretary-Treasurer
Find District Student
Library Assistants' Club of

Kentucky scholarship was
awarded to Debra Nimmo,
a Murray State University
Co-ed This is a stipend
given to an outstanding
student majoring in library
science.
Following the formal
program and business
meeting, the group adjourned to the Media Center
to examine exhibits from
various school media
centers

WHITE MUSLIM —
Dr Dorothy Dorsey,above,
teacher at Clara Muhammad University in Chicago,
is the first white member
of the Nation of Islam.
She's now Dorothy 13X.
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IfItiPResultsYouRant-/tiCM MAN YouNeed
1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

6 Help Wanted

15 Art,cles For Sale

19. Farm Equipment

21 Mobile Home Sales

27 Mobile Home Sales

29. Mobile Home Rentals

1972 TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 60 ALL electric home,
TWO WIDE front end 10 a 55 MOBILE HOME
central air, washer and
in Riviera, deposit
AS OF APRIL 13, 1976 I
Murray
Avery tractors, 1 row
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T.V. $10.00 month. J & B
cash, certified check or cashier's check For other informatio
day
be made on
Music,Chestnut St.
Kenlake State Resort Park 474-2211. Inspection at property may
FOR ALL YOUR FENof sale.
. BIRD SOLID
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
? 7 Motile Home Sale
Monday Saturday $:006:U0
SIDINGS Never needs
Fence Supply Co., 1444
Bruce Montgomery
painting Now installed
bedroom,
Sunday 1:00-6:00
6865, Paducah, Ky.
THREE
x70
12
Commissioner
by Aluminum Service
--2 bath, fully carpeted,
-Os: Downtown Hazel.
extra nice. Call 753-1900
Department of Parks
AC 66 COMBINE. Call
Call 492-8647
753-5596.
after 5
AT
COOK
MALE
Southside Restaurant.
Also will do some cleanup work. From 4 p. m-9
p. in. Apply in person.
No phone calls.

BABY ITEMS, dressing
table, $8.00. Infant seat,
$1.50. Bathtub $2.00. Call
753-5561.

House Plants
SOO Brood
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Universi
after6 p.
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priced. C
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Home Rentals

41 Public Sales

32 Apartments For Rent
lectric home,
ra, deposit
all 767-4055.

APARTED
One or two'
. Zmunerman
nts, South 16th

MANOR
ts, oen or two
unfurnished,
stove
and
toy, water bill
tral heat and
tioning. $100.00
months lease,
, must meet
specifications
e good credit

FURNISHED 1
room apartKelly's Pest
100 South 13th.
APARTD
or 3 bedroom
ear downtown
Call 753-4109.

miles north of
Highway 121

sertivant,
ploirs, T"
sitar, Him Owe
wegom slosi tiro
of smog sky dad
chout type Immo*
log, TV drop loaf
••••••, ha* a
sctrole radios. spe•
vs.; tsvOi drmics
Fars, diens, Ossps
• firs rens Mak
$ Mims pie could
orhsessou hod
usason yellow
75 CAC twists,.

FURNISHED
APARTMENT, for 4 students
near University for
summer and fall. Call
753-7575 or 753-0669.
34
LARGE HOUSE near
University. Call 753-0669
after 6 p.m.
5

Livestock

SADDLE HORSE mare,7
yearsuld. Call 492-8746.

THREE
PAM Y
GARAGE
sale,
Saturday April 24th at
501 Broad St., from til
5. Clothes, including
children and lots of
miscellaneous items.

Supplies

EIGHT FAMILY YARD
sale, Friday
and
Saturday, April 23rd and
24th, 9-5, clothes, toys,
dishes, odds and ends.
905 N. 11th. Postponed
until later date in case of
rain.

SATURDAY BARGAIN
Barn sale, 13th and Main
over 1500 square feet of
merchandise, low
prices, beautiful living
plants.

RABBITS ALL AGES,
colors end deo. 4-H
Booth at Main and 13th
on Easter weekend
Purchase anytirne at
Bont-Rite Rabbitry on
Utterback Rd. between
THREE PARTY YARD
North 16th and Seven
SALE, Friday and
Seas Restaurant Can
Saturday, 9-?, 11 miles
753-3723, 753-3574, 753East of Murray on 94,
9813.
across from Brown's
41 Public Sales
Grocery. Womens,
mens, childrens and
ANTIQUES, AVON
babies clothes. All sizes.
bottles, clothing.
Toys, dishes and odds
Saturday, 1707 Ryan.
and ends.

U-PICK STRAWBERRIES
at CRERRY CORNER
U-PICK FARM
121-S at Cherry Corner Road
Regular Picking
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
8:00 a. rn. -?
Call 753-5249 for information

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Friday, April 22, 23,
1.30 to S p.m.
Isisih by err estiy set
oss Si,. wee, teils vs

each
each
4 bedroom brick, living room, dining room,
den,
built-ins, gas heat, 2 car garage. Each room has
own thermostat. This is a large house on
a
beautifully landscaped lot. You must see this
house to appreciate it. $37,500.

rd baths, uranent solace

1974 TRIUMPH TR6, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
convertible. Call 7536947.
1963
CHEVROLET
pickup truck. Call 49E8615, ,

NEW THREE bedroom 1975 YAMAHA RD350,
new with 3300 miles
brick central heat and
air. Built-ins on 12 acres $595.00. Two rail bike
• of good land. Three trailer. $100.00 Call 436miles east of Dexter,
Highway 1346. Price
reduced to $33,000. Call 1974
YAMAHA
360
753-8615.
Enduro street or trail.
Call 753-4201 or 753-0869
GOOD SEVEN ROOM
house
with
dry 1974 SL 125 bored out, new
basement and garden
paint job. Call 753-0650
space. Call 753-7573.
BEAUTIFUL 750 Honda
Chopper. Rigid frame,
GOOD LEVEL FARM
springer, blue and
land 25 to 85 acres, kt
white. Call 382-2571.
mile East of Kirksey.
Call 489-2434.
1972 HONDA CB350, low
mileage, excellent
condition, $500.00. Call
FOR SALE by owner
489-2486
lakefront
cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
19'74 HONDA XL354 8,000
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
miles. New tires, chain
to 10.
and always kept tuned.
Runs good and looks
LARGE FOUR bedroom
sharp. Call 753-8046.
home on well landscaped lot in Canterbury
/
2 HUSKY, lighting,
for sale by owner. 19741
speedometer, alloy
Shown by appointment
on Saturday and Sunhandle bars, wheels. 250
front end complete,
day. Call 753-4186.
Coney shocks Saddle
SPACIOUS THREE
bag, large gas tank.
BEDROOM, central
Telleborg tires Only 200
heat and air, carpeted
miles. Cog $1590.00,
throughout. Built last
Sake $850.00. Call 1-522summer. Call 753-3938.
_0469.

THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, fully carpeted
with built-ins, large out
building, also stran-steel
shop with 10' doors,
large lot. Price reduced,
for $34,000. Call 753-8615.
SPECIAL FOR
THE WEEK
Extra nice 11 room,6 br. 4
bath,
home
with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized
lot. Call now, just listed.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
753-7724.
EXCELLENT LAND or
investment property. 16
acres near Ahno, Ky.
includes 12 acres of crop
land, trailer hookup, 2
good wells, one with new
pump, and septic tank.
On county maintenance
road. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
SIXTEEN ACRES FOR
SALE $600.00 per acre,
some blacktop road
frontage, near South
Marshall on 641. Call
492-8354.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

SHERWOOD FORREST,
choice 3,4 acre wooded
lot, Nottingham Drive,
ideal
for
walk-in
basement or tri-level
house Deed with cash
$2,400 or will sell on land
contract, $400 down,
balance 8 per cent. 36
months, $63.00 per
month Contact KOPPERI'D REALTY. 711
Main. 753-1222.

THREE BEDROOM,ns
bath, central air and
heat, gas grill, paneled
kitchen and den, builtins, patio, outside shed,
garden ready to plant.
South 16th Street. Call
753-0686.

DON'T MISS SEEING THESE
TWO FINE HOMES

1/75 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.
HONDA MR175 Elsinore,
one 1975 model and one
1976 model. Honda XR75
1975 model, all in good
condition. Call 753-7140.

THREE BEDROOM
48. Automotive Service
brick,
fenced
in
backyard on extra large THREE DEUCE Hi$23,900.
1605 'performance 440 parts
lot.
Catalina Drive, Murray.
for sale. Call 436-5,334
Call 753-3261, 753-6474.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
THREE BEDROOM, 1½
baths, ,central air and
heat. South 16th. Call
753-0886 by appointment
only.

For Sale
By Owner
410 South 10th Street
Reconditioned and
remodeled. Frame,
weather
boarded.
Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 7530675.
z
FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom house, new
well, and septic tank. 15
miles from Murray
$16,500. Call 753-3313.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, central air and
garage, patio,
heat, gara
carpet, drapes, 1607
Pa rklane. Call 753-3604.
47 Motorcycles
1573 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 7536000.
HONDA 1972 CB100, good
condition. $275.00. Call
489-2595.

Canterbury
4 bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths, living room, dining room,
den, 2 car garage. Built-ins. Open stairway in
foyer. This house has two heating and air units.
Price includes fixing yard and graveling
driveway. Price 947,500.

47 Motorcycles

43. Real Estate

RETURN TO THE GOOD
EARTH. Approximately
111'2 acres near Hazel,
Ky., mostly in pasture.
Fix-up farm house and
two tobacco barns. Quiet
setting, frontage on
state line road Call 7538080 or come by 105 N.
12th BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

WILL GIVE TENNIS
LESSONS, starting May
1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.

BY OWNER 1972 4 door
Buick Electra, new
tires, excellent condition. Call 753-6515.

46 Homes For Sale

146 ACRES WITH over
1000 feet of frontage on
Barkley Lake, several
extra building sites with
beautiful lake view. This
is a unique opportunity
to own a private
secluded resort for only
$459.00 per acre, total
price 467,000.00. For full
time personal Real
Estate Service, phone
Bill Kopperud at Kopperud Realty,753-1222.

51 Services Offered

1914
STATION wagon, 1967
Ford Fairlane. 1974
pickup. Call 753-7140.

SPRING RUMMAGE
Sale Saturday 24, of
April at American
Legion Hall, from 7 a.
in. to 5 p. m. Clothes,
shoes, avon hottleit,.
glassware, flower
arrangements
and
houseware. Come in and
browse around, we
might have something
you need.

44 lots For Sale

Circarama

49 Used Cars & Trucks

Another View

Four Party
'ford Sok
April 23 & 24, 1976
Starting at 9:00 a.m.
on Friday and Saturday. Many items to
choose from. 504
South Sixth Street.

-tAIIXGE" SALE," 7-4,
Saturday, April 24th.
REGISTERED BLACK
1 407
Angus bull, 2kt years
Johnson.
Miscellaneous items.
old. Seven registered
Angus cows will calf in
MOVING
October. Call 753-2400.
SALE,
Saturday 94, assorted •
items, including new
FOR SALE two ponies.
encyclopedia and patio
Call 436-2140.
furniture.
Hermitage
Drive and Green Briar
SIX REGISTERED
Rd.
Sirnmintal's, top blood
and quality, reasonably
YARD SALE, Friday and
priced. One ki cow with
Saturday, Arpil 23 and
le calf, two 'a cows
24, starting 10:00a. m. to
Carrying seven-eighths
6, 2 miles south of Bel
or pure bred calves. Two
Air Shopping Center, on
seven-eighth bulls. Call
641 South, king size bed.
474-2297.
electric range, air
conditioner, chest,
GENTLE SEVEN year
electric welder, many
old, Chestnut Sorrell
more items of all kinds.
horse, reasonably
priced. Call 436-5695 or
FIVE PARTY GARAGE
436-n40.
SALE. CB radios,
shallow well pump
38 Pets Supplies
complete, furniture,
baby mattress, swings,
AKC REGISTERED St.
equipment, tricycle,
Bernard
puppies
rocking horse, toys,
Championshp blood
good girls clothing,
lines Call 753-6412 or
Birth to 6X, fireplace
753-0957 after 4 p. in.
grate, pictures, jars,
20 GALLON aquarium
bottles, vases, flowers,
and all accessories. Call
electric
adding
753-2496.
machine, stereo, slide
projector,
and
STUD SERVICE, white
miscellaneous. Saturmale Pekingnese and
day, April 24th, 8 a. in. miniature Dachshund.
? 1704 Magnolia.
Call 435-4481.
39 Pcii,itiy

Lynn Grove

Supplies

41. Public. Sales

1 Mile East On Hwy. 94
Rt. 3, Box 16 Ph. 753-7852
Murray, Ky. 42071

1971 VOLKSWAGON
station wagon. Call 7532598 or 753-6428 after
5 30 p.m
_
1970
DODGE
CHALLENGER, new
paint, and interior. Call
753-8330.
1966 Chevrolet Pick-up
thick. $300.00. Call 7538290.
1969 LTD, four door
sedan, excellent condition, factory air. Call
753-3249.
1965 CHEVROLET Bel
Air, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition.
Call after 6 p. m., 7538900.
1972 VEGA WAGON, V-8,
with turbo, mags,
custom paint. $1,650.
Call 437-4749 after 5.
1937
CHEVROLET
COUPE. Can be seen at
Tabors Body Shop. Call
753-3134.
DODGE

LAWN MOWING and
minor tree trimming.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-7836, Phillip Lamb,
753-0619 or 436-2516.
WILL DO CUSTOMbush
hogging and
yard
seeding in Panorama
Shores, Croppie Hollow
Estate, or Lake Way
Shores. Call 436-2149.
MR. FARMER: Battles
Ag-Service will apply
your herbicides, insecticides, seed and
fertilizer. Call Battle
Ag-Service day, 9014420712 - night 901-642-7791
or in Murray, Murray
Airport ask for Johnny
Parker,489-2414.

1964 FORD ½ ton, excellent condition, good
tires, tape player, 6
cylinder gas saver.
$595.00. Call 489-2595.
1968 FORD TORINO,
mags and etc. Good
condition, and Realistic
base or mobile CB with
all equipment. Call 4354405.
914 PORSCHE 1973,
excellent
condition.
34mpg, $3,800. Call 7539982 after 4p. m.
1965 PLYMOUTH SPORT
Fury, 383 engine.
Automatic, power
steering. Must sell. Call
753-0028.

COAT YOUR mobile
horrie, with Aluminum
asphalt coating. 20 per
cent cooler in the
summer time. Call 436E149 J. C. Russell for
estimate.

Benton

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.
KIRBY
CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5, 436-2474.

J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial,*
conditioning, and
refrigeration,
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced',
very.
reasonable rates,
references,
free.
estimates. Quck drying.
Gall 753-5827 or 753-9618.
54 Free Column
KITTENS, SIX MONTHS--,--old, litter trianed. Free!". to good home.
7538019.

4a-

E

oin t

.1.bEs1.9123

Opening Friday

Donno Story

April 23

5 00 p m MO(1 thru Sot
Closissi Thursdays

13th (up the stairs
Over Susanne's)

101 S.

"7POrfeciC004

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8, p.m. Call 1-354/1161 or 1-354-8138.

KenLake KOA
Campgrounds
is now OPEN under
Phone 474-2778

New Management
Aurora, Ky.

Bring This Ad for

-111r1111111M

furches
Jewelry
113 S Sf5Streut
Aillyrrwy

For dependable watc
nd jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

10% Discount

Offer good through May 23, 1976
We accept reservations and will cater to clubs
and groups

Household Auctions
Sat April 24th, 10 a. m. off South 4th on Vine
end at 1 p. rn, on Vine and South Bt. It,, Murray,
Ky /Art F/oy Kee Stain and Fitts families wilt sell
any amount of bedroom, living room, and dining
room furniture, washe,. stove, refrigerator,
couches, one makes a bed, four stock and other
heaters, fans, vacuum cimmer, large easy choirs,
baby crib, nice six leg antique walnut dining table,
oil temp. and tables, trunk, diifferobe, camel bock
and other sewing machine, child and sewing rocker,
pie safe, glass door metal cabinet, breakfast set,
odd beds, bedspreads, large wall mirror, town
chairs, step ladder, large and small metal tool
boxes and tools, 1 Royal ironstone plates.. few
collectors pieces. Indian head, and other coins. new
doll, vase, cooking utensils, useful dishes, milk can,
a port of phone, fruit cons, jvg, (too, bean kettles
and large skillet), six gallon jar: hoes and rakes,
garden tiller, and any amount of store pieces.
Many boles of miscellaneous.
Evis erg drat, Moot ,4spessei• fe, isccseesrts to,
wtorgursgsa
*soy

Douglas Shoemaker, 502-753-3375 or Bob
W. Miller, 502-492-8594. Licensed annually
in Murray, Ky.

JOHN IS NO LONGER
'with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
LICENSED electricanprompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

DART.

1
h..
t rta
e
.
ion Call 753-741
- 1969 VW Karman Ghia
convertible, 4 speed
transmission, only
15,000 miles on engine.
Come take a look at this
fine
buy.
John
Neubauer,753-7531.
1 97 4
DODGE
(It A LLENGER
$2,195.
1961 TB 3
Roadster
ronvertible $595 00 Call
43-5570

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
, Call 753-7370 or 7534156.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon

1)

10 00 o m

527 8740

APPALOOSA
BREEDING by appointment. Stallions
registered in P. 0. A.
Call Frank Spiceland,
436-5697.

51 Services Offered

WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.

4

NICE USED CAMPERS
very reasonable.-Can be
seen at Whites Used Car
Lot, East 94 highway, 3
miles from Murray. Call
753-0605.
CAMPER STARCRAFT
sleeps 8. Call 753-1702
after 5 p.

BACKHOE WORK and
hauling. Sand, dirt, red
and grey geavel. Stump
removal, road building,
any type digging. Call
436-2261.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call 1.arry Lyles at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

sit

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

C.-io.2ets

PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.

DAVID TAPP

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl
awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

SQ

WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.

Mobile
Repair
Homes, Insurance
Estimates, Unblocking and blocking,
complete line of
mobile home parts.

1911 CHEVROLET, 6
cylinder, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
753-5201 or 753-2493.

1971 VW BEETLE, extra
nice, $850.00. Call 7530605.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

THE MOBILE
HOME MAN

1911 CoMET GT, A-1
condition. $1,100 or best
offer. Call 753-2858.

51 Services Offered

PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of experience. By the job or
by the hour, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

1967 FORD PICKUP
truck, excellent condition. Long wheel base.
•
Call 492-8328.

Mt CHEVROLET, with
tape player, 2 door,
hardtop, low mileage.
Call 753-5267 before 6,
after 6753-7227.

51 Services Offered

1711 Miller Ave

For Sole by Owner

;bedroom, V') bath, 11i2 story brick. Large foryer with stair(
ase, large
den with fireplace, bookcase, beautiful kitchen. ceramic
tile on
cabinets. All Frigidaire appliances. Utility room. Covered
tile patio,
double gas grill plus built-in charcoal grill. Large storage
house,
cloubile carport. Central Os heat, air conditioning, Many extras.
This
housA is constructed of quality material and workmanship.

Shown by appointment only

Call ...13-S777
or 753-8270
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Antibusing Group
Emmett Erwin Dies James Blakely Dies
For
ch
Mar
ns
Pla
With
At His Home
Wednesday;Funeral
Funeral On Friday Scheduled Friday Derby Day, May 1
Deaths and Funerals

James Blakely of Murray
Route Eight, Old Benton
Road, died Wednesday at 7:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calipway
County Hospital. He was 54
years of •age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased had retired
due to disability from the
inspection department of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. He was an
Army veteran of World War II
and a member of the Northside Baptist Church.
Mr. Blakely and his wife,
the former Lavelle Moody,
who survives, were married
May 1, 1948. Born June 9, 1921,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Walter
Blakely and Essie Hargrove
Blakely.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
one
Blakely,
Lavelle
daughter. Mrs. Bill (Jackie)
Maupin, son-in-law, Bill
Maupin, and grandson, Greg
Maupin, all of Murray Route
Eight; three sisters, Mrs.
Houston (Neva) Miller, North
18th Street, Murray, Mrs. Rex
Lorene) Byers and Mrs.
Ryan 1Christine) Graham,
Murray Route Eight; two
brothers, Keys Blakely,
Murray Route One, and R. W.
Blakely, Murray Route Two.
The funeral has been'
scheduled for Friday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
today Thursday).
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Emmett Erwin of Murray
Route Four died Wednesday
at 10:30 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired farmer and was
92 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. He and his wife, Mary
Outland Erwin, who survives,
had been married for sixtynine years. Born.. August 23,
1883; .in'Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
.
Washington Allison ( Buddy )
Erwin and Minnie Cochran
Erwin.
Mr. Erwin is survived by his
wife; five daughters, Mrs. R.
L. ( Lurene I Cooper and Miss
Leola Erwin, Murray, Mrs.
Bob (Eleanor) Orr and Mrs.
Goebel (Lucille) Cooper,
Murray Route Four, and Mrs.
.Loyd • (.1n) Swearengin,
Benton, Tenn.; one son,
James Euel Erwin, Hazel
Route One; eleven grandchildren; sixteen great
grandchildren.
The Murray Route Four
man was preceded in death by
one daughter, Mrs. Ortis
(Clara) Key of Paducah, in
1975, and one son, Ordest
Houston Erwin, who was
killed in action in World War

Doris Newcom Named To Receive
$3,000 Jesse Stuart Fellowship

Mrs. Wallace Dies

At Hospital With
Funeral At Church

Rites Are Friday

Rev. Jack McClain Serving As Calvary Baptist Church Pastor

For Mrs. Lucas
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mobility afforded by
renting is so attractive to
some people that they're
willing to forego advantages of accumulated
capital. Rental payments
can sometimes buy more
spacious'quarters than the
same dollars in mortgage
payments.
An alternative to buying
a single-family home is
purchasing low-cost income property, such as a
duplex. The down payment
requirement usually is
comparable to that needed
for a single-family home.
Half of the property supplies income from rental
which helps retire the loan.
costs
Maintenance
generally are higher and
ownership of incomeproducing property carries
with it addtional responsibilities.
If young people purchase
income property now, in a
few years, they may be
able to use both sides of the
duplex for income and
purchase a single-family
house.
It's wise for them to
consider all the alternatives and to examine
their
particular
circumstances before entering into any kind of
property ownership
agreement. A realtor can
help them make an appropriate decision.

By Ron Talent, Realtor
When you decide to sell
your house you must make
a decision. Should you try
to sell it yourself or should
you list your House with a
professional Real Estate
salesperson.
If you try to sell it
yourself there are four
things you can do: I. Put up
a For Sale Sign; 2. Put an
ad in the newspaper: 3. Tell
your friends and neighbors; 4. Stay at home all
the time until the house is
sold.
When the prospects call
or arrive at the property
you will be expected to
have all the pertinent information and make it
available. Should you give
all the information on the
phone-or none? What can
you do to make sure that
your house is seen?
The first question to
expect is: ''How much
money?" The second
question is "What is the
least you'll take?" What
can you say? How did you
arrive at the asking price
of your house? From
statiskical evidence or

neighborhood gossip?
If you are fortunate
enough to find a buyer you
will begin to agree on many
things. What personal
property stays? Who pays
the taxes? When will
possession be given? What
kind of title is expected?
Should there be a survey,
title opinion, and who is
expected to pay for them?
Should there be an earnest
money deposit? How
much? Who gets it in case
of default"' When is
closing? Where is the loan
going to be? You're going
to be attempting to prepare
a complex legal document.
There are just a few of
the problems you'll be
confronted with in attempting to successfully
sell your house.
Your second choice is to
list your property with a
professional Real Estate
salesperson. If, in your
opiniong, you do not have
the time or skill to market
your house, you'll find a
full time REALTOR willing
to aid you in overcoming
the hurdles of selling your
house.

How Should You
Sell Your House?

Young people — singles
or couples — often regard
the purchase of a home as
something beyond their
financial means. Yet —
the're the ones who should
seriously consider buying a
home.
Most young people have
a rising scale of earning
power ahead of them. What
may be a tight budget to
them now will become
easier as time passes. And
payments on a home are
seldom higher to them than
apartment rentals if they
choose wisely and stay
within their current and
projected income level.
The usual comparison of
rent receipts against
growing equity is a valid
one. Also, modeit monthly
mortgage payments —
even at high interest rates
— will accumulate substantial equity growth over
five to ten years. There are
advantages in income tax
deductions for taxes and
interest paid — and in the
satisfaction of ownership.
Home Jwnership isn't
right for all young people.
A job that requires
frequent relocation could
mean that home purchase
isn't the wisest course. The

By Loretta Jobs
Realtor Associate
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Agency

Young People Should
Consider Home Buying

REALTORS SU:TION

PLAN PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK — Members of the Murray Board of Realtors board of directors have held
several meetings to plan activities for Private Property Week observed April 18-24 4n Murray and Calloway
County. Left to right are Ron Talent, Fred Barber, Loretta lobs, Russell Spurlork, Pat Mobley, Guy Spann, Ray
Roberts and John Neubauer.

new
MURRAY

KY.
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iier/PEOPLES/3ANK

Whether you're building or buying, we can
help you with home financing we're here
to help you. Come see us

on mortgage loans

10111POIA

get a r

Celebrate the freedom of ownership
REAL TOR* WEEK

See a REALTOR when you need guidance in any real estate transaction or help
with a real estate problem

When the real estate property owners of Arnenca talk. REALTORSa listen
And do something about what they hear REALTORS are speaking out in
Washington and in state and local governments to help ease property taxes,
mortgage money problems and more

property owners

a voice for
America's

The REALTOR

Ve Are Proud To Recognize

Xi
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REALTOR

3 bedrooms, 2 bath cabin with living room, luti_hen,
recreation room and 2 fireplaces. Upper am/ lower
screen porch and deck. Priced at $28,900.
New Home! 3 bedroom,2 baths, living room,family
room, kitchen with built-ins and a I car carport.
Central heat and air. Priced at $34,500.

Murray-Calloway
County Realtors

Fred Barber
733-0810

Multi-Listing Service

located Southside of Court Square
Office
Member

Center Ridge

4

REALTOR

Secluded waterfront cabin located ort-2.51 acres.
Cabin has 2 bedrooms, family room with fireplace,
kitchen, dining area and glassed in front porch. 2
car detiched garage and large storage building.
Boat, motor and boat dock are all included in the
price of $52,500.

Real Estate Office Open:
Daily Monday through Friday
Saturday til noon
Saturday and Sunday afternoon
•
by appointment

it

306 N. 10th Street
If you are liolcing for a quality built older home, you
must see this one today. 11
/
2 stories and a full
basement, central heat and air. All appliances,
washer and dryer are included in sale price. Main
floor features living room, with fireplace, kitchen
with breakfast room, 2 bedrooms and one bath. Upper level is one large room with 2 walk-in closets.
basement has bath, bedroom area and a utility
room. This house is priced at $35,080.

•

Purdom.Thurman Real Estate

Panorama Shores

Lakefront home on Blood River. Home consists of 3
/
2 baths, living room,family room with
bedrooms, 11
fireplace. Kitchen, recreation room with fireplace.
Garage and boat storage. Large deck overtooking
lake priced at $43,500.

Blair Street

Large Family Home! 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, living
room, dining room, kitchen, family room with
fireplace. Utility room and a 3 car carport. This
home is priced to sell at $49,900.

Lakeway Shores

4 bedroom, 3 baths, living room, formal dining
room, spacious kitchen, family room with fireplace
plus recreation room, double car garage. Located
on a well landscaped corner lot. This custom built
home is priced at $58,500.

South 16th Street

Johnson Bouleyoid
Just listed! Located across the street from Murray
High School, this quality built home features 4
bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, family room
with fireplace, utility room and private office. Gas
central heat and electric air conditioning. Back
yard's fenced. Priced at $44,900t

1725 Keenland Drive
Get ready for summer with this new listing. 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, deluxe kitchen, separate
family room, living room and dining room plus a 2
car garage. Central gas heat and electric air conditioning. The whole family will enjoy this home as
a house. There is a beautiful swimming pool in the
fenced in back yard. Call on this one tockly. IPriced
at $39,900.

REALTOR) SECTION

Meadow Lane

Purdom-Thurman Real Estate
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ported indirectly by the
By B111 Kopperud
of the people
is
e
income
brokerag
estate
Real
through prices paid for
one of the most essential
commodities and for
and constructive vocations
personal services. Under
in America. It has exerted
the private property
a profound influence in the
system ( which we, in the
development of all parts of
United States, still enjoy )
the country. It is infurther
real estate interests may
the
to
dispensable
be bought and sold by the
development and mainl citizen. The
ve
individua
disttncti
the
of
tenance
annual volume of such
economy that has made the
transactions is enormous.
United States the greatest
The actual number of sales
nation in history. It is a
annually in this country as
service vocation. It has
whole is not recorded, but
a
except
nothing to sell
it is reasonable to assume
personal services. Its
that the sale of fee and
tence is due solely to
lease interests is yearly far
fact that people need
expert
in excess of several million
have
and must
transactions.
assistance in acquiring and
real
One source estimates
of
g
disposin
in
that at least 500,000 persons
property interests. It afare engaged in real estate
fords opportunities for
activities in one way or
vitally important personal
another. The significance
services to one's fellow
ed
of this number lies in the
unexcell
men winch are
fact that it indicates the
by any other profession. It
need which people in
is challenged by moral and
general have for expert
.ethical responsibilities to
the
services to handle their
to
and
ies
communit
real estate problems. The
nation which are not imRealtor of the local level
posed on any other
offers an immediate
vocational group. Because
convenient source as a
of the ioral and ethical
problem-solver, counselor,
responsibility which the
advisor. Rely on his
public,
and
the
Realtor has to
expert knowledge and
he must be an educated
training for assistance in
man and have specialized
your real estate needs.
knowledge in the performance of his responsibilities.
Woodeili)ppers
Recognition of the place
that red estate has in the safety rules
is
national economy
Woodchopping, an art
leading to the establishalmost lost in our coun
ment and expansion of real
try's historical past, is fast
estate courses and degrees emerging again as Amerblunt the
'.* in colleges and universities icans try to
rising costs of
across the nation. Murray sharplyheating.
home
State University now offers
Because of this growing
a specialized degree in real interest, the Hand Tools,
estate, and The Kentucky
Institute has issued some
State Real Estate Com- basic safety reminders in
using these tools for one
mission is providing funds
chores
for education and training of the most basic
known to man.
to thirteen Junior Colleges
First, cautions HTI,
and Universities, including
sure you select the
make
Murray State University,
proOtr tool.
across the state of KenBesides selecting the
tucky.
proper tool, HTI warns
that the tool also should
Few persons realize the
be In top condition.
real
of
importance
For Instance, never use
l
property to the individua
tools with loose or damcitizens of the United aged handles or cracked,
States, to the economic and chipped faces. Make sure
social structures of our the cutting edge of your
axe, hatchet, woodchopcountry, and to our
wedge is
government. The value of pers maul, or are danDull tools
real property is in excess of sharp. and require more
gerous
two thirds of or national
effort.
wealth Every‘.ne uses real
HTI also urges that you
property. FA....-yone pays
properly dress for your
woodchopping job. Safety
for it, wheth, . owner or
fourtra shoes are recommended
tenant. About
So are safety goggles to
the typical fa: y income
protect your eyes from
is required to I) rent or to
flying chips or fragment-s
n
maintai
acquire and
Also, keep your environ
home own, Hp. An
ment safe. No obstructions
required
enormous su
in your work area -- es
peci/illy in your line of
eate and
in addition t
Keep curious chil swing.
ustrial,
maintain
dren and others away.
-(1 other
commercial.
With the proper precaureal
types of nom
tions and the right tools,
which is
property. all
stocking a woodpile can
and must be fully supbe a pleasant chore.

The Role Of
The Realtor
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Boat Dock and Marina on Kentucky Lake. Includes 245 feet of waterfront properties, two ( 2)
_residential lots, large boat repair building, marine
railway, covered boat slips, and equipment.

Investment property. 2-apartment building near
the university. These will earn an excellent return.

Near Middleschool and downtown. 3-Bedroom
stucco with garage apartment that will help you
make payments or provide income. Priced right.

New Listing. You'll never see a more beautiful
home than this 2-bedroom brick in Canterbury
Estates. Among the numerous extras is an 18'x36'
swimming pool with 9-foot diving well. You'll agree
it is well worth $50,000.00 when you see it.

753-4342

Chuck Shuffett, formerly of WNBS, is now associate

with Donald It. Tucker; Realtors,
help with any real estate trancan
We
_
753-4342
us
at
%en-mg this area !or .10 years. Call
saction.

502, Maple

OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday: 8-5, Saturday • 8-12

REALTOR

UCKER

DONALD R.

t
We also have farms and other lake property that would make excellen investments.

3-Bedroom brick in choice location. 2-baths,
garage, central gas heat. Central electric air conditioning. Fireplace, range, dishwasher. Possession
in 30 days.

Open House Sat. 2-5

One of the nicest homes in Murray. Located in
Gatesborough Subdivision on a large lot; it has 12
rooms, including 4 bedrooms and 2'-2 baths. Must be
seen to be appreciated.

Reduced $1,000.00, 3-year old brick, 7 rooms, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. This home is in the city school
district and has many extras; including range, dishwasher and shag carpeting. Priced under 834,000.00.

Open House Sun 2-5

A beautiful 3-bedroom brick on a spacious 300x200
lot in Grove Height Subdivision. This home has
many extras, including a one-year-old dishwasher
and other appliances. A barn-storage building is included. Priced under 830,000.00.

We have homes in every price range including:

New Listing. The luxurious Doctor Hunter home
at 408 North 18th. This lovely home has 10 rooms,including 4 bedrooms, + 3 baths. Everything you'll
ever want in a home at a surprisingly low price.
Don't miss this outstanding buy.

Let Donald R.Tucker
Realtors Help You.

Want to buy property?
Want to sell property?

No Other Sales People Except
Donald R. Tucker OFFICE 642-4342
HOME 642-1930
and
CHUCK SHUFFETT OFFICE 642-4342
HOME 642-4560

.1.1U

ITS DONALD

NEW,

REALTORS SECTION

'Central Heat & Air
•2 acres, garage
'New,reduced to sell

'9 rooms,5 Br,2 bath
'Outside storage, basement
'Garage, Workshop

'Cent. Heat & Air
'2 fireplaces, den
'Carpets, Builtins

Keniana Shores, Lake Shore Drive

'3 Bedroom,2 Baths
•Builtins,,Carpet
'Combo Hen & Kitchen

Highway 280-Reduced

I

'11 Rooms,6 BR,4 Baths '2 Fireplaces, Dining Rm.
'Den,carpet, drapes
'Basement,12 Closets
'Gas Heat,Patio
'Built-ins, Cent. Heat/Air

1510 Story Avenue

'2 car garage, deck
'3 Bedroom, 1 bath
'Fireplace, Carpet,
'Disposal Range, Refrig.
'Wallpaper
"Many Furnishings Stay •
'Washer & Dryer

Corner of Panorama Drive & Moplehurst

'3 Bedroom, 1 baths 'Central Heat & Air, gas heat
'Wall-to-wall carpet.
'Built-ins, wallpaper
•C,ombination Den & Kitchen
'Outside Storage

Knightsway in Camelot

4

Almo Heights

'2 Bedroom, basement
"Tobacco,stock barns

'Den,Dining room
'Fireplace, carpet
•1',x Acres,,City water

'Central heat & air
'Built-ins, w-w carpet
'Patio, Antenna

'2 Bedroom, 1 bath
'Carpet
'Income,$662/month

'7 rooms,3 Br,2 baths
*Liv. Room,Den
'Oversized 2-car garage 'Decorated Professionally
'Carpets, Builtins
'Fireplace, Entry Hall
'New Home on 2 Acres of land priced Right

Pottertown Rood

•

'Drapes, Wallpaper, Paneling
•15 Closets, Patio
Has potential of $350/mo. income from rented house
in rear

'12 rooms,6 Br,4 baths 'Ceiling Heat, window unit
'Outside Storage
*Den, Dining Room, Carpets

1304 Olive

'Garage Apt-Furnished
'2 Window Units,
'Outside Storage
• 'This Is Excellent Income Pro n*.
'12 Room,4 BR,2 Baths
2Basement,Gas Heat
1
/
'

1604 Miller

•4-unit Apartment Bldg
'Central Heat & Air
'Built-ins

921 North 16th Street

'3 Bedroom, 1 kt baths
"Garage & Carport
'Drapes, outside storage

Member of Multiple Listings
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
Jack Persall, 753-8961

Loa! D. Cole, 753-9723

Phone 753-7714
Guy Spann, 753-2406
Louise Baker, 753-2409

'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'

901 Sycamore Street

Guy Spann Realty

Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday

'10 Room,7 BR,4 bath 'Cent. Gas Heat, Cent. Air
•Builtins, Wallpaper
'Drapes, Carpet
Garage
2-car
Lot,
'Large
1300/mo. income upstairs apts.

1604 Sycamore-Reduced

'3 Bedroom,2 bath
'Central Heat & Air
'Redecorated

Locust Grove Church Rd.- "
Price Reduced

9Rooms,2 BR,1 bath, ea.
'2 Duplexes
'Carpet, B uiltins
'Cent. Gas Heat„ Cent. air
Can be bought separately or together, priced to sell

907 Story

'3 Bedroom, Bath
•12 Acres, 10 tendable
'Electric Heat, Window Air Unit
"Large Shop Building
'Outside Storage
'Drapes

'40 Acre Farm
'37 Tendable

Corner of Fire Tower
S. Square Workman Roods

REALTORS 5101014

Highway 121 South - Fairview Acres

Guy Spann Realty
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"insurance to value- on
your home. What does this
mean' Your insurance
coverage should equal the
home's fair market or
replacement value exnonthe
cluding
combustible foundation
and the lot. The face
amount of your policy is the
maximum amount you
would be paid if your home
were destroyed. Is it
enough?
The co-insurance clause
found in most standard
policies is another reason
for keeping insurance
coverage up to date. Under
it, the owner agrees to
maintain insurance equal
to a stated percentage
( usually 8)) per cent) of the
home's value. If the owner
fails to maintain this
amount, he and the insurance company must
share the loss—the difference between that
percentage of the home's
value and the actual
percentage covered.
As a realtor and as an
insurance agent. I am
doubly accutely aware of
the effects of inflation. As
an example, in a year's
tirne—from october, 1974,
to October, 1975—the

IONE
APE

REALTOR'

By Wayne Wilson
Realtor and
Insurance Agent
Inflation Whether or not
it will cause your home
insurance rates to increase
it's wise to consider how
inflation may affect the
adequacy of your home
insurance coverage.
Many home owners now
have inadequate protection_ Unless you have increased your home incoverage
su ran ce
regularly over the years of
ownership, you probably
are underinsured because
inflation has caused home
values to soar in the past
several years. It is advisable that you review
your insurance coverage at
least once a year.
You should maintain

The Effect Of
Inflation On Homes

National Association of
Realtors.
Considering that 11 per
cent rate of increase, is
your home insurance
policy adequate to replace

your home in the event of
total loss? To make certain, consult your insurance agent. He or she
knows local market conditions, and is trained to

Owning your own home is a good way
to save. You can also save On upkeep
and repairs by watching cirefully for
safety hazards and adjusting them
promptly.
by
• Avoid "octopus" electrical connections
having plenty of wall outlets for lamps and
appliances
paper and
III Use metal containers for waste
rubbish
for grease
• Keep suitable extinguishers handy
kitchen
the
in
fires
l
and electrica
and dryer
X Make sure your TV antenna, washer
are properly grounded
Your REALTOR'can help you find the home buy
you can
that's best for your budget. But only
free.
keep it safe and trouble-

REALTOR•

REALTORS SECTION

The Realtor: A voice for America's
Property Owners

For more information call 492-8647
or Will Ed Bailey: 492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 492-8879

Aluminum Service Co.
Downtown Hazel, Ky.

Alcoa
Building
Products

,\.%11,1 A ,Aronqpr
rim(1
AH00 SLr.
Ah

Cooler in the Summer - Warmer in the Winter

installed by Aluminum Service Co.
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median sales price of an
existing single—family
home increased 11 per
cent, according to the
Department of Economic
and Research of the

REALTORS SECTION
on
give you sound advice
your coverage.
Your Realtor knows local
conditions and can advise
you on the fair market
value of your home.
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family members of a
woman Realtor.
Real Estate has its ups
and downs, its good side
its
bad
side,
and
frustrating moments and
moments.
satisfying
Knowing all of this I'm still
glad I chose real estate as a
profession. When the
disappointments come you
tend to forget them and
think a lesson has been
learned. The good things in
the business are there
forever!

REALTORS SECTION

1400 dam • fireplace Sore bit* her
airs it beat

frustrating
many
moments, but eventually
the realiable Realtor will
find the right piece of
property for that Client.
To be a woman in real
estate you must have an
understanding family. Vou
must have children that
know Mother must go when
the Client calls. You have
to have a husband that
understands late meals and
night appointments. There
has to be much trust and
understanding from the

OH Lyon Corm Rol. 3 U. 7

day, seven days a week to
do themsevles and their
clients justice.
In a sense a Realtor is
like a Doctor. They work
with a Client by trial and
error. After being with the
client a few times they
begin to sense their desire
a
and
conscientious
Realtor, with multiple
listing at his finger-tips,
will find the right piece of
property. The client must
committ himself to the
Realtor and there will be
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you know will not sell! No
(Continued from Page 101
mentioned that you spend
one mentioned that you
property.
hour after hour in your
When I chose the real
would have clients that
automobile looking for that
went from one real estate
special listing or driving
estate profession I'm sure I
the out of town buyer to
agency to another and that
thought, sub-consciously,
every point in the county to
after *ny showings you
that I was walking into a
find out he is just passing
come across the ideal
"bed of roses." I thought I
through and wondered
could set my own hours,
place, sqntact the client
what land in these parts
make big money and see
and disco4r they bought
was selling for! No one told
another piece of property
many lovely homes. All of
me that all homes are not
but are sick of it and sure
this was infatuation! No
beautiful and that you must
wish they had waited!
one told me about the client
insult a prespective Seller
There is no way a sucthat would only be able to
by telling them that their
cessful Realtor can work
look at dinner time or on a
property is not worth what
on a part time basis. They
special meeting night with
they want or take a listing
must be involved 24 hours a
no advance notice. No one

maim,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, April 22, 1976
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30,000

Lo

40,000 Americans are injured by falling off of
ladders. Depending on how
you use it, your ladder can
be a convenient means for
carrying tout home improvement ideas, or a
springboard for a free fall.
an
Killoren,
Ed
Underwriters Laboratories
safety engineer. urges that
you use a ladder that is
long enough for your
purposes. ''My experience
has been that most accidents result from having
too short a ladder,"
Killoren states ''This
results in the user standing
in a position where he has
limited stability - a big
using
when
problem
stepladders."
When doing roof repairs,
an extention or straight
ladder should extend at
least three feet above the
eave, gutter, or roof line.
Killoren adds that in this
latter situation, the consumer should practice the
four-in-one" rule: the
base of the ladder should be
placed one foot from the
wall for every four feet of
ladder height. "In other
words,•' Killoren adds, "a
sixteen foot ladder with its
top placed against a verbe
tical wall should
positioned so that the base
is four feet from the wall."
Killoren proposes that
the following steps be taken
before making your climb:
1. Set up the ladder on
firm, level ground_
2. Inspect for structural
damage or deterioration
If you are using a
stepladder, make sure the
spreader is locked before

Every

Breakthroughs in the
solar energy field could
'mean less expensive and
more ,efficient equipment
available before 1980 That
report was made to the
NATION Al,
OF
ASSOCIATION
REALTORS by industry
leaders, who also indicated
that these breakthroughs
could come as early as
1977. Result: equipment
would pay for itself in
utility savings in seven
years or less.

Purchase of homes by
single men and women
continues on the increase,
reports the NATIONAL
OF
ASSOCIATION
REALTORS. Lending
institutions are no longer
reluctant to make such
mortgage loans, and
singles have become increasingly aware of investment and tax advantages found in home
ownership.

y,ur
Othewise. your ladder
could fold - with you on it. If
you are using a metal
ladder, remember to keep
it away from electrical
installations. A UL Listed
metal ladder has a
marking cautioning you
against this.
Once on the ladder,
Killoren reminds you not to
overextend your reach.
Take the time to move the
ladder to a convenient
location. The extra time
spent could save you some
extra bills - hospital bills,
that is.
To have a safe, successful climb, think of
safety before you ascend.

Ladder Successfully

Climbing Up The
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THE MOST ADVANCED
REAL ESTATE SERVICE
AVAILABLE TODAY

REAL ESTATE

L
1 114
1.1
1
1111
,BOYD-MAJORS

• Our agents are eager to provide you with
qualified, experienced real estate service
with a personal touch.

• Our agents can offer competent and expedient service in handling all real estate
financial and legal matters.

.We offer professional and ethical service.

3. If you are a newcomer, let our agents
who live and work in the MurrayCalloway County area welcome you to
Western Kentucky.
REMEMBER:
• BOYD-MAJORS is a progressive real
estate firm.

2. Our listings include residential property, lake property,farms, and commercial
property.

CONSIDER BOYD-MAJORS WHEN YOU WANT IN
TO BUY.
1. Property is the safest investment you
can make.

:.

k. iv7

- Murray, KentwAy 42071

MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

The
Problem
Solvers
In
Real Estate

B. B. Hook
Salesperson

40.111,
Bettye Albin
Secretary

ALSO OFFICES IN7TH & WALNUT
MAYFIELD
247-7979
MAIN ST.
WINGO
376-2323

" Ow. agents are eager to provide you with qualified,
experienced real estate service with a personal
touch

•Our agents can offer competent and expedient service in handling all real estate financial and legal
matters.

We offer professional and ethical service

BOYD-MAJORS is a progressive real estate firm.

REMEMBER:

3. Our agents are equipped to advise you on the most
effective techniques to prepare your home for sale.

2. We offer you the advantage of our extensive and
professional advertising services.

home,
1. We take professional pride in selling your
method
ng
marketi
modern
every
offer
we
and
available.

CONSIDER BOYD-MAJORS WHEN YOU WANT
TO SELL.

.
*14.0
,•••
Reuben Moods
Salesperson

•

Phone: 753-8080

tiontt, 1Aillf• F

105 North 12th Street

0
°Y`l C/7/7a3.'" REAL ESTATE
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A udra Moody
Salesperson
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desires, and capabilities of
individuals change with the
passage of time. These
changing conditions are
constantly creating new
prospective purchasers of
real property. Each of

A three-day Real Estate
License Examination
Preparation Course
designed to provide the
information and skills
required for the state
examination for a real
estate license will be offered at Murray State
University May 21-22-23.
Offered by the Depart•,f Accounting,
ment
Finance. and Real Estate
through the Center for
Continuing Education, the
course has been scheduled
immediately prior to the
license examination- to be
the
by
administered
Kentucky State Real
Estate Commission in
Louisville on May 28.
Spurlock,
Russell
assistant professor of real
estate and one of three
instructors for the course,
said the emphasis will be in
areas which have caused
prior license applicants the
most problems.
Other instructors will be:
Ray Roberts, a Realtor and
adjunct professor of real
estate, and Gary Haverstock, a practicing atadjunct
and
torney
professor of real estate.
Spurlock noted that both
Roberts and Haverstock
are active practitioners in
their fields who can offer
highly specialized instruction to meet area
needs in the expanding real
estate education program
at Murray State.
"Heavy emphasis will be
placed on mathematics and
written
solving
on
problems," Spurlock added. and extensive drills
will be conducted on testtaking techniques to
eliminate the nervousness
and anxiety many persons
experience with confronted
with examinations."
He said the 985 fee for the
course includes the cost of
the textbook and all
reference materials.
Dormitory facilites are
also available for a
nominal charge.
- By presenting the
course at Murray State, we
can significantly reduce
the total cost which
examination applicants
would incur if they had to
travel to another area of
the state to take the
course," Spurlock pointed
out
Murray State this spring
began offering both a twoyear Associate of Arts

these prospects has a
definite real property need,
and he may have the
financial ability to buy and

What's the best way to
prepare your home for
sale? The NATIONAL
OF
ASSOCIATION
REALTORS advises: cut
the grass and manicure
trees and shrubs; invest in
a coat of paint for parts of
the time that need it most,
particularly the kitchen
and bathrooms; repair all
loose doorknobs and leaky
faucets: give the home's
interior a neat appearance.

The large and growing
network of home improvement centers across the
country is providing the
would - be do - it - yourselfer
with a wide variety of
services ranging from
over-the-counter advice to
remodeling clinics.
In addition to the dolt-yourself business, many
home centers provide professional installation either by sub-contractors or
by their own personnel.
And there is other help
for the do-it-yourselfer.
Publishers are inundating
bookstores with new doit-yourself books, packed
with solid information and
easy-to-follow drawings.
Industry, too, has jumped on the bandwagon,
and well known manufacturers of building materials are offering detailed
instructions Of their
products.
Paneling, for ext.mple,
used to be an awesome
task for the amateur but
now with the availability
of large 4' x 8' lightweight
sheets it Ls easy to handle
and the new adhesives
make installation as easy
to hang as some wallpaper.
All paneling today is preflnLshed so that labor ends
with installation.
Siding a house is a relatively new do -it -yourself
phenomenon spawned by
consumers' need to conserve labor dollars, and
re-siding is one of the
simplest weys to change
the style of a house

Helping hands

degree program in real
estate and a new four-year
program leading to a
Bachelor of Science degree
in business with an area in
real estate.
To obtain additional
information or to enroll in
the Real Estate License
Examination Preparation
Course, interested persons
should contact the Center
for Continuing Education,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071 (telephone 502 7624159 or 762-2086

Real Estate Course
Scheduled At MSU

By Bill Kopperud
Or‘e of the major functions of the Realtor is to
furnish services to individuals who want to buy
real property. We live in a
changing world. The needs,

best advantage if he does
find it. He needs the services of a specialist, of a
professional broker, to do

Most people like to think of their home as a
sound investment, one that should increase in
value. We agree. If you are looking for a home,
new, used or want to improve your present one,
we'd like to help you. We help finance homes
of every type, style arid description. So if you
have any questions about homeownership,stop
in, we'd be delighted to sit down and discuss
them with you. Remember,a Ilome is a sound
investment.

Realtor's Week - April 18-24

We Salute Our Local
Board of Realtors

the desire. But he usually
does not know just whereto
find the property or how to
negotiate the deal to his

The Realtor Serves The Buyer
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these things for him. The
Realtor's opportunity to
act as the representative of
the buyer is just as great as
that of representing the
seller. There must be a
buyer as well as a seller in
every transaction.

REALTORS SECTION

Private children's suite! Two fireplaces; central
heat and air! seven-tenths of an acre with eight
room house on private canal to Kentucky Lake.
$45,500.00.

NEAR LYNN GROVE ON 1 acre lot is this large
4 bedroom house with extra building which could
be made into nice apt.for $13,500.

LOCATED IN OLD ALMO is this 2 bedroom
frame house and 3 extra lots for ONLY $11,750.

LOCATED AT ALMO HEIGHTS on 2 acre lot is
this 2 bedroom house with den and basement 2
car garage and priced at ONI,Y $18,000.
1)(m-session with deed.

LOCATED ON South 10th Street we have a 2
bedroom house with new wall to wall carpet,
newly decorated and is vacant for $10,350.

2
LOCATED AT 1608 Calloway we have this
bedroom frame house with fireplace,gas heat at
$13,500. Possession with deed.

large
LOCATED AT 408 N. 8th Street is this
Rental
stucco house is ideal for home and-or
property it is priced at $25,000.

LOCATED ON RYAN AVE NEAR 18th Street 3
2 baths, carpet, large
/
bedroom brick with 11
living room $27,000.

ONE OF THE VERY BEST KEPT 3' bedroom
bricks in town is the one located on College Farm
Rd. Has beautiful Hardwood Floors, Fireplace,
Garage, you need to see this one $30,000.

LOCATED IN CIRCARAMA is this large 4
bedroom brick home with den, dining room, extra large livingroom, garage, beautiful landscaped lawn and priced at only 237,500.
POSSESSION WITH DEED.

IN GATESBORO we have an extra nice 3
2 baths, Family room with
1
bedroom brick with 2/
fireplace, Central Gas heat, Patio, Outside
storage, this and much more for $39,000.

IN CANTERBURY ONE of the very nicest 3
bedroom homes with den, Fireplace, Central
heat and air, Carpet, Garage, beautiful entrance
and Much Much More $44,500.

412 South 121h,Street

REALTOR'S SICT ION

Center Ridge Area! Waterfront, five acres!
Three bedrooms, two baths plus sauna bath;
fireplace; possible owner financing. $55,000.00.

ON BLOOD RIVER WE HAVE a 2 bedroom
frame house with fireplace and a 2 bedroom
mobile home attached with 3 lots, 80 ft. water
front this is priced at only $15,000.

5 Lots overlooking Kliens Boat Dock for only
$4,500.

LOCATED ON VINE STREET NEAR 12th, is
this large frame house with basement with 3
room apt. with private entrance. Priced at
$21,500. Owner will listen to any reasonable bid.

Jennings
WE HAVE 6.35 acres located on Kirby
Trail near Chandler Park for $5,000.

CHURLOCATED NEAR SINICINGS SPRINGS
nt
excelle
in
house
room
7
large
a
CH we have
stock
condition on 5 acres of good land. Has large
.
barn,and some other out buildings $27,500

at Green
WE HAVE APP. 5 acres on 641 south
.
$10,000
front
y
Highwa
Plain Rd. Long

tobacco
52 acres 4 miles N-W of Kirksey has good
water over
barn, stock barn, year around spring
2crop land $20,000
1
/

2
37 acres on paved rd. house needs some repair,
ponds,30 or more crop land $28,500.

FARM LAND 100 ACRES located app. 8 miles
east of Murray,65 acres crop land.$54,000

one
LOT 200 by 480 ft. zoned for multi-unit res. in
.
$21,500
Murray
in
ns
locatio
best
of the very-

We have a going business, of small motor repairs
and sales, lawn mowers, chain saws, in good
location and good lease on building 222,500.
Business lot in Roberts Business and industrial
sub. $4500.
LOCATED on Monroe is this 100 by 200 ft. lot
zoned for Duplex $5000.

LOCATED IN PINEBLUFF SHORES Sub. is
this extra clean restaurant and mobile home like
new. It is located on a commercial lot with 80 ft.
lake front, also a 50 ft. Res. lot, making a 130 ft.
lake front. Has boat dock and is priced at $37,500.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH NICE 4
bedroom brick home, located app. 3 miles west
on 94 Highway. Has grocery and garage or shop
m a 60 by 40 building. The lot is 150 by 28'7 and
priced at $53,250.

Phone 753-1651

EDNA KNIGHT 7534910
elOYT ROBERTS 753-3924
LELA PARKER 753-6086
RAY ROBERTS-436-5650
ANNA REQUARTH 753-2477
T. C. COLLIE 753-5122
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174

large lots
LOCATED IN WESTWOOD SUB.ON 2
central
with
brick
m
bedroo
2
nice
extra
is this
t and
carpor
room,
family
large
heat and air,
priced at $28,000.

m houses
ONE OF THE VERY NICEST 2 bedroo
trees,
fruit
some
,
garage
den,
Has
in town.
garden
grapes and tame blackberries and nice
space and priced at ONLY $21,500.

bedroom
LOCATED AT 604 Vine St. is this 3
ms,
bedroo
size
nice
extra
brick with garage,
and all type
,
church
near
lot
shady
nice
businesses $25,500.

on a lot 126
LOCATED AT 613 SOUTH 4th Street
full basement
by 258 is this 6 room house with
business it is
with 3 rooms. This lot is zoned
.
$17,500
priced at ONLY

Street is this 2
JUST LISTED at 1307 Overby
room, utility,
family
large
with
brick
m
bedroo
storage
outside
fence,
chain
link
,
carport, carpet
house,$23,950.

OVERLOOKING THE LAKE ON 2 wooded lots
kept 2
in Pine Bluff Shores, we have an extra well
and
bedroom mobile home with large patio, grill,
$9,750.
for
ed
well furnish
R AND 13th
LOCATED ON CORNER OF POPLA
m house
bedroo
2
tone
permas
Street we have a
garage,
with fireplace, large den or sun room,
.
$Z2,a00
at
priced
and
plastered

LOCATED ON 1 ACRE LOT on Locust Grove
Road, is this 3 bedroom Brick, lots of closet
space, baseboard electric heat, and priced at
$25,000.

LOCATED IN LYNNWOOD SUB. Has central
heat and air, range, dishwasher, ref., carpet,
link chain fence, storage room, this is a fine
house located only 2 miles from city limits
$29,900.

LOCATED AT 503 N. 7th Street we have a 4
bedroom 2 baths house with fireplace, plastered,
carpet and priced at $27.500.

EXTRA LARGE HOUSE LOCATED ON FARMER AVENUE, 1 block from University Campus, has 5 or 6 bedrooms, garage, extra large
rooms $27,900.

LOCATED AT CORNER 16th and Story we have
this large home with walk out basement into a
beautiful wooded yard you will find all the
features and more expected in this price home
$49,500.

LOCATED ON LONDON drive in Canterbury
2
/
estates we have a 4 bedroom house with 21
baths, 2 car garage, central heat and air and all
the other extras for $49.950.

ROBERTS REALTY
INTERESTED IN REAL ESTATE? SURE EVERY ONE IS. THEN
THE PLACE FOR
LOCATED ON THE CORNER OF SOUTH 12th AND SYCAMORE IS
LISTINGS PLUS
YOU TO GO. TOU WILL FIND AN EXTRA LARGE NUMBER OF
OWING IS A
EIGHT LICENSED AND BONDED SALES PEOPLE TO HELP YOU. FOLL
SEE WHAT
LIST OF GOOD PROPERTY FOR YOUR INSPECTION. IF YOU DON'T
LISTINGS.
YOU WANT WE HAVE OTHERS, PLUS A COMPLETE LIST OF MULTIPLE

LEDGER S. TIMES Thursday, Apr.1 22. 1976

LOCATED AT MIDWAY ON LOT IDEAL FOR
BUSINESS is this 5 room frame house for ONLY
$9,000.
LOCATED ON FORD ROAD a large 3 bedroom
brick with 1 V2 baths, central heat and air, carpet,
Garage, range, Dishwasher, Disposal and many
other nice features, Must be shown by appointment 837,000.
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.Realtors are bonded
and qualified to sell your
property or to help you in
your purchase of property.
. .As members of the
National Association of
Realtors your Realtor is
publicly committed to a
strict code of ethics. He
offers fair treatment and
good advise.
. . .Realtors are often
called upon to provide
information and counsel to
city, county state and
federal agencies. This vast
store of knowledge is
available to him through
the National Board of
Realtors.

are
...Realtors
professionals who are
members of their local,
state and national boards
of Realtors.
. . .Realtors must pass a
rigid examination given by
the state and only between
50-60 per cent pass each
examination.

can help you find the right
one
Your Realtor can help
you solve any financing
problems. He know the
interest rates and other
pertinent facts about the
varioutianding institutions
and can help find the right
loan for you.

317 lrvan 2 or 3 Br. $19,500
Fabulous Interior and Extrds

1503 (kalc Dr 4 Br .2 B, $35,800
superb, large family home

The best time to buy
Real Estate is now. Prices
may never be lower and
could go up.
. . .The income of both
husband and wife are now
added together for consideration when a loan is
sought.
...Real Estate nationally
is the only form of investment that has more
than kept up with inflation.
. . .Real Estate investments have nationally
appreciated much more
than stocks, bonds or any
other form of investment.
. . .In 1975 Real Estate
values rose sharply in
Murray and elsewhere.
According to economists
the same rate of increase
will at least be maintained
for 1976.
. . .The interest paid on
your mortgage will be a
considerable savings each
year on your income tax.
. .The purchase of
homes by single people,
both met and women, is on
'r -reaSe because loans
are more readily available
to them.
•.There are plenty of
good Real Estate buys
available and your Realtor

By Louise Baker
Broker Salesman
Guy Spann Realty

Did You Know?

REALTORS SECTION

By Anna Requarth
Roberts Realty

members of

the

Murray
"Real-

I°

Boyd-Majors Real Estate
753.508d
105 II 12th Murray
Galloway Ins & RI Est Agcy
753-5842
1161,1 S 5 Murray
Kopperud Realty 711 Main Murray 753-1222
Miller Claude L Real Estate & Appraisers
418,
,, Main Murray
753-5064
Neubauer John C Realtor
753-0101
505 Main Murray
Purdom 8. Thurman Insurance & Real
753-4451
Estate 407 Maple Murray
Roberts Realty Co
753-1651
414 S 12th Murray
Spann Guy Realty
901 Sycamore Murray
753-7724
Tucker Donald R CRS Realtor
753-4342
502 maple Murray.
Waldrop Real Estate Agency
Murray
4th
753-5646
206 S
Wilson Wayne Insurance & Real Estate
753-3263
202 S eth Murray

REALTOR'
"MEMBERS OF THE BOARD"

tors."

Real Estate Board are
Realtors are pledged to
& Professional Code of Ethics
to assure you of fair and
equitable service when buying,
Selling Of renting real property.

Only

MURRAY BOARD OF REALTORS

about the real estate
profession is the people you
get to meet. Many
residents of Murray cannot
imagine the new people
that have chosen our town
for "home" with the
contribution they are
making to our community.
They come from all walks
of life and each contribute
their fair share. Not only
have I met many new
people but I have also had
the opportunity to renew
many old acquaintances.
most
I think the
satisfying thing about my
work is find the "dream"
house for someone. The
satisfaciton you feel when
you find the Purchaser the
perfect house; the Seller is
pleased with the price and
negotiations and the sale is
completed to everyones
pleasure is a feeling of
fulfilled duty. This satisfied
feeling is not there for

reasonable

buyers

It
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REAL ESTATE

PURDOM

407 Maple St., Murray
Pirone. 733-4451 We're here
to help!

THURMAN

drop

If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field ot
real estate, please phone or

your own protection

going any further

before

get the advice of your

Realtor or attorney

and

bring them out in the

this. If there ARI restrictions,

all restrictions. The point is

enumerate

that

From the point of West 01
the buyer, it is preferable

uations.

questionable

Beware if Restrictions
owners

estate

eal
'Estate

can feature a house with
new wall-coverings, frilly
curtains at the kitchen
window, and a wall
removed here and there.
The Lady Realtor is also
more conscious of the
conveniences of the home.
They can put themselves in
the "lady of the house"
place and know immediately if the house will
suit her needs or not. To
give men Realtors credit, I
do feel they are better at
showing and selling farm
land and certain types of
business property. They
are more conscious of the
land and the moneymaking
aspects
of
(Continued on Page III

Bs Realtor f red Barnet
Tordorts And Thurman Real t state

every sale. When you are
involved in your work and
put yourself in the Purchaser and Sellars place,
you can't help but worry if
you think the Purchaser
has invested over his
means or the Sellar didn't
get as much money as you
know he really needed. A
Realtor
conscientious
strives for the satisfaciton
of both parties.
I have enjoyed seeing the
different homes and life
styles of people. Many rundown homes have so many
possibilities! I think, a
woman Realtor is far More
conscious of what can be
done with a home than a
man Realtor. The woman

Why Enter Real Estate?

PROCLAIM PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK — Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller (seated left) and Murray
Mayor John E. Scott (seated right) have jointly proclaimed the week of April 18-24 as Private Property Week in
Murray and Calloway County. Witnessing the signing of the proclamation were board members left to right,
Ray Roberts, Fred Barber. Edna Knight, Guy Spann, Russell Spurloa k and loal(ole

As I begin this article the
question that comes to my
mind first is simply "Why
did you choose Real Estate
as a profession?" I've
asked myself this question
many times in the past
years and I suppose the
most obvious answer is
that all my adult life I have
been exposed to real estate
business. My Father
started in real estate when
I was a teenager. My
Brother followed in his
footsteps several years
later. When it dawned on
me that I couldn't find two
better "bosses" in the
world and when I worked
up the courage to take the
real estate test, I took the
plunge; made the grade;
and finally went to work as
a Real Estate Saleslady'
One of the nicest things
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753-1222 Business -
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room,dining room, kitchen, Poll-gazed biesernent
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Well-built older three isedr,vmh borne featurua tar
dwrsid floori livan room with wood burning
,
•
:t,hen,I bath and entri
• irml date of repair and
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3 leiroom Nonce

An eicellent investmerg is this duplex located me
Sock from the University anted air a large
wooded lot, Um duplex is in good condition and
provides good i,iveatment return Priced at only
$15.MC 03

Da*:

he,* mimes
0r.,
,
Good rent. 111
Each trot has 2 bedrooms la time offered for sale
(Silo ULM/

Duple

Rental Income Property

Large brick ranch home on I rolling act-en Main
flair features 4 bedrooms. Pi baths, bytrig room
with fireplace. dining area, large modern kitchen
with all conveniences, den and utility oxen
Walkout basement comma of two fully paneled
apartments tine apartment has two bedrooms. the
other is an efficiency Flume Rill Kopperud for
detain Priced in the 50's

Covithy Estote

This colonial brick ranrh home has many fin,
features for comfortable and elegant Ming TM,
hOrlit has 3 bedroom*. 2 tatha, Ming room with
&rang area, dm with fireplace. large lutchen.
utility room. enclosed son porch and two car at
ached garage Exipusite color coordination and
decor in every room, central gas Neat, central electric air-conditioning and many extras Phone RE
Kapperud 7'53-112/ for an appointment $44,000

2210 Gotesborougli circle

.

Rd Crortetborowyk

2 sees Smith-oast of Murray

r

let

IL
4 ANN wine, o'
LAY* boldev
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Building Lots

White House Building

KOPPERUD
a
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711 Main

WE PROVID MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
FOR THE KET TO YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS

SA...* or.... so*

0:111,

Left

.
"1.4(**SISW.li

Acres

rage. iwassro

29 Acres

Acreage

'2

See 3 bedroom home near Lynn Grove on over
acres of land Over I lendable acres, stock tarn,
partially fenced Excellent kiratan with over WO
foot frontage on Highway 54 5 miles from Murray
Priced at only W.

House ond 9 ocres st Lynn Grove

illirr
Larmaj

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

home with 1 bedrooms, 2
Just bated'
baths hying room-den, with woodbunung fireplace
intercom with radio roomy garage HOW Yds A
double lot and has pat been redecorated imode and
Oil Only $211.140

Street
opportunity on property
zoned for business Ideal for proleastonal offices or
combination residence and professional office Thu
-awful hartwo story brick borne has 2 fireplaces, be
dwood Room wooden staircase and natural wood
trim around doors and baseboards, five rooms and I
bath upstairs, 4 rooms and I bath downstairs Central gas heat full basement. and 90 x 150 corner lot
location make this home an excellent buy at
$31.900 00

301N. 4th

Evreuent investniest

REALTORS SECTION

Sherry Madrick, Ellen Jones

oPpERup
STy

,r q0CSE

OFFICE HOURS
9 :00-5:00 MON titry FR
Sat urday
By A ppaontmeat

located just sotigh of Uncle Jeff's or Hl **• oil
within the 'lily limns of Mune, ,AIL
•,' itt
Lund ID Murray papaw. rt. 1,0,,A resAleraia, in
apartment iutes Price )uss r•••• , *.• HUN

10 Acts Wooded Tract

with over HMO feet of f ranter. on Bark*,
Lake Seeerel fueling building sites with bra uldul
LAY, view Own your own private secluded resort or
iy M50 per
onopp,rud
K
tor furtherinial
price X7,810 Phone flit
cia.is

146 Acres

X acres a, escellent location close to shopping,
schools and churches Cni water and sewage
available Preliminary roads and surveys completed
y Sr.=

Mails ham park Me

in Marshall County at interchmge of 3 nape highways Prime commercial location 1125000

5 an. MIMI sne

cretige

is
Me 4 Wreak Ps bath horn, with large living
room" dieing room kitchen and full basement
Sionereets on 2 acres and is priced at only 825.100.

is lbe Canary
J a lead so away for immediate occupancy

Jule LAM 3 ii-. 2 both brick ranch home, expellent corner lot location. walking dudance
ram Murray High School

105 Demo Rood

Good Old Fashioned Personal Service

Choice Listings-COUNTY

3 bedrooni, 2 both home with many outstamling
features, including den with fireplace. wood
beamed ceilings, dark wood panebag, built or desk
and book shelves Stereo speakers throughout
house, central VIOCUIST,. large modern kitchen with
all appliances. Including built-in trash compactor
Central electric heating and air, large two car
garage and ample storage areas Phone Rill Kap
perud lode'. 713-1722 for an appointment In see this
lux snow home 8443(1

1010 County Corti

ittect

and

Choice listings-CITY

Current Real Estate Knowledge
See this featured home at open house,
April 24,25 at 25 PM

Bill Kopperud, Realtor

We Emphasize

We at Kopperud Realty are proud to serve
the people of Murray and Calloway County

Private Property Owner
Week

Solutes

KOPPERUD REALTY
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continue to rise, the appreciation in dollars will be
greater for people who own
more expensive homes
because they will benefit
from greater leverage.
As an example: a $50,000
house with a $40,000
mortgage might rise in
value to $60,000, for a
$10,000 profit on the $10,000
Investment. The same 20
per cent increase in a
$80,000 house with a $48,000
mortgage would result in a
$12,000 profit.
Furthermore, incomes
are taxeed more heavily all
the time. But a large part
of the payment on a
mortgage
receives
favorable La;treatment; in
fact, most payments in the
early years of a mortgage
are deductible. So, the
larger the payments, the
greater the tax shelter.
It isn't smart, of course,
to strap yourself financially when purchasing a
home - and lenders
probably wouldn't allow it
anyway. But as a
REALTOR, I urge home
buyers to consider buying
as large a home as possible
to build equity and savings,
while at the same time
enjoying life in a fine home.
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or Bob Rodgers 753-7116

Murray,Ky.

505 Main Street
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Office 753-0101

initial
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rS: — tn

•-•

= co

z: 4

eHFS

Phones:(502)762-4159 or 762-2086 Murray,Ky.42071

Murray State
University

No

Business:

Street

First

Real Estate

Dormitory Room DesirecR Yes

Moor: Hornim

County

Address

Social Security Number. ,

Last

Division of Continuing tducation
149om 317A, Sparks Hall
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 4201
Name

r-.
To:

Murray State University will offer this three-day real estate license
preparatory course nest month to help you prepare yourself for licensing in
this field. Classes will be held each day from 8 a.m. until 8:.50 p.m. in Room
226, Roy Stewart Stadium. The fee for the three-day, course is $85. Textbooks
and all materials are provided. You need only, to bring pencils and a
notebook. The instructors are: Russell Spurlock, assistant professor of real
estate at Murray State; Gary Haverstock, attorney and adjunct professor of
real estate law, and Ray Roberts, G.R./., Realtor and adjunct professor of real
estate. Dormitory accommodations available at $2.50 per day.
To register, complete and return the form below. Make chef k or money order payable to Murray State University. Enrollment is limited to 75 students.

For Additional Information Contact
Center for Continuing Education,Sparks Hall

Res. 753-7531

vi

can be set up—a home is
desirable because people
associate it with stability
and permanence.
So, while an apartment is
fine for transitional way of
life, a house is something
that almost everyone
desires when they're ready
to become established and
put down roots.
If you're currently an
apartment dweller and
eventually plan to buy a
home, here are some
reasons why you should
consider purchasing as
large a home as you
possibly can afford.
real
Many
estate
professionals agree that
the best and safest real
estate buy for a small investor is a home. And, in
the present economy,
allocation of a larger
proportion of income to
home purchase makes
sense.
For one thing, family
income is likely to grow
more quickly than the
expenses
of
home
ownership. This, while
initial mortgage payments
may be steep, they will
decrease relative to income as time passes.
Secondly, as prices

Real Estate License
Preparatory Course
May 11, 11 and 13

By Ronnie Pea
Realtor Associate
Wilson Real Estate
A recent survey of
apartment dwellers in
seven cities across the
country revealed that,
while most renters are
happy to be living in
apartments, they still
regard apartment living as
a transitional stage before
buying a home.
Men and women interviewed for the survey—especially those in
younger age groups---said
they are living in apartments "for now," but
virtually all felt certain
they *ould move to a
single-family home some
day.
Most older people (late
50s and early 60s) interviewed had moved from
a single-family dwelling to
an apartment after their
children left home.
The general opinion of
all, the survey found, was
that a home is necessary or
at least highly desirable for
a family with children. In
addition to certain physical
features—a back yard
where children can play or
a basement in which a
workshop or hobby area

Purchase A Large Home

REALTORS SECTION

John C. Neubauer

Three wooded acres with T.V.A. frontage near Hamlin, Ky. Good
Building sites. Electric and phone are on the property. Excellent county
road only 500' north of Ky. 1918 (Kirby Jennings Trail). Reasonably
piked. Terms.

3 WOODED ACRES

Small farm with business opportunity. Ten acres with a fine brick home
on a wooded hiftop. The business location for a shop has a 1,600 sq. ft.
shop building on the highway. This is located only 6 miles south of
Murray on Ky. 121. Here you can have a home,shop and farm all in one.

10 ACRES—BRICK HOME

Eighteen secluded acres adjacent to Russell's Chapel Church on Ky. 711
Many fine 6omesites overlooking nice creek. Stock barn. Some tendable
land and fencing. Reasonably priced

18 SECLUDED ACRES

Enjoy a breathtaking view from this spacious home overlooking the entire Blood River valley. Located on a hilltop, this four bedroom home is
in the middle of a tree shaded three acres tract. There are four storage
buildings. Located on Ky. 121 south of New Concord. Priced at only
$28,500. financing available.

3 ACRE HILLTOP HOME

GOOD COUNTRY UVING

APRIL 18 to 24, 1976

an inrestrlp-,
all times

THE LAND

There's a lot to
appreciate

OLD PRINT OF UNIVERSITY PRESENTED KAR. The Lexington Board of
Realtors welcomed the K A R decision to purchase a headquarters building in
Lexington at the recent Directors' meeting. Lexington president-elect Jack
Murphy,left, presents a rare print of the University of Kentucky campus as it
appeared at the turn of the century to KA R president Don Tucker. The print
will hang in the reception area of the new KA R office.
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1638 West Olive

900 S. 17th

Sherwood Forrest

2210 Gatesboro Circle

902 Clarkshire

Doran Rood

w,(4e/
5

oft.St
Pommy

Camelot

•••••

Saturday and Sunday
2 to 5 p.m.
April 24th and 25th

702 Goodman

Circarama

306 N. 10th

Lakeway Shores

REALTORS SECT/ON

Westwood

3

0
a
--

Westwood

irsrfrsirolit,S"'

1200 Dogwood Drive

OPEN HOUSE
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